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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This document is the Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the California State University, 

Northridge 2005 Master Plan Update Project, State Clearinghouse Number 2005051008.

1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

In accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the CEQA 

Guidelines, a draft EIR was prepared by the California State University, Northridge (CSUN or the 

University), Office of Facilities Planning, Design & Construction, to address the potential significant 

environmental effects associated with the adoption and subsequent implementation of the 2005 Master 

Plan (Master Plan or proposed project). The Master Plan encompasses the California State University, 

Northridge campus in the City of Los Angeles community of Northridge.

To determine the number, scope and extent of environmental issues to be addressed in this EIR, CSUN 

prepared a Notice of Preparation (NOP) and circulated it for 30 days, beginning May 2, 2005 and ending 

May 31, 2005, to interested public agencies, organizations, community groups, and individuals in order to 

receive input on the proposed project. CSUN also held a Draft EIR scoping meeting on May 19, 2005, in 

conjunction with presentation of the final Master Plan, to obtain public input on the proposed scope and 

content of this EIR. Interested parties attended the meeting and provided input.

The Draft EIR was circulated for a 45-day public review period, as required by state law, beginning 

November 16 and ending December 30, 2005. At the request of members of the community, the Draft EIR 

review period was extended 13 days to January 12, 2006. During this 58-day public review period, the 

University received written comments on the Draft EIR.

CSUN also held a meeting November 29, 2005, in conjunction with circulation of the Draft EIR to obtain 

public input on the content of the Draft EIR and to address questions regarding the Draft EIR. Interested 

parties attended the meeting and provided input.

Section 15088 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that the Lead Agency responsible for the preparation of an 

EIR evaluate comments on environmental issues received from parties who reviewed the Draft EIR and 

prepare a written response addressing each of the comments. The intent of the Final EIR is to provide a 

forum to air and address comments pertaining to the information and analysis contained within the Draft 

EIR, and to provide an opportunity for clarifications, corrections, or minor revisions to the Draft EIR as 

needed.
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1.0 Introduction

This Final EIR assembles in one document all of the environmental information and analysis prepared for 

the proposed project, including comments on the information and analysis contained in the Draft EIR and 

responses by the University to those comments.

1.2 CONTENTS OF THE FINAL EIR

Pursuant to Section 15132 of the State CEQA Guidelines, the Final EIR for the 2005 Master Plan consists of 

the following:

(a) The Draft EIR, including all of its appendices, is incorporated by reference in this Final EIR.

The complete Draft EIR document is on file with, and available for public review at, the following 

locations:

• Office of Facilities Planning, Design & Construction, University Hall Room 325, California 
State University, Northridge

• Oviatt Library, California State University, Northridge

• City of Los Angeles Public Library, 9051 Darby Avenue, Northridge

The EIR may also be reviewed on the Internet at http:/ / www.csun.edu / envision2035 /.

(b) A list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the Draft EIR.

A list of written comments received is provided on the following page. A total of 17 comment 

letters on the Draft EIR were received. The comment letters have been numbered and organized 

into the following categories: State Agencies, Local Agencies, Local Organizations, and 

Individuals. The sign-in sheet from the November 29, 2005 Draft EIR meeting held at the 

California State University, Northridge campus is appended to Section 3, Written Comments 

and Responses to Comments.

(c) Copies of all letters received by the University during the Draft EIR public review period and 

responses to significant environmental points concerning the Draft EIR raised in the letters.

Section 3.0, Written Comments and Responses to Comments, begins with topical responses that 

were prepared in order to systematically and consistently address selected topics raised during 

the public comment period for the Draft EIR. The topical responses address comments raised at 

the public meeting November 29, 2005 as well as comments made the comment letters. Section

3.0 then provides copies of the comment letters and the University's responses to the comments. 

Individual comments within each letter are numbered and the response is given a matching 

number.

California State University, Northridge
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1.0 Introduction

(d) Revisions to the Draft EIR.

For Draft EIR text that has been revised to incorporate additional information as a result of 

comments received during the public review process, the resulting changed text is provided in

Section 4.0, Revised Draft EIR Text.

(e) Any other information added by the Lead Agency.

A project description and executive summary are provided in Section 2.0, Executive Summary.

A list of the written comment letters on the Draft EIR received by the University is provided below.

State Agencies

1. State of California Department of Fish and Game, November 28, 2005

2. State of California Department of Transportation, December 28, 2005

3. State of California Governor's Office of Planning and Research, December 6, 2005

4. State of California Governor's Office of Planning and Research, January 13, 2006

Local Agencies

5. County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, November 30, 2005

6. City of Los Angeles, City Council, Twelfth District, November 22, 2005

7. City of Los Angeles, City Council, Twelfth District, January 11, 2006

8. Southern California Association of Governments, December 13, 2006

Local Organizations

9. Lindley West Coalition, by Robert W. Buckles, January 10, 2006

10. Northridge East Neighborhood Council, by Thomas Baker, December 22, 2005

11. Northridge East Neighborhood Council, by Thomas Baker, January 6, 2006

12. Northridge Townhome Estates Homeowners Association, by Carol A. Brockhouse, 
November 29, 2005

Individuals

13. D.H. Dardarian, December 4, 2005

14. Robert D. Galletly, January 9, 2006

15. Ronnie L. Grant, January 12, 2006

16. Patricia LoPresti, November 15, 2005

17. Robert and Patricia LoPresti, January 12, 2006
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2.1 SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

2.1.1 Introduction to the Project

California State University, Northridge (CSUN or the University) proposes the adoption and subsequent 

implementation of the 2005 Master Plan Update (2005 Master Plan or Master Plan) for its 356-acre 

Northridge campus. The 2005 Master Plan represents the first comprehensive update of the campus 

master plan since 1998, and is a comprehensive, coordinated series of proposals intended to configure 

and guide the physical development of the campus over the next 30 years.

CSUN is one of 23 campuses within the California State University (CSU) system. The University 

provides education to nearly 33,000 undergraduate and graduate full-time equivalent students (24,473 

FTES) and employs 2,017 faculty members and 1,964 staff members. It is nearly at its current enrollment 

cap of 25,000 FTES and campus facilities are reaching capacity. The 2005 Master Plan Update is intended 

to allow the University to accommodate projected enrollment increases of up to 10,000 additional FTES, 

for a total of 35,000 FTES. The 2005 Master Plan horizon was accordingly set at 30 years to facilitate long

term planning.

The 2005 Master Plan is a comprehensive series of programs intended to configure and guide the physical 

development of the University campus over the next 30 years. The Master Plan addresses land uses and 

facilities required to accommodate the projected enrollment increase and the evolving pedagogical needs 

of the University's academic, administrative, student support, and campus support department and 

programs.

The University consulted with its academic units in preparation for the master planning process to 

determine the implications for campus facilities of increasing the enrollment ceiling. The Master Plan 

architects were then asked to determine the capacity of the campus to support the increased enrollment. 

At the CSU system average of 115,000 gross square feet (gsf) per 1,000 FTES, a minimum increase of 

approximately 1.15 million gsf of new academic and administrative facilities was determined to be 

necessary to accommodate the projected additional 10,000 FTES. In addition, 2,688 student-housing beds 

are proposed, along with a net increase of approximately 4,500 parking spaces.
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2.0 Executive Summary

The Master Plan addresses six major programs that apply throughout the campus:

• Academic and Administrative Facilities;

• Student Support and Recreational Facilities;

• Housing and Campus Support Facilities;

• Landscaping, Open Space, and Pedestrian Circulation;

• Transportation Management, Campus Entry, Vehicular Circulation, and Parking Facilities; and

• Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

The 2005 Master Plan proposes significant changes to the North Campus, including development of a 

faculty/staff housing community as the primary use. Instructional/athletic space is also proposed north 

of this housing community. Biotechnology development on the northern portion of the North Campus is 

limited to the existing 500,000 square feet.

The 2005 Master Plan will be implemented incrementally in four phases (three 5-year phases and a final 

15-year phase), as follows:

• Phase 1: 2005-2009

• Phase 2: 2010-2014

• Phase 3: 2015-2019

• Phase 4: 2020-2035

Actual implementation of most Master Plan projects will be influenced by student enrollment, availability 

of funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational and student-support programs that 

necessitate new or modified facilities. However, several projects included in the existing campus master 

plan are currently under construction and will become operational during the expected implementation 

of the 2005 Master Plan Update.

Detailed discussion of the Master Plan phases, including descriptions of proposed projects and a timeline 

for implementation, is contained in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description.

2.1.2 Project Location

The CSUN campus is located in the community of Northridge, part of the City of Los Angeles. 

Northridge is located in the San Fernando Valley, approximately 22 miles northwest of downtown Los 

Angeles. Adjacent communities include Porter Ranch, Knollwood, Granada Hills, San Fernando,

California State University, Northridge
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2.0 Executive Summary

Panorama City, Van Nuys, Chatsworth, and West Hills. Major regional access to Northridge is provided 

by the Ronald Reagan Freeway (State Route 118), the San Diego Freeway (I-405), and the Ventura 

Freeway (US 101).

The University occupies 356 acres in north-central Northridge. The campus setting is generally suburban, 

with single-family and multi-family residential uses and commercial uses adjacent to the campus 

perimeter. The campus is irregular in shape and comprises two distinct sub areas known as the north 

and south campuses. The north campus is bounded on the north by Devonshire Street; on the south by 

Lassen Street; on the east by Zelzah Avenue; and on the west by Lindley Avenue. The south campus is 

partially bounded on the north by Halsted Street; on the south by Nordhoff Street; on the east by Zelzah 

Avenue; and on the west by Darby Avenue.

2.1.3 Project Background

2.1.3.1 California State University (CSU) Mission and Demographic Projections

The CSU is overseen by the Board of Trustees, a body appointed by the Governor and responsible for 

electing the Chancellor, the chief executive officer of the CSU. The Board of Trustees' authority includes 

the development of system-wide administrative policies, curriculum development, and the development 

of facilities. In 1962, shortly after its establishment, the Board of Trustees mandated that all state college 

campuses accommodate a student enrollment of 20,000 FTES. The CSU system is required by the State 

Board of Education to accept the top academic one-third of graduating high school students in California, 

and each campus within the system is required by the state's Education Code to accommodate its share of 

present and anticipated future enrollment.1

In May 2003, in keeping with its state charter and in response to projections of unprecedented demand 

for higher education enrollment, the CSU Board of Trustees adopted a resolution directing each campus 

within the CSU to take the necessary steps to accommodate a projected system-wide enrollment increase 

of 107,000 FTE students by 2011.1 2 The resolution was adopted in response to current system-wide 

enrollment projects as well as CSU's mandate concerning the provision of postsecondary education.3 To 

comply with the resolution, each CSU campus is required to periodically review and revise its master

1
1 California Education Code, §66201 through 66207. Website: http: / / caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/cacodes/ edc/66201- 

66207.html. Accessed: July 7, 2005.
2
2 Whereas headcount simply accounts for the number of students enrolled, for master planning and academic 

planning purposes, the University utilizes the full-time equivalent (FTE), unit of measurement to calculate 
enrollment. One FTE is defined as one student taking 15 course units, which represents a full course load. 
Students taking fewer course units are considered to constitute a fraction of an FTE (10 course units = .66 FTE), 
whereas students taking more than 15 course units constitute more than one FTE (20 units = 1.33 FTES).

3 California State University Committee on Educational Policy. Campus Options to Achieve California State 
University Enrollment and Access Goals (REP 05-03-04). May 13-14, 2003.
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2.0 Executive Summary

plan, in part to ensure that proposed capital improvement programs remain in compliance with those 

plans.

Eight campuses within the CSU system, including CSUN, have enrollment caps set at the CSU historic 

maximum of 25,000 FTES. The 2003 resolution authorizes campuses to consider increasing enrollment 

beyond this limit. This will allow the CSU to comply with its obligation, under the California Education 

Code, to "plan that adequate spaces are available to accommodate all California resident students who 

are eligible and likely to apply to attend an appropriate place within the system.4

Enrollment at CSUN climbed from 18,052 FTES (25,019 headcount students) in 1995 to 24,296 FTES 

(32,406 headcount students) in 2005.5 & As a result, enrollment at CSUN is nearly at its ceiling of 25,000 

FTES and is expected to continue to climb.

2.1.3.2 2005 CSUN Master Planning Process

To develop its 2005 Master Plan Update, CSUN initiated a collaborative process involving the academic 

and administrative campus communities and the local Northridge community to ascertain campus needs 

over the next 30 years. In January 2004, University President Jolene Koester appointed a 25-member 

Campus Physical Master Planning Committee comprising faculty, staff, student representatives, and 

community representatives. The committee participated in a series of four public data-gathering forums 

and exercises between October 2004 and May 2005; these meetings were structured for and intended to 

solicit input from all interested parties. Announcements of and invitations to these meetings were sent to 

a broad mailing list of 23,000 individuals, agencies, and local businesses surrounding the campus.

In 2004, a broad cross-section of the student groups on campus were given cameras and asked to 

document their impressions of the physical campus, including open spaces, buildings, interiors, 

playfields, roadways, and walkways. Thousands of photographs, together with written commentary, 

were received and reviewed by the Master Planning Team.

Regular meetings of the Master Plan Committee were held to provide reports on Master Plan progress 

and send feedback to the team responsible for preparing the Master Plan. In addition, regular newsletter 

updates were posted on the University's website for the public. The website provided a way for campus 

and surrounding community members to convey comments and questions directly to the Master Plan 

Committee.

4 California Education Code §66202.5. Website: http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/cacodes/edc/66201-66207.html. 
Accessed: June 21, 2005.

5 Enrollment figures provided by the California State University, Northridge Office of Facilities Planning, Design
& Construction, July 2005.
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2.0 Executive Summary

2.1.4 Level of Environmental Review

Under CEQA, a program EIR is prepared for a series of actions that can be characterized as one large 

project, with related actions forming logical parts in a chain of contemplated actions (CEQA Guidelines 

§15168(a)). A program EIR allows the lead agency to consider broad policy alternatives and program

wide mitigation measures early in the program process; subsequent project-specific activities are 

evaluated in light of the program EIR to determine if additional environmental documentation is 

required (CEQA Guidelines 15168(b) and (c)). A program-level analysis is intended to provide the public 

and decision makers with an overview of the potential environmental impacts associated with one large 

project. A project EIR examines the environmental impacts of a specific development project, including 

planning, construction, and operations.

The University has developed sufficient detail concerning the following six Master Plan Phase 1 projects 

to permit project-level evaluation of potential environmental impacts in the Draft EIR: the TH, Parking 

Structure G3, the Science 5 facility, University Park Student Housing, a Student Housing Administration 

Building, and 250 Faculty/Staff housing units. Six Master Plan Phase 2 projects are also evaluated in this 

EIR: Parking Structure G6; Faculty Offices and Lecture Hall; two Lecture/Laboratory facilities; the 

Student Recreation Center; and 100 Faculty/Staff housing units.

In addition, the University has developed sufficient site detail for the Valley Performing Arts Center, 

originally evaluated at the program level in the 1998 Master Plan, to enable its evaluation at the project 

level in the Draft EIR.

The remainder of the 2005 Master Plan is evaluated at the program level in the Draft EIR. The University 

does not anticipate proceeding with development of all proposed Master Plan projects in the immediate 

future, nor has it developed sufficient project detail to enable analysis of project-specific impacts at this 

time. Because of the long-term nature of the 2005 Master Plan, the precise nature, size, and location of all 

the programs and facilities proposed under the Master Plan cannot be accurately projected at this time. 

Additional environmental review of Master Plan project will be undertaken as needed during subsequent 

Master Plan implementation.

2.1.5 Topics of Known Concern

To determine the number, scope and extent of environmental issues to be addressed in this EIR, the 

University prepared a Notice of Preparation (NOP) and circulated it for 30 days, beginning May 2, 2005 

and ending May 31, 2005, to interested public agencies, organizations, community groups, and 

individuals in order to receive input on the proposed project. The University also held a Draft EIR 

scoping meeting on May 19th, 2005, in conjunction with presentation of the final Master Plan, to obtain
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2.0 Executive Summary

public input on the proposed scope and content of this EIR. Interested parties attended the meeting and 

provided input.

Based on the NOP scoping process, the Draft EIR addresses the following topics:

• Aesthetics

• Air Quality

• Hazards and Hazardous Materials

• Noise

• Population and Housing

• Public Services: (Police and Fire)

• Recreation

• Transportation/Traffic

• Public Utilities: Water Demand and Supply

• Public Utilities: Wastewater

Also based on the NOP scoping process, potential impacts on the following resources were determined to 

be less than significant and are not discussed in detail in the Draft EIR: Agricultural Resources; Biological 

Resources; Cultural Resources; Geotechnical/Soils; Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use and 

Planning; Mineral Resources; certain Public Services (Libraries, Parks, Schools); and Public Utilities: Solid 

Waste Disposal.
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3.0 WRITTEN COMMENTS AND RESPONSES TO
COMMENTS

INTRODUCTION

This section begins with topical responses that were prepared to systematically and consistently address 

selected topics raised during the public comment period for the Draft EIR. The topical responses address 

comments raised at the public meeting November 29, 2005 as well as comments submitted via written 

correspondence. The responses contained in this section are referred to, where appropriate, in individual 

responses to comments on the Draft EIR. The topical responses are followed by copies of the comment 

letters and responses of the California State University, Northridge (CSUN or the University) to the 

comment letters. Individual comments within each letter are numbered and responses are numbered 

correspondingly.

TOPICAL RESPONSES

Several general issues were raised during the public comment period and are addressed in topical 

responses at the beginning of this section. Topical Response 1, Environmental Review Process, clarifies 

the scope of the Draft EIR and the role and scope of subsequent environmental review as the Master Plan 

is implemented. Topical Response 2, Enrollment Increases, defines the source of the enrollment 

projections, addresses the need for the University to accommodate projected enrollment increases, and 

clarifies how the Master Plan is intended to facilitate that. Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, 

provides additional detail about the proposed development of the North Campus with residential uses 

and defines the University's role in this development. Topical Response 4, Master Plan Phasing, 

provides additional information regarding the four proposed phases of Master Plan implementation.

The remaining specific environmental topics addressed in this section are presented in the order in which 

they appear in the Draft EIR, and include Topical Response 5, Noise (playing fields and parking 

structures), Topical Response 6, Recreation (proposed use of playing fields, proposed amenities for 

playing fields, lighting and noise), and Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking (pedestrian circulation and 

safety; vehicular circulation: campus entries and exits; impacts on street segments; off-site mitigation; 

parking: affordability of campus parking permits; parking: on-campus parking demand and supply; 

parking: on-campus parking program management; and parking: off-site parking impacts).
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Topical Response 1 Environmental Review Process

Information regarding the environmental review process associated with the 2005 Master Plan EIR is 

provided in the Draft EIR in Section 1.0, Executive Summary, Section 1.5, Type of EIR, Level of Analysis 

and Standards for EIR Adequacy, on pages 1.0-3 through 1.0-4.

As stated therein, the Master Plan is a comprehensive, coordinated series of proposals intended to 

configure and guide the physical development of the CSUN campus over the next 30 years. Developed in 

response to the need for the University to accommodate projected local and systemwide enrollment 

increases, the Master Plan is intended predominantly as a guide for long-term land and building use, by 

identifying what facilities will be needed and where they should be located. As such, the Master Plan 

cannot accurately predict, and therefore does not contain, details concerning every project proposed 

under all of the Master Plan phases. In turn, the EIR evaluates the campus Master Plan at the 

programmatic, or general, level and specific near-term Master Plan projects, for which site-level detail is 

available, at the project, or detailed, level.

This EIR is intended as both a "program EIR" and a "project EIR" under the California Environmental 

Quality Act (CEQA) and the CEQA Guidelines. CEQA distinguishes between an EIR for a program or 

plan and an EIR for a single, specific development project. A program EIR is appropriate for a series of 

actions that can be characterized as one large project and are related as logical parts in a chain of 

contemplated actions (CEQA Guidelines §15168). It allows the lead agency to consider broad policy 

alternatives and program-wide mitigation measures early in the program process; subsequent project- 

specific activities are evaluated in light of the program EIR to determine if additional environmental 

documentation is required (CEQA Guidelines 15168(b) and (c)). In sum, a program-level analysis is 

intended to provide the public and decisionmakers with an overview of the potential environmental 

impacts associated with one large project. A project EIR typically focuses on the environmental changes 

associated with all phases of a specific, stand-alone development project, including planning, 

construction, and operation (CEQA Guidelines §15161).

The comprehensive Master Plan is evaluated at the program level in the 2005 Master Plan EIR. CSUN 

does not anticipate proceeding with development of all proposed Master Plan projects in the immediate 

future, nor has it developed sufficient project detail to enable analysis of all project-specific impacts at this 

time. Because of the long-term nature of the Master Plan, the precise nature, size, and location of all the 

proposed programs and facilities cannot be accurately projected at this time and any such projections 

would be speculative at best. Actual implementation of projects will be influenced by student 

enrollment, availability of funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational, and student- 

support programs that necessitate new or modified facilities.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

As the Master Plan is implemented, specific buildings will be designed, and information regarding 

building location, size, open space, and circulation and parking will be developed. Additional 

environmental review of Master Plan projects will be undertaken as each project proposed under the 

Master Plan is implemented, to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant 

environmental impacts. This additional review will comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as 

appropriate, will include public noticing and opportunities for public comment on the specific project 

proposals.

For example, the design for faculty/staff housing in the North Campus has not yet been developed. At 

such time as design development for that project is undertaken, additional environmental review of 

potential associated impacts will be required under CEQA. Should that process of environmental review, 

or compliance, determine that the potential exists for new, significant impacts not anticipated in the 

Master Plan Draft EIR, then the appropriate environmental documentation will be prepared, public 

noticing conducted, and public review opportunities provided as required by law. (See Topical 

Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, for more discussion of this particular Master Plan project).

Information regarding Master Plan phases is provided in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description, 

Section 2.6, Project Characteristics, on pages 2.0-17 through 2.0-49. The University has developed 

sufficient detail for the following Phase 1 and 2 Master Plan development projects to enable project- 

specific evaluation of potential environmental impacts: a Transit Center; Parking Structures G3 and G6; a 

Student Housing Administration Building; a Faculty Offices/Lecture Hall facility; two 

Lecture/Laboratory facilities; the Science 5 facility; the Student Recreation Center; two components of 

Faculty/Staff housing; and two components of Student Housing. The University has also developed 

sufficient detail regarding the Valley Performing Arts Center, originally evaluated at the program level in 

the 1998 Master Plan EIR, to enable project-specific evaluation of impacts. Accordingly, this EIR 

evaluates these near-term Phase 1 and 2 Master Plan development projects at the project level. 

Information regarding the projects and timing of Phase 1 and 2 projects is provided in the Draft EIR in 

Section 2.0, Project Description, Section 2.6.11, Phasing of Master Plan Implementation, on pages 2.0.39 

through 2.0-48.

As Phase 1 and 2 projects are developed, specific buildings will be designed and information regarding 

building location, size, open space, and circulation and parking will be developed.

Topical Response 2 Enrollment Increases

Information regarding projected CSU systemwide enrollment increases is summarized in the Draft EIR in 

Section 1.0, Executive Summary, Section 1.2, Introduction, on pages 1.0-1 and 1.0-2. Detailed discussion
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

of this topic is provided in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description, Sections 2.4.4, Statewide and 

Regional Demographic Projections, on pages 2.0-11 and 2.0-12, and 2.4.5, CSU Enrollment Projections, on 

pages 2.0-12 and 2.0-13.

The CSU system is required by the State Board of Education to accept the top academic one-third of 

graduating high school students in California, and each campus within the system is required by the 

state's Education Code to accommodate its share of present and anticipated future enrollment.* 1 In 2003, 

the Board of Trustees took into consideration state policy direction regarding educational equity and 

access in addition to a number of demographic, economic, social, and educational trends expected to 

influence future demand for postsecondary education and directed each campus within the CSU to plan 

for a projected systemwide enrollment increase of 107,000 FTES by 2011. The Board of Trustees also 

directed campuses to review their campus master plans and consider increasing enrollment ceilings. For 

those campuses, like CSUN, that are at or near the historic CSU systemwide enrollment cap of 25,000, the 

Board of Trustees authorized consideration of exceedance of the enrollment cap, and the preparation and 

presentation to the Board of campus master plans that would facilitate doing so.

The Board of Trustee's actions were based, in part, on the findings of its Committee on Educational 

Policy, reported in the minutes of the May 2003 meeting as follows:

",..[S]everal years ago, CPEC, using Department of Finance data, projected that the CSU would 
add 130,000 new students between 1998 and 2010. ,..[A]ctual enrollments this past fall are 
already 20,000 over where CPEC estimated enrollment. The Department of Finance now projects 
CSU 2011 enrollment to exceed 513,000. ... CSU enrollments are beginning to exceed the physical 
capacity, and the projected gap between enrollment and capacity is increasing. .The resolution 
proposed for action in May restates the Board's commitment to accommodate the projected 
enrollment, given appropriate state support, and adopts as policy the use of several options 
available to campuses to expand enrollment recognizing that the mix of options will vary from 
campus to campus.

For many years, projections of enrollments in higher education in California have warned of a vast 
increase during the first decade of the 21st [c]entury. However, not only are enrollments 
increasing, the projections themselves are increasing. For example, in 1995, the California 
Department of Finance, Demographic Research Unit, projected that the CSU would enroll 
406,317 headcount students in the fall 2004. By 2000, the Department of Finance's projection of 
CSU enrollment for fall 2004 had been revised upward to 414,091 headcount students. The most 
recent Department of Finance projections of CSU enrollment for fall 2004 have now reached 
436,172 headcount students...

The current Department of Finance projections indicate that over the next eight years, by fall 
2011, CSU enrollment will have grown to 513,550 headcount students, an increase of 26 percent 
over the 406,684 enrolled in fall 2002. This enrollment increase of nearly 107,000 students 
presents a significant challenge for the CSU in that many campuses are rapidly approaching their 
physical capacity as measured in lecture hall, classroom, and laboratory space. Indeed across the 
system, in AY [academic year] 2003-04, enrollments will exceed physical capacity space... 
However, the impact of enrollment upon physical capacity will be felt differentially across the

-|
1 California Education Code, §66201 through 66207. Website: http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/cacodes/ 

edc/66201-66207.html. Accessed: July 7, 2005.
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state. It is clear that the state will not be able to address this projected enrollment increase as it 
did during the surge of the 1960's by building new campuses."* 2

The Board of Trustees authorized the CSU campuses to consider increasing enrollment capacity as part of 

its May 2003 Resolution in order to allow the CSU to comply with its obligation, under the California 

Education Code, to "plan that adequate spaces are available to accommodate all California resident 

students who are eligible and likely to apply to attend an appropriate place within the system.3

The 2005 California State University, Northridge 2005 Master Plan proposes an enrollment increase in 

response to the Board of Trustees directive to each CSU campus to accommodate its share of the projected 

systemwide enrollment increase, in compliance with the California Education Code. To accommodate 

the enrollment increase, the 2005 Master Plan identifies academic facilities and programs, housing, 

parking, infrastructure improvements and other resources to adequately serve an increase in enrollment 

capacity from 25,000 to 35,000 FTES by the year 2035.

With 356 acres, the campus has the physical capacity for growth. The Master Plan has focused on a more 

balance use of campus land resources. By introducing significant roadway revisions in the eastern and 

southern section of campus, future campus development in this underutilized area can be intensified. 

This allows the campus to meet facility growth needs while maintaining the pastoral, pedestrian oriented 

nature of the campus core.

The addition of approximately 2,500 student housing beds and 600 on-campus faculty/ staff housing units 

will help to transform CSUN into a more residential campus, thereby reducing peak hour vehicle trips to 

and from campus. Future parking structure development will balance the parking load between the east 

and west sides of the campus, resulting in improved traffic conditions on the major roadways 

surrounding campus. In addition, the master plan proposes significant improvements in mass transit 

access for faculty, staff, and students that will reduce the percentage of commuters using private vehicles 

in the future. A transit center proposed at the main western entry to campus will serve local MTA 

(Metropolitan Transportation Authority) buses and commuter shuttles. An expanded campus tram 

system will link student housing, faculty/staff housing, and MTA rapid bus stops with the transit center.

n
2 California State University, Committee on Educational Policy. Agenda minutes (revised), May 13-14, 2003. 

Website: http:/ / www.calstate.edu/BOT/Agendas/May03/EdPol.pdf. Accessed: June 21, 2005.
3
3 California Education Code §66202.5. Website: http://caselaw.lp.findlaw.com/cacodes/edc/66201-66207.html. 

Accessed: June 21, 2005.
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Topical Response 3 Faculty/Staff Housing

Information regarding proposed faculty/ staff housing is provided in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project 

Description, Section 2.6.10, Master Plan campus Precincts, under the subheading for Precinct 8: North 

campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village, on page 2.0-34. The proposed locations of faculty/staff housing 

are shown in Figure 2.0-16 and Figures 2.0-17 through 2.0-20, which show proposed Master Plan phasing 

for the implementation of housing and other Master Plan projects.

Proposed Faculty/Staff Housing Mix and Location.

As stated in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description, as part of its 2005 Master Plan, CSUN 

proposes the development of faculty/ staff housing in two locations on the campus. One area determined 

to be suitable for housing is in the campus's Northwest Precinct at the intersection of Darby Avenue and 

Halsted Street. A second, larger faculty/staff-housing village is proposed for the area of campus north of 

Lassen, and would include a neighborhood retail component. Adequate parking for faculty/staff 

housing and associated retail uses would be integrated into the housing developments and would be 

entirely contained on campus.

The precise number and configuration of housing units and the mix of housing types to be built in these 

two locations have not yet been finalized. As part of Phase 1 (to be completed between 2005-2009), the 

University proposes constructing up to 250 housing units on 15 acres at the southern end of the North 

campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village Precinct, in the area bordered by Lindley Avenue on the west and 

Lassen Street on the south. At this time, the housing mix is anticipated to include 150 "for sale" 

townhomes and duplexes and 100 rental condominiums.

As part of Phase 2 (to be completed between 2010-2014), approximately 150 "for sale" townhomes and 

condominiums are proposed adjacent to Phase 1 housing, in the area bordered by Zelzah Avenue on the 

east and Lassen Street on the south. Approximately 15,000 square feet of neighborhood retail space is 

proposed for construction simultaneously with this phase of faculty/staff housing, and is envisioned to 

include such uses as a coffeehouse, dry cleaners (with off-site plant), delicatessen, or similar tenants. 

Parking for these commercial uses would be contained on campus within the faculty/staff-housing 

village. Ultimately (through Phase 4), approximately 550 faculty staff units are proposed in the North 

Campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village Precinct.

Up to 50 units are proposed in the Northwest Precinct location under Phase 4 of the Master Plan (to be 

implemented between the years 2020 and 2035) and are expected to be a mix of for-sale and rental 

townhomes, duplexes, or condominiums, similar to the mix proposed for the North Campus 

Faculty/Staff Housing Village north of Lassen Street.
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Environmental Review for Proposed Faculty/Staff Housing

Please see Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, in this Final EIR for details about the 

environmental review process undertaken for the Master Plan, including discussion of the reasons for 

program-level analysis and project-level analysis in the Draft EIR.

As stated therein, the comprehensive Master Plan, including all four proposed Master Plan phases, is 

evaluated at the program level in the 2005 Master Plan EIR. The Master Plan is intended predominantly 

as a guide for long-term land and building use; toward this end, it identifies what facilities will be needed 

and where they should be located.

CSUN does not anticipate proceeding with development of all proposed Master Plan projects in the 

immediate future, nor has it developed sufficient project detail to enable analysis of all project-specific 

impacts at this time. Because of the long-term nature of the Master Plan, the precise nature, size, and 

location of all the proposed programs and facilities cannot be accurately projected at this time and any 

such projections would be speculative at best. Future phase project implementation will be influenced by 

future student enrollment, availability of funding, and a variety of other variables.

With respect to proposed faculty/staff housing, the 2005 Master Plan EIR is intended to provide 

environmental clearance at this time for the program-level Master Plan recommendations concerning 

faculty/ staff housing, which identify only the approximate locations for such housing, the general mix of 

housing types, and the approximate number of units. When planning for the faculty / staff housing 

developments is undertaken, specific buildings will be designed and information regarding building 

location, size, associated open space, and circulation and parking will be developed. Additional 

environmental review will be undertaken as design development commences for each housing 

component, as well as the retail component, to determine whether the potential exists for any new, 

significant environmental impacts that were not evaluated at the project level in the 2005 Master Plan 

EIR.

Should that process of environmental review, or compliance, determine that the potential exists for new, 

significant impacts not anticipated in the Master Plan Draft EIR, then the appropriate environmental 

documentation will be prepared, public noticing conducted, and public review opportunities provided 

for specific development proposals, as required by law. Since the first two components of housing in the 

North Campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village are proposed as part of Master Plan Phases 1 and 2, 

additional environmental review for those phases will be undertaken during implementation of those 

phases.
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Legal Authority and Precedent for CSU Housing

Faculty-staff housing has been found to be a permitted, desirable, and increasingly necessary function for 

California higher-education institutions, including the CSU, as evidenced by several examples from the 

CSU hierarchy, legislature, and courts.

The CSU Chancellor's Office commissioned a systemwide survey of faculty-staff housing needs in 2001, 

which concluded that high housing costs in California constituted a primary obstacle in faculty 

recruitment. As a result, the Chancellor's Office is currently sponsoring official workshops on 

development of faculty-staff housing for campuses. CSU's Chief of Land Use Planning & Environmental 

Review recently described "affordable faculty staff housing" as "much needed" (Business & Finance 

News, May 2005). In addition to the five CSU faculty-staff projects that are completed or under 

construction (Monterey Bay, Channel Islands, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, and two at Cal State Fullerton), a 

number of other CSU campuses are pursuing projects; Sacramento State recently purchased 25 acres for 

this purpose. Implementation of a faculty-staff housing project requires review and approval by the CSU 

Chancellor's Office and Trustees, and all of the projects reviewed thus far have been approved.

The California Code of Regulations governing CSU auxiliary organizations (i.e., the entities that develop 

CSU faculty-staff housing) state that those entities are formed "to provide essential functions which are 

an integral part of the educational mission of a campus and the CSU." The regulations identify housing 

as one of the appropriate function of the auxiliaries (5 Cal. Code Regs §42500).

The California legislature has also authorized and supported CSU faculty-staff housing initiatives. For 

example, the legislature supported affordable groundleased housing for CSU employees by passing a 

special law in 1997 to enable CSU Monterey Bay to sell pre-existing CSU-owned housing to campus 

employees. Subsequently, the legislature enacted laws enabling CSU Channel Islands to establish a 

special redevelopment authority for which the provision of housing is a fundamental purpose and to set 

aside tax revenues for a fund for on-site faculty and staff housing.

The statutory regime creating the CSU specifically mentions faculty and staff housing (Education Code 

§89038, authorizing the Trustees to contract with the federal government for construction and subsidies 

for such facilities).

The California courts have recognized that faculty-staff housing is an integral academic function since the 

first case raising the question almost 50 years ago. The initial court facing the issue whether faculty 

housing qualified as an exclusively educational use concluded that such housing met the applicable 

judicial test of being "reasonably necessary for the fulfillment of a generally recognized function of a
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complete modern college." Church Divinity School of the Pacific v. County of Alameda (152 Cal. App. 2d 

496, 314 P.2d 209 (1957).

In a more recent case addressing affordable faculty-staff housing development by a California public 

university, the court stated that "...securing the services of outstanding faculty and staff who might 

otherwise decline to accept or continue employment, is at the heart of UC's educational function" and 

held that the project involved matters "vital to its core educational function." Regents v. Director of the 

Department of Industrial Relations, 42 Cal. App. 4th 579, 49 Cal Rptr. 2d 703 (1996).

Structure of For-Sale and Rental Housing Agreement.

The faculty/ staff housing community will support the University's Academic Mission by providing high 

quality for-sale and rental housing on the CSUN campus that will assist in recruitment and retention of 

faculty and staff. The structure of the for-sale housing agreement will provide for homebuyer ownership 

of the building, with the University maintaining ownership of the land. A long-term ground lease of the 

land will be utilized with appropriate restriction to ensure that the University maintains long-term 

control of the homes and community. The University will fulfill the property management functions 

customarily undertaken by a homeowner association. This ensures that the University can maintain 

quality control with regard to community appearance, maintenance, and repairs, thereby ensuring the 

community continues to serve its function as a recruitment and retention tool.

Homeowner future resale value will be tied to an income-related cost of living index. The University will 

maintain the first right of refusal to purchase the home. Provisions for recovery of the home by the 

University in the case of severance of employment will also be included in the purchase agreement. The 

homes will be sold on a prioritized basis in the following order: (1) new faculty recruits, (2) existing 

faculty members, (3) new management recruits, and 4) existing management.

A demand study conducted by the campus in late 2005 projected demand for for-sale and rental housing 

in 2007/ 2008 at approximately 370 units. Phase 1 of the faculty staff housing community will include a 

total of 250 units, including 150 for-sale units and 100 rental units. Future phases will be developed 

based on updated demand projections to ensure that demand exceeds supply at any given time.

Upon completion of conceptual design documents, the University will update interested community 

members, including the Northridge East Neighborhood Council, on the status and details of the Phase 1 

project. In addition, the University will evaluate the potential environmental impacts of the project with 

respect to the findings of this EIR and process any additional CEQA documentation deemed necessary at 

that time.
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Topical Response 4 Master Plan Phasing

Information regarding the four proposed phases of Master Plan implementation is provided in the Draft 

EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description, Section 2.6.11, Phasing of Master Plan Implementation, on pages 

2.0.39 through 2.0-48.

See also Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, in this Final EIR for details about the 

environmental review process undertaken for the Master Plan, including discussion of the reasons for 

program-level analysis and project-level analysis in the Draft EIR.

As stated in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description, the Master Plan is a comprehensive, 

coordinated series of proposals intended to configure and guide the physical development of the CSUN 

campus over the next 30 years. Developed in response to the need for the University to accommodate 

projected local and systemwide enrollment increases, the Master Plan is intended predominantly as a 

guide for long-term land and building use and identifies what facilities will be needed and where they 

should be located.

Because of the long-term nature of the Master Plan, the precise nature, size, and location of all the 

proposed programs and facilities cannot be accurately projected at this time. Moreover, the University 

does not anticipate proceeding with development of all proposed Master Plan projects in the immediate 

future. Accordingly, the EIR evaluates the campus Master Plan at the programmatic, or general, level, 

and specific near-term Master Plan projects, for which site-level detail is available, at the project, or 

detailed, level. Phased implementation of projects will be influenced by student enrollment, availability 

of funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational, and student-support programs that 

necessitate new or modified facilities.

The University has developed sufficient detail for the following Master Plan Phase 1 and Phase 2 projects 

to enable project-specific evaluation of potential environmental impacts: a Transit Center; Parking 

Structures G3 and G6; a Student Housing Administration Building; a Faculty Offices/Lecture Hall 

facility; two Lecture/Laboratory facilities; the Science 5 facility; the Student Recreation Center; two 

components of Student Housing; and two components of Faculty/Staff housing. The University has also 

developed sufficient detail regarding the Valley Performing Arts Center, originally evaluated at the 

program level in the 1998 Master Plan EIR, to enable project-specific evaluation of impacts.

As subsequent Master Plan phases are implemented, specific facilities will be designed and information 

regarding building location, size, open space, and circulation and parking will be developed. Additional 

environmental review of Master Plan projects will be undertaken at the time planning for each project 

commences, to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant environmental impacts.
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This additional review will comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as appropriate, will include 

public noticing and opportunities for public comment on specific project proposals.

The Master Plan document contains detailed discussion, diagrams, sketches, and charts for the proposed 

Phase 1 and Phase 2 projects evaluated at the project level in the Draft EIR. Below is a summary of the 

proposed near-term projects; Phase 1 projects are presented first, followed by Phase 2 projects. Pertinent 

Master Plan chapter references are provided for each project.

Transit Center (TH)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.2.2 Transportation Management, Campus Entry, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Facilities

• 4.3.3 West Gateway Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.5 West Gateway Precinct 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.1 Phase 1: 2005-2009

Parking Structure PS-G3

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.2.2 Transportation Management, Campus Entry, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Facilities

• 4.3.1 South Campus Arts Precinct

• 4.3.4 East Gateway Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.4 East Gateway Precinct

• 6.3 Campus Circulation and Parking

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.1 Phase 1: 2005-2009
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Science 5 Facility (Building V)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.4 East Gateway

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.4 East Gateway Precinct 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.1 Phase 1: 2005-2009

University Park Student Housing Expansion (SH1)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.6 University Park Student Housing Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.8 University Park Student Housing 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.1 Phase 1: 2005-2009

Housing Administration Facility (Building A)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.5 Instructional/Athletics/Recreation Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.6 Instructional/Athletics/Recreation Precinct 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.1 Phase 1: 2005-2009
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Faculty/Staff Housing (FH1)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.8 North Campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.9 North Campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.1 Phase 1: 2005-2009

Valley Performing Arts Center

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.1 South Campus Arts Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.3 South Campus Arts Precinct

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.1- Phase 1: 2005-2009

Parking Structure PS-G6

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.2.2 Transportation Management, Campus Entry, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Facilities

• 4.3.5 Instructional / Athletics / Recreation Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.6 Instructional / Athletics / Recreation Precinct

• 6.3 Campus Parking and Circulation

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.2 Phase 2: 2010-2014
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Student Recreation Center (Building R)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.4 East Gateway Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.4 East Gateway Precinct 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.2 Phase 2: 2010-2014

Lecture/Laboratory Facility (Building T)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.1 South Campus Arts Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.3 South Campus Arts Precinct 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.2 Phase 2: 2010-2014

Laboratory/Lecture Facility (Building U)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.4 East Gateway Precinct

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.4 East Gateway Precinct 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.2 Phase 2: 2010-2014
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University Park Student Housing Expansion (SH2 and SH3)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.6 University Park Student Housing Precinct

• 4. Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.8 University Park Student Housing 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.2 Phase 2: 2010-2014

Faculty/Staff Housing (FH2 and FH3)

Chapter 4: 2005 Master Plan: Illustrative Plan

• 4.3.8 North Campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village

• 4.4 Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

Chapter 6: Campus Design Guidelines

• 6.2.9 North Campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village 

Chapter 7: Implementation and Phasing

• 7.2 Phase 2: 2010-2014

Topical Response 5 Noise

Information regarding potential noise impacts associated with the 2005 Master Plan EIR is provided in 

the Draft EIR in Section 3.4, Executive Summary, Section 3.4.6 Environmental Impacts, on pages 3.4-14 

through 3.4-36.

Playing Fields.

As part of Phases 3 and 4, the 2005 Master Plan proposes the construction and use of four playfields on 

the eastern side of campus, near the campus boundary along Zelzah Avenue. Two of the playfields, PF- 

G3 and PF-G4, would be located in the area referred to in the Master Plan as the East Gateway Precinct, 

and would replace surface parking lots G3 and G4 near the southern end of campus. The third playfield, 

PF-G6, would be located in the Instructional, Athletics, and Recreational Precinct, near the LAUSD high
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school. The fourth playfield, PF-G12, is proposed north of the North Campus Faculty/Staff Housing 

Precinct, in an area already occupied by a playfield.

The playfields refers to outdoor field space to be shared by the University's Kinesiology and Athletics 

Departments and campus recreational programs. The athletic/instructional fields depicted in the Master 

Plan have been planned to provide the instructional, intercollegiate athletic and student recreational 

space required as a result of long-term projected enrollment growth. Field lighting has been included to 

provide for extended daily use, thereby making more efficient use of land resources to better serve 

campus instructional and athletic programs. The master planning process was concerned only with 

providing adequate facilities to meet the above stated needs; use of the spaces for other specific purposes 

was not considered. The campus has traditionally rented or leased a variety of campus spaces, including 

spaces within buildings and exterior spaces, to outside groups. It is anticipated that this will continue in 

a similar manner in the future.

Given the proposed uses of the playfields, the distance between the fields and residences east of Zelzah, 

and the presence of intervening traffic, playfield activities are not anticipated at this time to result in 

significant off-site noise impacts. However, because of the long-term nature of the Master Plan, the 

precise size and configuration of the playfields, as well as details concerning associated facilities and 

amenities such as bleachers, storage buildings, and lighting, cannot be accurately determined at this time 

and any such projections would be speculative at best. Actual implementation of Master Plan Phase 3 

and 4 projects, including these playfields, will be influenced by student enrollment, availability of 

funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational, and student-support programs that 

necessitate new or modified facilities. As stated in the Draft EIR, as the Master Plan is implemented, 

specific buildings and playfields will be designed and information regarding building location, size, 

location and configuration of open space, and circulation and parking will be developed.

Additional environmental review of Master Plan projects will be undertaken as each playfield proposed 

under the Master Plan is implemented, to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant 

environmental impacts not already evaluated in the 2005 Master Plan Draft EIR. This additional review 

will comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as appropriate, will include public noticing and 

opportunities for public comment on the specific project proposals. See Topical Response 1, 

Environmental Review, for additional discussion of future Master Plan project environmental 

compliance requirements and associated public review and comment opportunities.
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Parking Structures

The thresholds of significance used in the EIR for the determination of potential Master Plan-related noise 

impacts on off-site land uses were derived from the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide and 

from applicable policies cited in the EIR in Section 3.4, Noise. As stated in Section 3.4.5, Significance 

Criteria, a significant off-site noise impact would occur if project-related operational (i.e., non-roadway) 

noise sources increase off-campus ambient noise levels by 5 decibels measured on an A-weighted scale 

(dB(A)), thereby causing a violation of the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance.

To assess noise impacts, the City of Los Angeles Draft CEQA Thresholds Guide uses "Community Noise 

Equivalent Level" (CNEL) noise categories, which determine acceptable noise levels based on the affected 

land use. CNELs are a measure of sound levels averaged over a 24-hour period and weighted, or 

adjusted, to account for the increased sensitivity of certain land uses to noise during evening and 

nighttime hours. A CNEL noise measurement is obtained by adding five decibels to averaged sound 

levels occurring during the evening from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., and 10 decibels to sound levels 

occurring during the nighttime from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.. The logarithmic effect of these increases is 

that a 60 dB(A), 24-hour Leq would result in a measurement of 66.7 dB(A) CNEL.

In general, noise generated by the use of parking structures at the perimeter of campus is not of sufficient 

volume to exceed community standards, as measured using the time-weighted CNEL scale. Although 

parking structure-related noise can be a source of annoyance, caused by periodic automobile engine start

ups and acceleration, doors slamming, and accidental activation of car alarms. Although such single 

noise events may be an annoyance to residents, a number of such events generated in a parking lot over a 

24-hour period would not constitute a quantifiable increase in the off-site ambient noise levels (i.e. less 

than 0.1 dB[A]). Therefore, the Draft EIR concluded that the predicted noise level increase caused by 

activity within the parking structure would not cause a 5 dB(A) increase over the ambient noise level at 

the nearest sensitive receptor because of attenuation caused by the distance between proposed parking 

structures near the perimeter of campus and the nearest residences.

Moreover, as a matter of standard practice, the University installs signage in its parking structures 

identifying applicable parking regulations, posted speed limits, and for future parking structures, signage 

indicating that motorists will be cited for false car alarms sounding will be incorporated.

Topical Response 6 Recreation

Information regarding the future uses of playfields proposed on the CSUN campus under the 2005 

Master Plan EIR is provided in the Draft EIR in Section 3.7, Recreation.
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The athletic/instructional playfields in the Master Plan, including the playfield at the north end of 

campus and the athletic/instructional playfields located near the campus boundary along Zelzah 

Avenue, in the Instructional, Athletics, and Recreational Precinct and the East Gateway Precinct, have 

been planned to provide the instructional, intercollegiate athletic and student recreational space required 

as a result of long-term projected enrollment growth. Field lighting has been included to provide for 

extended daily use, thereby making more efficient use of land resources to better serve campus 

instructional and athletic programs. The master planning process was concerned only with providing 

adequate facilities to meet the above stated needs; use of the spaces for other specific purposes was not 

considered. The campus has traditionally rented or leased a variety of campus spaces, including spaces 

within buildings and exterior spaces, to outside groups. The University anticipates that this will continue 

in a similar manner in the future. Field amenities are expected to include lighting, equipment storage, 

and restrooms.

The playing field at the north end of campus is intended for use primarily for instructional purposes and 

intercollegiate athletic events. Such uses and intercollegiate events would be consistent with instructional 

and intercollegiate athletic events that currently take place at this location and elsewhere on campus. 

Permanent seating in the form of bleachers currently exists at this location. However, a new stadium is 

not proposed for this location.

Parking for the field at the north end of campus would be provided in the existing surface parking lot 

located east of the field, as shown in Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8-2 of 

the Draft EIR. This lot provides approximately 140 parking stalls, and is accessible from Zelzah Avenue. 

During intercollegiate athletic events, parking would be available in other on-campus surface lots and 

structures, including the surface lot west of the fields that is currently used, and an on-campus shuttle 

may be utilized to transport attendees between the field and the parking areas.

With regard to parking and access to the tennis courts at PF-F7 from Lindley Avenue, the University 

anticipates that the primary parking for the tennis courts at PF-F7 would be located at parking structure 

PS-G6. Vehicular access to parking structure PS-G6 would be from Zelzah Avenue, while primary 

pedestrian entrance to the tennis courts would be on the east side of the courts, internal to the campus. 

Parking structure PS-G6 is shown in the California State University, Northridge, 2005 Master Plan Update 

in Chapter 4, Master Plan, in Figure 4J, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 89 and in Figure 

4FF, University Park Student Housing on page 116, and in the Draft EIR in Section 3.8, 

Transportation/Traffic, in Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8-11.

Please refer to Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, regarding analysis of the Master Plan at the 

program level versus the project level. As stated therein, the Master Plan is intended predominantly as a
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guide for long-term land and building use; it identifies what facilities will be needed to accommodate 

growth over the next 30 years and where those facilities should be located. As such, the Master Plan 

cannot accurately predict, and therefore does not contain, details concerning every project proposed 

under all of the Master Plan phases. Because of the long-term nature of the Master Plan, the precise 

nature, size, and location of all the proposed programs and facilities cannot be accurately projected at this 

time and any such projections would be speculative at best. For this reason, the EIR evaluates the 

campus Master Plan at the programmatic, or general, level and specific near-term Master Plan projects, 

for which site-level detail is available, at the project, or detailed, level. Actual implementation of projects 

will be influenced by student enrollment, availability of funding, and changes in academic, 

administrative, recreational, and student-support programs that necessitate new or modified facilities.

As the Master Plan is implemented, specific buildings and facilities, including playfields and other 

recreational facilities, will be designed, and information regarding building location, size, open space, 

lighting, and circulation and parking will be developed. Additional environmental review of Master Plan 

projects will be undertaken as each project proposed under the Master Plan is implemented, to determine 

whether the potential exists for any new, significant environmental impacts, including light spillage and 

noise from the athletic fields. This additional review will comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as 

appropriate, will include public noticing and opportunities for public comment on the specific project 

proposals.

Mitigation Measures AES-1 through AES-5 provided in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, on page 3.1-34 of the Draft 

EIR regarding lighting at fields along Zelzah Avenue, PF-G3, PF-G4, and PF-G6, would assure 

compliance with applicable state and local ordinances. Mitigation Measure AES-5 specifically states that 

field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be used only when the fields are 

being utilized during nighttime hours. Because these fields are proposed as part of the long-term Master 

Plan phases, lighting at these fields will be designed and evaluated when specific projects are proposed, 

as discussed above.

With regard to noise at the fields on Zelzah Avenue, PF-G3, PF-G4, and PF-G6, those fields are proposed 

as part of Phase 3, as shown in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description, in Figure 2.0-19, Phase 3, 

on page 2.0-43. Additional environmental review will be undertaken as each playfield proposed under 

the Master Plan is implemented, to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant 

environmental impacts not already evaluated in the 2005 Master Plan Draft EIR. This additional review 

will comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as appropriate, will include public noticing and 

opportunities for public comment on the specific project proposals. See Topical Response 1, 
Environmental Review, for additional discussion of future Master Plan project environmental 

compliance requirements and associated public review and comment opportunities.
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More information regarding the analysis of potential noise impacts at the athletic fields is provided in

Topical Response 5, Noise.

Topical Response 7 Traffic/Parking 

Vehicle Circulation

Information regarding potential traffic impacts associated with the 2005 Master Plan EIR is provided in 

the Draft EIR in Section 3.8, Traffic.

The study area for the traffic study prepared for the Draft EIR was developed in conjunction with the Los 

Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) through evaluation of the streets and intersections that 

were considered to be likely travel routes to/from the future campus access points and parking locations. 

The 2005 Master Plan is designed to reduce campus impacts on the residential neighborhood north of 

Halsted Street and west of Lindley Avenue, primarily through vacation and closure of the portion of 

Etiwanda Avenue immediately south of Halsted Street as well as the elimination of future extensions of 

Darby Avenue and Lindley Avenue between Plummer Street and Halsted Street.

Parking

Information regarding potential parking impacts associated with the 2005 Master Plan EIR is provided in 

the Draft EIR in Section 3.8, Traffic.

The Master Plan parking supply is designed to provide sufficient parking to accommodate all campus

generated needs (students, faculty, staff, visitors) on campus and perimeter streets immediately fronting 

the campus. Parking availability on neighborhood streets is not included in the parking supply outlined 

in the Master Plan. Future parking demand was estimated using peak parking demand ratios empirically 

developed specifically for the CSUN campus. The Master Plan will be implemented in phases over a 30- 

year period. The demand reduction program will be monitored over the course of Master Plan 

implementation, with periodic parking studies to assess progress towards reducing the peak parking 

demand ratio. If it is determined that sufficient progress is not being made, the University will take 

additional steps to encourage further demand reduction and/or to provide additional parking supply.

As stated on page 2.0-17 of Section 2.0, Project Description, in the Draft EIR, in regards to Master Plan 

implementation, actual implementation will be influenced by student enrollment, availability of funding, 

and changes in academic, administrative, recreational and student-support programs that necessitate new 

or modified facilities. As each phase of the Master Plan is implemented, the need for individual proposed 

parking components to serve proposed student housing will be evaluated. This will be determined
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through additional environmental review and the planning process within the University. Construction 

of parking lots and structures will be timed to ensure that sufficient parking will be provided to serve 

new student housing uses.

Off-Site Roadway Improvements

Information regarding the limitations of the CSU to implement mitigation measures associated with the 

2005 Master Plan is provided in the Draft EIR in Section 1.0, Executive Summary, Section 1.13 CSU 

Mitigation Limitations on pages 1.0-10 through 1.0-13.

While the CSU Board of Trustees is vested with "full power and responsibility in the construction and 

development of any state University campus, and any buildings or other facilities or improvements 

connected with the California State University" (California Education Code §66606), there are legal 

limitations on CSU regarding the commitment of funds for off-site improvements to local streets, 

roadways, highways, and freeways that arise from the proposed construction and development of 

"projects" on a campus within the CSU system. CSU has specific powers to mitigate significant 

environmental impacts that occur within its jurisdiction (i.e., on the various campuses), but limited 

powers for those effects that occur outside of the various campus sites. Because of these legal limitations, 

it is not feasible for CSU to mitigate certain off-site impacts. Neither CSU nor any CSU campus has the 

jurisdiction to construct improvements beyond campus boundaries as mitigation for avoiding or 

minimizing impacts to campus development projects. It is the position of the CSU Board of Trustees that 

a CSU University is not legally authorized to fund various offsite improvements as mitigation for campus 

development projects under CEQA. Any such commitment to fund off-site improvements could lead to 

legal challenges that such expenditures are illegal gifts of public funds. Thus, the state's constitutional 

and statutory framework require that certain off-site improvements, such as road, highway or freeway 

infrastructure upgrades, necessary to offset the loads placed on them by a CSU University are not the 

responsibility of either CSU or a CSU University, but rather of the local jurisdiction or other entity.

A University's revenue is derived from state general fund appropriation (including appropriation of 

student fee income). CSU does not receive funding from the Legislature for off-site improvements. For 

example, unlike cities and counties, CSU neither directly receives income from sales, transient occupancy, 

real estate, or gasoline taxes; nor is it allocated federal highway funds. Since gasoline and sales taxes are 

important sources of road and highway funding, it is appropriate that off-site street and road 

improvements be funded by local government. In addition to local funding for street improvements, the 

state separately funds state highways through its Transportation Commission and the California 

Department of Transportation (Caltrans). CSU has no direct access to such funding.
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Thus, the purpose of an EIR for a CSU campus development project is to identify and analyze the 

project's significant environmental impacts, and identify the improvements or facilities necessary to 

mitigate those impacts, including the identification of mitigation measures that are within the 

responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and either have been, or should be, adopted by 

that other agency (Pub. Res. Code §21081(a)(2)). However, any such proposed off-site 

road / transportation improvement mitigation measures must be funded and ultimately constructed by 

the public agencies best suited to do so (e.g., local municipalities, counties and state agencies [Caltrans]).
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WRITTEN COMMENTS

A list of the public agencies that submitted written comment letters on the Draft EIR is provided below. 

A copy of each comment letter, and a written response to each specific comment, follows this list.

State Agencies

1. State of California Department of Fish and Game, November 28, 2005

2. State of California Department of Transportation, December 28, 2005

3. State of California Governor's Office of Planning and Research, December 6, 2005

4. State of California Governor's Office of Planning and Research, January 13, 2006 

Local Agencies

5. County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, November 30, 2005

6. City of Los Angeles, City Council, Twelfth District, November 22, 2005

7. City of Los Angeles, City Council, Twelfth District, January 11, 2006

8. Southern California Association of Governments, December 13, 2006 

Local Organizations

9. Lindley West Coalition, by Robert W. Buckles, January 10, 2006

10. Northridge East Neighborhood Council, by Thomas Baker, December 22, 2005

11. Northridge East Neighborhood Council, by Thomas Baker, January 6, 2006

12. Northridge Townhome Estates Homeowners Association, by Carol A. Brockhouse, November 29, 

2005

Individuals

13. D.H. Dardarian, December 4, 2005

14. Robert D. Galletly, January 9, 2006

15. Ronnie L. Grant, January 12, 2006

16. Patricia LoPresti, November 15, 2005

17. Robert and Patricia LoPresti, January 12, 2006
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Letter No. 1

California Department of Fish and Game, November 28, 2005

On November 28, 2005, Scott Harris with the California Department of Fish and Game telephoned Colin 

Donahue, Director, Facilities Planning, Design and Construction, California State University, Northridge. 

Mr. Harris told Mr. Donahue that ornamental trees are likely to be removed as future construction 

projects are developed and suggested that the Final EIR require some measure to check for nesting birds 

prior to removal of tree(s).
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Letter 1 State of California Department of Fish and Game, November 28, 2005

Response 1.1

As stated in the Draft EIR, Section 7.2.2: Biological Resources, the campus is located in a suburban setting 

and is fully developed with buildings, parking, roadways, and landscaped open space, and contains no 

undisturbed, natural habitat. Existing ornamental landscaping is not expected to constitute suitable 

habitat for sensitive wildlife species.

As noted by the commenter, ornamental trees on the campus may be used by migratory and other birds 

for nesting or foraging. Master Plan implementation is expected to increase the number of trees on the 

campus and few trees are anticipated to require removal; impacts on nesting birds is expected to be less 

than significant. However, the University will conduct nesting surveys near work areas prior to the start 

of construction during nesting season, to further reduce the potential for impacts on nesting birds in the 

event of tree removal. Please refer to Section 4.0, Revised Draft EIR Text, of this Final EIR, wherein text 

originally contained in Section 7.0, Effects Not Found to be Significant: Biological Resources, of the Draft 

EIR, has been revised to address University compliance with State Fish and Game Code and Migratory 

Bird Treaty Act regulations applicable to nesting birds.

The location of the proposed Science 5 building will require the removal of some trees in the southern 

portion of the University's Botanic Garden. However, this is an instructional space maintained by the 

Biology Department and removal of trees would be reviewed with the department.
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Letter No. 2
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 7, REGIONAL PLANNING
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IGR/CEQA No. 051140AL, EIR 
Referenced to IGR/CEQA No 050515AL. NOP 
Envision 2035, California State University,
2005 Master Plan Update 
Draft Environmental impact Report 
Vic. LA-101, 118,405 
$CH#: 2005051008

December 28, 2005

Mi. Colin Donahue, Director, FPDC 
Trustees of the California State University 
181II NonihoirStreet 
Northridge. CA 01330-8219

Dear Mr. Donahue

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Ctdtnns) in the 
environmental review process for the above referenced project. The proposed project is 
to improve campus open space and landscaping; academic core facilities; housing; traffic 
and parking; and student services

fhe proposed project would generate 19,523 daily trips and 1.499/1,662 vehicle trips 
during AM/PM peak (see Table 3.8-8. Page 3.8-27 of Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR). It was estimated that approximately 21% of the project traffic would be from the
north traveling on the Stale Rout* (SR)-118 freeway, 27% would be from the east, 
traveling on the SR-4Q5 freeway, and 6% from the south traveling on the SR-101 
freeway. Many of the vehicle trips will utilise the State facilities. On table 3.8-18, page 
3.8-61 of EIR indicates that many segments in the mainline on 5R-118 and SR-405 will 
have a Level of Service (LOS) F. Our review indicates this project will have a significant 
impact to the mainline freeway if no mitigation measures arc proposed

As per the environmental document, even with implementation of the Adaptive Traffic 
Control System (ATCS) as a mitigation measure, in the year 2035 the following 
intersections will still have significant impacts that need mitigation:

Intersection
ft I, Amigo/Avenue, State Route-118 Wesl Bound Ramps/Rinaldi Street
tf 41. State Route-405 Southbound Ramps/Nordhoff Strefcl
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We note that Page 80, Volume U of the Technical Appendices stales, “As a state 
educational entity, California State University Northridge (CSUNj is not legally 
responsible for funding or constructing improvements to the local or slate highway 
system..". Can you provide us with live legal statutes) that exempts the university from 
responsibility for transportation mitigation for project related impacts under die 
California Environ mental Quality Act (CEQA)? At this time, we are not aware of an 
exemption under CEQA.

The Department recognizes that the university is providing a public service as an 
educational institution. But we do ask that CSUN take another look at the traffic analysis 
and to consider providing some mi tigation measures, for the fffatt transportation facilities. 
This could be done on a fair-share basis as described in the Cfeltrans Traffic Impact Study 
(TIS) Guide. The T1S Guide website is provided for youi reference at 
http;//www/dndt/ca/eovybu/traf&>P5/devclor)serv/opfra ii on aJsystems/reports/tisfluide.pdf

Just as a reminder, storm water run-off is a sensitive issue for Los Angeles and Ventura 
counties Please be mindful of your need to discharge clean run-off water.

Any transportation of heavy construction equipment and/or materials which requires the 
use of oversized-transport vehicles on State highways will require a Caltruns 
transportation permit. Wc recommend that large size truck trips be limited to off-peak 
commute periods. Thank you for the opportunity to have reviewed this project

Caltrsns would like to work with you, the Lead Agency, to identify solutions to help 
alleviate project related traffic congestion. We invite you to meet with us as your earliest 
convenience. If you have any questions or would like to schedule a meeting, please feel 
free to contact me at (213) 897-3747 or Alan Lin the project coordinator nt (213) 897
8391 and refer to 1GR/CEQA No. 050515.

2

4

Sincerely,

CHERYL J. POWELL 
K3R/CEQA Branch Chief

cc Scoti Morgan, State Clearinghouse

~Ct»au u«nmBMlQr(cn« rTidjbmw '
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Letter 2 State of California Department of Transportation, December 28, 2005

Response 2.1

Please refer to Section 1.13, Executive Summary: CSU Mitigation Limitations, of the Draft EIR, which 

provides a discussion of the legal limitations on the CSU regarding the commitment of funds for off-site 

improvements arising from projects on CSU campuses.

The comment restates conclusions of the Draft EIR regarding significant impacts on portions of the 

SR-118 freeway (State Route 118) and project impacts on study intersections #1 and #41, which would be 

significant and require further mitigation, after implementation of the ATSAC/ATCS system.

As stated in Section 1.13, Executive Summary: CSU Mitigation Limitations, of the Draft EIR, public 

agencies may exercise only those express or implied powers provided by laws other than CEQA (Pub. 

Res. Code 21004; CEQA Guidelines §15040(b)). When public agencies adopt measures to mitigate 

significant environmental effects, such actions must be consistent with the limitations on those agencies' 

authority found in those laws. That is, public agencies may not exercise powers otherwise outside their 

normal authorities for purposes of mitigating significant impacts, and CEQA cannot serve as an 

independent basis for allowing public agencies to mitigate significant environmental effects outside their 

jurisdiction. CSU has specific powers to mitigate impacts within its jurisdiction (i.e., on campus), but 

limited powers to mitigate off-site impacts.

In addition, the State of California has a clear constitutional and statutory assignment of agency 

responsibilities for various public works and methods of allocating revenue for such works, which limits 

CSU from adopting mitigation that could avoid or minimize off-site impacts. California law also states 

that State property is exempt from property taxation and special assessments for street and other local 

improvements (see, e.g., Cal. Const., Art XIII, 3(d); San Marcos Water District v. San Marcos Unified School 

District (1986) 42 Cal.3d 154, 161). The rationale behind this exemption is the prevention of the transfer of 

tax money between state agencies.

Finally, CSU's educational mission does not include responsibility for, nor jurisdiction over, the 

construction of off-site improvements. Any such commitment could lead to legal challenges that such 

expenditures are illegal gifts of public funds. In keeping with its statutory and constitutional mission of 

public education, CSU dedicates its limited funds to the development and maintenance of educational 

facilities, not local and regional infrastructure.
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The comment requests identification of the legal statute(s) that exempt the University from responsibility 

for funding transportation mitigation measures for the local and state highway system under CEQA. As 

stated in the final two paragraphs of Section 1.13, Executive Summary: CSU Mitigation Limitations, of the 

Draft EIR, in 2003, a California Court of Appeal ruled that off-site traffic improvements that are necessary 

to off-set a projected increase in traffic caused by a CSU University are not the responsibility of that 

University, but, rather, are the responsibility of the local jurisdiction (City of Marina v. Board of Trustees of 

the California State University (2003) 109 Cal. App. 4th 1179). The California Supreme Court is presently 

reviewing the Court of Appeal's decision in the City of Marina case, and, as of this writing, the Supreme 

Court has not issued its ruling. In the event that California courts modify a CSU University's obligation 

under existing law with respect to the funding of off-site improvements, CSUN, will comply with the law 

in accordance with CSU system directives.

Additionally, in May 2005, a San Diego County Superior Court ruling found that San Diego County could 

not charge the Grossmont-Cuyamaca Community College District for off-site traffic improvements 

around the campus, where expansion and new construction are planned, and further found that the 

college district was prohibited from using educational funds to pay for the associated costs.

Response 2.2

Please refer to the Response to Comment 2.1, above.

Response 2.3

Please refer to the discussion under Section 7.2.5, Hydrology and Water Quality, in Section 7.0, Effects 

Not Found to be Significant, of the Draft EIR. As stated in this discussion, the campus is located in a 

developed area, which contains an existing stormwater collection and conveyance system. Development 

of the Master Plan would result in a small increase in the amount of impervious surfaces on the existing 

campus, thereby requiring a small increase in the quantity of stormwater to be collected and drained into 

the adjacent storm drains. The quality of this additional stormwater would be similar to that currently 

discharged into the collection and conveyance system.

Response 2.4

The University is aware that any transportation of heavy construction equipment and/or materials that 

require the use of oversized-transport vehicles on state highways will require a Caltrans transportation 

permit. Caltrans recommends that large size truck trips be limited to off-peak commute periods and that
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work be scheduled accordingly. To the extent feasible, the University will limit large truck trips to off- 

peak commute periods and will schedule work accordingly.

Response 2.5

This comment is noted for the record. No further response is required.
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Memorandum

Date December 6,2005

All Reviewing Agencies

Scott Morgan, Senior Piamicr

To:
From

SC’H U 200505100S

California State University, Northridge 2005 MAstcr Plan

Pursuant to (he attached letter, the Lead Agency has extended the review period for the

«: Colin Donahue
California State University, Northridge 
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above referenced project to January 12. 2006 to *ccomtnoda|c the review process. Al] 

other project information remains the same.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 3 State of California Governor's Office of Planning and Research, January 
13, 2006

Response 3.1

As stated in the comment letter, the Draft EIR review period was extended by 13 days in response to 

community requests, and ended January 12, 2006. No further response is required.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 4 State of California Governor's Office of Planning and Research, January 
13, 2006

Response 4.1

This comment letter acknowledges compliance with State Clearinghouse review requirements for draft 

environmental documents pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act. No further response is 

needed.
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Letter No. 5

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

'<o fcnrtcfi Lmot Ttwauah OMnfitfCvtig Smtt'

twjsofrrapwMTwi AiWit 
AUWUBW. OUJlK»XtA lltttJ-UJi 

I cfecAooe' (tJtt 4H-J1UM 
tm loijm.oig AUWaSSALLtOdHrSKiStJLH'li Jl>r.0 BOV m*

AUtAMHU JTAUfMM* 11KMB/-

November 30.2005 IS HR TO HE W*9

Mo Colin Donahue
Director of Facilities Planning. Design, aixJ Construction 
Ihe Board of Trustees of the California State University 
c/o California State University Northndge 
18111 Nordhoff Street 
Northridge, CA 91330

Deer Mr. Donahue

REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY NORTHRIDGE 
CITY OF NORTHRIDGE

As requested, we have reviewed Ihe Draft Environmental Imped Report for the above 
project and have no comments to offer.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Norman Cortez. Waterworks and 
Sewer Maintenance Divisron, at (626)300-3388.

Very truly yours.

DONALD L- WOLFE 
Director of Public Works

MANUEL DEL REAL
Assistant Deputy Director
Waterworks and Sewer Maintenance Division

NC:dh
s*mn
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 5 County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, November 30, 2005

Response 5.1

This comment acknowledges the County's receipt of the Draft EIR for review and states that no 

comments will be provided by this agency. No further response is required.
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Letter No. 6

Los ANi.nns Citt Counolhewbs* 
GRE1G SMITH 

Twelfth District

November 22, 2005

California Slate University Northridge 
Facilities Planning Office 
Atm Colin Donahue 
18)11 Nordhoff 
Northndge, CA 91330-8219

RE: CSUN Dmfl ETR Comment Period 

Dear Mr. Donahue:

As I am suit you know, CSUN's plans have elicited a greni deal of inutrest in die surrounding 
community, which has been eagerly awaiting the release of the Environmental Impaci Report 
(EIR] for Envision 2035, It has come u> my attention that the dmfl EIR was recently released for 
a 45-dBy comrocm period, which coda Thursday. December 29,2005

While l realize that 4-5 days is a normal comment period for many ETRs, this is a very 
complicated and extensive EIR. ihat will Like a great deal of unto to review. Further, releasing 
ihe EIR. at this time so that the comment period is encompassed Within the busiest time of the 
year puis an additional burden on ihe community, who has waited for the opportunity to submit 
comments,

Therefore, I am writing to it^uesi lhat the comment period be extended for an additional 45-days 
to Monday. February 13,2006 to give ail interested parties sufficient time to review and 
comment.

Thank you for your consideration,

Sincerely,

GREffi SMITH 
Councilman, 12* District

feteMBsHsMiglg

CJl, HJ Oik* * JOfl N S|>ni^vii™l. ........ to'. • UM ATlBrin. CAWUII * Phi*ir |1U| ■ IA1 UI-" 4TM»»
Cuy HaJI L'fftu • 2ffl «. IronjiSrwrL ft.m 4ift • LckAnwtw, CA 96012 - Ptw*w-|tt»«St0tfB'*-rirt 
AWmdgr Oik. • W917 Stm. Sulk. IS . NcnJokfer, C A SUM - J^ c«ISl TAMflfll . fo (aiSl»M|j;

°“i,WD"h Otftc . CKj Orp(M PJkH SimJ . Chjinkprth. L'A mil - fylft HH-5SS) - Ru (BIB) TDI-fiSt
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 6 City of Los Angeles, City Council, Twelfth District, November 22, 2005

Response 6.1

The comment requests that the public review period be extended for an additional 45 days. As stated in 

Section 15105 (a) of the CEQA Guidelines, "When a draft EIR is submitted to the Sate Clearinghouse for 

review by state agencies, the public review period shall not be less than 45 days, unless a shorter period, 

not less than 30 days, is approved by the State Clearinghouse." The Draft EIR was initially circulated for 

a 45-day public review period beginning November 16, 2005 and ending December 30, 2005. At the 

request of members of the community, the Draft EIR review period was extended 13 days to January 12, 

2006. A letter providing information regarding the extension of the review period was sent by the 

University to Councilman Smith.
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Letter No. 7

Lap Angeles Citv CuuNCtLktHuazK

CRE1G SMITH 
TwEtfTH District

January 11, 200S

Mr. Gain Donahue
Director of Facilities Planning, Design and Construction 
l&ili Nordhoff Street 
Northridge, CA 91330-6219

RE: Comments to the 2005 Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Dear Mr. Donahue:

As Councilman of the Los Angeles Qty Council district In which California (State 
University, Northridge (CSUN) Is located, I was most interested In review ng the 
recently released draft environmental impact report (OR) for the 2QC5 Master Plan 
Update. Having completed my Initial review, I would like to lake this opportunity to 
make some comments.

While 1 am proud to have the University In my district and bdieve it is an1,asset to the 
district. Hie community and the City, dealing with some of the Impacts rtsj operation 
creates is endlessly challenging- The future expansion that this EIR addresses brings 
up a great many areas of concern that needs tn be addressed.

It is well known that CSUN has marry actively functioning fraternities and 
campus, but no "Greek Row" where they should be located, White this 
providing housing for students as well as faculty and staff, it makes no 
Creek Row, nor even mentions the existence of these organizations, Tn 
Impacts forced onto the neighborhoods by these fraternal organizations, 
to be designated and provisions made to create a Greek Row on campus,

roritJes on 
focuses on 

ilslon for a 
the 

In area needs

I was also surprised that the chart of related projects, Table 1.0*1, did np Include the 
project on the old Litton site, looted between Shirley and Corbin, from NprdhoPT to 
Prairie, that was omitted from the list of related projects. This project needs to be 
inducted and cumulative impacts analyzed.

With so much emphasis being placed on how to deal with trash, another surprising 
omission to the EIR Is the feet that no mention i$ made of how the Univer ;ity plans to 
deal with its trash. What provisions for handling trash have been made? further, are 
there provisions for recycling and trash reduction?

07 HillOdk* r an N, Eipftn,),5m*1, fioom +25 ' In AT#** CASfflM * FSwu^U) *15-7013 ■ Kit (7L1] *7.1-VIZ,
M)nta%*OAk* ‘ iM|7Nana«0 5a«t.5uil»ie • HkD*%tCA«f>M “ p*™WW75t«»l ■ miCsifSiWUiZl 

ChifcwwWQIta * 1MH1 Old PqnlFUa find ■ 0**«w1h. CA TLHl ■ (*U) ril-E5) * lv{«^)
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3

&
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Mr, GoJJn Donahue
January 11, 2005
Page 2

Summary Chart, Table 1.0-2, lists some transportation control measures 
Quality AJft-5. These TCMs, if implemented, codd provide some re'lef % 
operation-related emissions that are considered significant. As cuiTentty 
however, there is no sense of an actual time frame to gauge when Impiejm 
would occur. A better Implementation schedule that Includes periodic 
needs to be provided.

inder Air 
the 

written, 
entatton 

fuatlonre-aval

While section 3,3, Ha?ard and Hazardous Materials, essentialV conclude: that the 
project will not create a significant hazard in any respect, a proposed mftl jation 
program Is outlined In the event something does occur, The program list; entities to be 
notified If specific conditions occur, but the list is Incomplete, The Los Arfcjeles 
Environmental Affairs Department needs to be added to HAZ-2; The CiXiridiman of the 
12* District and the Environmental Affairs Department need to be added to HAZ-3; and 
the Councilman of the 12* District, Environmental Affairs Department, and the Los 
Angeles Oty Fire Department Haartious Material Division need to be addjed to HAZ-4,

Under 3,4, the NOISE-2 mitigation caps the noise level within 500 reet of residential at 
a maximum of 75 dba. The City of Los Angeles' noise ordinance caps thif. kind of noise 
at 65 dba, Allowing this increase In the maximum noise allowed places an additional, 
unnecessary burden on the residents. MOISE-2 needs to be revised to mitch the City's 
65 dba limit.

Another addition that needs to be made concerns Section 3.6, Public Services. The 
existing Memorandum of Agreement (MQA) that Campus Police has with i lie Uis 
Angeles Police Department that expanded the Campus Police's Juhsdictior a! response 
boundaries needs to be modified to give the Campus Police the authority fo perform 
parting enforoernert wilhin these same boundaries.

Section 3.S, dealing with transportation, traffic, and parking Is an area of najor concern 
to me and the entire community. I commend the University tor its create n of the 
Parking and Transportation Management Component, ond believe tlie me isures 
contained therein will, tor the most part, be very helpful, I aisd urxfcrstar d that there 
are times when impacts cannot be fully mitigated, and that mahy of these are occurring 
within this context While acknowledging this os fact, i believe additional targeted 
mitigation measures wo ukf further improve conditions and lessen the negative impacts 
on the community,

One continuing Issue is parking availability. The chronic shortage of conw nJent parking 
spaces coupled with an unwillingness of some to pay tor parking has reaJ sed In these 
vehicles parting on and impacting the residential streets surrounding the < ampus, in 
spite of toe creation of new measures outlined in this plan, there Is no res son to believe
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Mr. Cofin Donahue
January J l, 2Q0S
Page 3

me situation will improve, and every reason to believe It will not, since this plan 
includes this parking, calling ft •'Off-Campus Parking Supply," One way t) help alleviate 
tfus overflow parking problem would be to create preferential parking t Istricte, where 
welcomed by residents, U would be unfair, however, to put the burden sf permit 
parting on the residents. Therefore, the oast of providing thlfe mltfgaticf should be 
absorbed by CSUN,

Some suggestions to consider for addition^ improvement are;

1. Providing off-site patting for commercial vehicles;
2. Prohibiting all parking on Zefeah and Nordhoff as a means to aid traffic flow;
3. Requiring further dedication and widening of Nondlmff Street;
4. Requiring further dedication and widening of Zefcah, south of lessen;
5. installing a traffic signal on Reseda and Hafsled,

In reviewing Hie numbers for total parking demand In year 2035,1 take rxcepUan to 
the conclusion that a 115-space parking surplus will exist under 2035 cor ditions, The 
projected parking demand requires I8,fi51 spaces, but the university con res up 1,323 
spaces short In working the numbers, a 5% ’“contingency" Is added wtli to actually 
exacerbates the shortage, Next, using expected improvements In efrcute Ion as well as 
a 'possible" 12,5% reduction in need, a 115-space "stiipius" appears, Tt is 'surplus* 
becomes the rationale for saying that In 2035, "Impacts to parking capad y would be 
less than significant" T disagree strongly and object to this kind of manj(mlation of 
numbers to create a faulty outcome.

However, at the same time, I would like to commend you fur including th* parking 
demand reduction program, and the Implementation of the transit improvements- T 
support the establishment of the Inter-modal nub on the campus as well i is the 
expansion of the on-campus tram system,

Under public UtiJIties-Wastewatar, Treatment Facilities, 3.10-2 states tha: DWP 
provides sewage collection service to the project. This is incorrect and needs to be 
changed to reflect that Public Works, Department of Sanitation, provides the service.

no msI want you to know that my comments and suggestions Incorporate co 
issues that have been the result of several meetings wftin local-residents, 
groups, businesses around toe University, and several Neighborhood Cotnfi 
1 have assembled their concerns within This response and will continue to 
with all parties of Interest to ensure the continuance of benefrda! mrtigatktn,

We are fortunate to have an administration that believes in an open and c osithre

and 
remmuntty 
dl members; 
communicate
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Hr. Colin Donahue
fcnuary 11, 2005
Page 4

dialogue and one that ores about the surrounding community. I beJIMi 
ad work together to Improve and mitigate some of the current and futun

We sincp.rety appreciate the benefit - not only to the local neighborhood, but to the 
entire region - of having such a venerable institute of higher education tylthln our 
community.

Stncerefy,

GSipw

that we can 
Impacts.

\
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 7 City of Los Angeles, City Council, Twelfth District, January 11, 2006

Response 7.1

The 2005 Master Plan evaluates potential environmental impacts resulting from adoption and 

implementation of the 2005 Master Plan Update. Residential fraternity and sorority houses are private 

homes located off-campus and the University has no jurisdiction over their operation. There are no plans 

to provide fraternity or sorority housing on campus under the 2005 Master Plan.

Response 7.2

There are three projects proposed in the vicinity of Nordhoff Street, Prairie Street, Shirley Avenue, and 

Corbin Avenue: a Lowes store; a mixed-use residential/retail project (District at Northridge); and an 

independent living/assisted living/residential project (SRC/Homeplace).

CEQA requires that related projects considered in an EIR be current as of the date of the Notice of 

Preparation (NOP) for the EIR. The California State University, Northridge Master Plan EIR NOP was 

issued in May 2005. The Lowes project was approved by the Los Angeles City Planning Commission in 

June 2005. The District at Northridge project was originally filed in October 2005 and was refiled in 

February 2006, and has not yet been approved. The SRC/Homeplace project was filed in December 2005 

and has not yet been approved.

These projects were subsequent to the California State University, Northridge Master Plan EIR NOP date, 

and were not included in the list of projects provided by the City in the spring of 2005 for use in the 

CSUN EIR. Even if they had been included, however, based on a review of projected operating 

conditions and the level of incremental impact caused by the California State University, Northridge 

Master Plan project at the study intersections, the conclusions of the Draft EIR in regards to significance 

of California State University, Northridge Master Plan traffic impacts would be unchanged.

It should also be noted that, due to the 30-year planning horizon for the California State University, 

Northridge Master Plan, future cumulative traffic projections for the year 2035 were developed in the 

Draft EIR traffic study based on long-term growth projections from the Southern California Associated 

Government (SCAG) regional travel demand forecasting model. Because the SCAG regional model data 

used to develop the background growth factors already assumes population and employment growth 

throughout the Los Angeles metropolitan area including in the Northridge area, only larger specific 

projects that could be beyond the level of growth already inherent in the SCAG projections for the 

Northridge area and known at the time of the EIR NOP were included in the related projects analysis in
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

the Draft EIR traffic study. Future projects not explicitly included on the related projects list could 

nevertheless be an element of the long-term traffic growth anticipated in the area based on the SCAG 

model.

Moreover, as stated in Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, additional environmental review of 

Master Plan projects will be undertaken as each project proposed under the Master Plan is implemented, 

to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant environmental impacts.

At that time, the evaluation of existing conditions (in this case, traffic conditions) would necessarily take 

into account the effects of any new projects that have become operational since the 2005 Master Plan EIR 

was prepared.

Subsequent analysis would also take into account any new related projects (i.e., reasonably foreseeable 

past, present, and future proposed projects) that could affect the determination of Master Plan project- 

related contributions to cumulative impacts.

Response 7.3

A discussion of Master Plan impacts on solid waste disposal is provided in Section 4.0, Revised Draft 

EIR Text, of this Final EIR. As stated therein, incremental implementation of the Master Plan over the 

next 30 years is expected to generate construction and demolition as well as waste associated with 

campus operations. The campus currently implements waste diversion and recycling programs in 

compliance with AB 75, which requires state facilities, such as the University to attain a 50 percent waste 

stream diversion goal by 2004. The University waste diversion and recycling programs include programs 

for the diversion of construction and demolition debris, green waste, and hazardous materials. Campus 

solid waste is disposed of at Sunshine Canyon Landfill, which has a projected closure date of 2008, unless 

the facility is expanded.

Incremental buildout of the proposed Master Plan over the next 30 years is anticipated to contribute 

incrementally to the increase in demand for waste disposal capacity in the City, but will nonetheless 

result in less than significant impacts on solid waste disposal. Master Plan buildout would occur in 2035, 

after the projected closure dates of Sunshine Canyon Landfill and the other landfill facilities serving the 

City of Los Angeles. It is assumed that the City and County will continue to seek long-term solutions 

waste disposal, including expanding existing landfill capacity, seeking new landfills, and increasing 

diversion.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Additionally, if necessary, project-specific impacts on solid waste disposal will be evaluated as projects 

are undertaken during Master Plan implementation.

Response 7.4

The timing for implementation of air quality mitigation measures will vary from measure to measure. In 

a general sense, the measures are intended to reduce impacts associated with specific Master Plan 

projects, and therefore their implementation will be tied to implementation of those projects. More 

specifically, implementation of individual measures will occur during pre-construction or ongoing 

throughout construction. A Mitigation Monitoring Reporting Program (MMRP) has been developed as 

part of the administrative record for this EIR, and identifies all project mitigation measures, timing of 

implementation with respect to individual project implementation, and responsible oversight agency. 

The MMRP must be adopted at the same time the project is approved and the EIR certified, ensuring the 

measures will be implemented.

Response 7.5

As requested by the commenter, the City of Los Angeles Environmental Affairs Department (EAD) has 

been added to Mitigation Measure HAZ-2 in Section 3.3, Hazards, of the Draft EIR, which identifies 

agencies with which the University shall share the results of Phase 1 environmental investigations.

The remainder of the comment requests the addition of EAD, the Councilmember's offices, and City of 

Los Angeles Fire Department Hazardous Materials Division to other mitigation measures contained in 

Section 3.3, Hazards, of the Draft EIR, which would be implemented in the event that contaminated 

materials on campus are deemed to pose a significant threat to the public and/or environment. 

Language has been added to Mitigation Measure HAZ-4 that requires the University to notify all 

appropriate agencies as directed by the public health oversight agencies (i.e., Los Angeles Regional Water 

Quality Control Board and the California Department of Toxic Substances Control).
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

These amendments have been made to the Draft EIR and are shown in Section 4.0, Revised Draft EIR 

Text, of this Final EIR.

Response 7.6

As stated in the Draft EIR in Section 3.4.7, Mitigation Measures, Mitigation Measure NOISE-2 is intended 

to reduce Master Plan buildout construction noise impacts on surrounding residential uses to the extent 

feasible.

As indicated in Section 3.4, Noise, of the Draft EIR, the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance and Public 

Welfare Regulations (Chapter IV of the Los Angeles Municipal Code) regulate construction noise in 

several ways. The standards defined by the City for construction activity noise control include Section 

112.05 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (Ordinance No. 161 564), which establishes performance 

standards for powered equipment or tools. Section 112.05 states, "Between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 

10:00 p.m., in any residential zone of the City or within 500 feet thereof, no person shall operate or cause 

to be operated any powered equipment or powered hand tool that produces a maximum noise level 

exceeding the following noise limits at a distance of 50 feet from: (a) 75dB(A) for construction, industrial, 

and agricultural machinery including crawler-tractors, dozers, rotary drills and augers, loaders, power 

shovels, cranes, derricks, motor graders, paving machines, off-highway trucks, ditchers, trenchers, 

compactors, scrapers, wagons, pavement breakers, compressors and pneumatic or other powered 

equipment;" Therefore, Mitigation Measure NOISE-2 is in accordance with the Los Angeles Municipal 

Code. The ordinance number on page 3.4-10 of the Draft EIR is a typographical error. The correct 

ordinance number for Section 112.05 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code is Ordinance No. 161 574. Please 

refer to Section 4.0, Revised Draft EIR Text, of the Final EIR, for the correct ordinance number.

Response 7.7

This comment is noted for the record and will be considered by the Board of Trustees of the California 

State University (CSU).

Response 7.8

The campus parking program is a self-sustaining unit that is not supported by campus general funds. 

Parking fees are the primary source of revenue for the parking program and are required to fund 

personnel and operating costs, maintenance, and debt service for construction of parking facilities. 

Parking fees are established at rates required to sustain the program. Many students, including residents
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

and commuters, do not park vehicles on campus. Requiring the purchase of a parking permit by all 

students (or all student housing residents) would impose an unnecessary financial burden on many 

students. Further more, this would encourage the increased use of vehicles and would be detrimental to 

the Master Plan goal of reducing vehicle trips and increasing the use of public transportation.

See Topical Response 7, Parking/Traffic: Parking, for a discussion on the provision of parking within the 

2005 Master Plan as well as a clarification that available parking on neighborhood streets was not 

included in this parking supply.

With respect to University assumption of the costs of creating "preferential parking districts," please refer 

to the Response to Comment 2.1, which addresses the limitations placed on the CSU regarding the 

funding of off-site improvements arising from projects on CSU campuses.

The commenter makes specific suggestions for additional mitigation measures. The first is the provision 

of off-site parking for commercial vehicles. This would not substantially improve parking on campus, as 

commercial vehicles only constitute a small portion of the overall parking demand. Second, prohibiting 

parking on Zelzah Avenue and Nordhoff Street as a means to improve traffic flow is suggested. The City 

of Los Angeles has jurisdiction over Zelzah Avenue and Nordhoff Street and could implement peak 

period parking restrictions along these streets. However, the University does not have the authority to 

require such a measure. Further dedication and widening of Nordhoff Street and Zelzah Avenue, south 

of Lassen Street is suggested. Nordhoff Street and Zelzah Avenue are both classified as Major Highway 

Class II arterials in the Northridge Community Plan. The pavement widths of both streets adjacent to the 

campus are already consistent with these classifications. Nordhoff Street currently provides three 

through-lanes in each direction while Zelzah Avenue provides two lanes in each direction. Three lanes 

could be provided in each direction on Zelzah Avenue via implementation of peak period parking 

restrictions if desired by the City without requiring dedication and widening. Further dedication and 

widening would effectively entail upgrading the streets to a Major Highway Class I or modified Class I 

status, and would have limited effectiveness since the dedication and widening would only be along the 

campus frontage. The University will consider installing right-turn lanes on the campus property 

adjacent to Nordhoff Street and Zelzah Avenue at campus access points in order to improve traffic flow 

to future parking structures in the eastern portion of the campus. Lastly, the comment suggests installing 

a traffic signal at the intersection of Reseda Boulevard and Halsted Street. The 2005 Master Plan is 

designed to reduce campus impacts on the residential neighborhood north of Halsted Street and west of 

Lindley Avenue, primarily through vacation and closure of the portion of Etiwanda immediately south of 

Halsted Street. Halsted Street is not intended to be a major route for travel to and from the campus.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Response 7.9

The cementer's correction concerning the wastewater treatment provider (DPW, not DWP) for the CSUN 

campus is noted. Please refer to Section 4.0, Revised Draft EIR Text, of the Final EIR, which contains the 

amended text.

Response 7.10

This comment is noted for the record and will be considered by the Board of Trustees of CSU.
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December 13,200S , .

Dpp
Mr. Calm DonaFiiia
arector of Fadtoes Planning, Design & Construction 
1BT11 NonJhoff Streol
Norttridgc, CA 91330-B21S [ .

RE; SC AG Clooringhociu No. t 20050764 California Stato University,
Northridge 2003 Master Plan

DearlW. Donahue:

University, North ridge 2009 
aroarede dnamghouse for

Thunk you for gutnntttng Ihe California State 
Master Plan tar review and comment As 
rognnaBy significant projects, SC AG reviews We consistency of local plans, 
prefects and programs with regional plans. TM$ activity Is based on SCAGHs 
responsibilities as a rcgwnal {banning organLLjiron pursuant to state and 
federal laws and regulations. Guidance provider by brass reviews is intended 
to assist local agencies and project sponsors to 
the aUarnmont of regional goats and potctes.

take actions that contribute to

We hove reviewed tire California State University, Norm ridge 2005 Master 
Plan, and have determined but toe proposed Project is not regionally significant 
per 5CAG Intergovernmental Review (IGR) Criteria and Galfomta Environmental 
Quality Ad (C£OA) Guidelines (Section 15206), Therefore, the proposed Preyed 
boo* not warrant comments at tfvs time. Sf-xid them he a chmge (n the scope 
of the proposed Preyed, we would appreciate the opportunity to review and 
comment at that tana.

A description of Ihe proposed Project was published to SCAG's November 1-30, 
2005 Intergovernmental Review Clearinghouse Report lor pubfc review and

The project the and SCAG CteMtnghouse nurjiber should be used to afi 
coirespondence with SCAG conconvig this Projetl Correspondence should be 
sent to the attenttan of the Clearinghouse Owdinatbr. K you have any questions, 
ptease contact me at (213)236-1851 Thank you

Sincerely,

Brian Wallace
w ■ fa m u i|pi «.#!.!■. ijpw.ABa. ARM P Mid tow, tow Associate Regional Planner
Z "**■ •hAtotoW'•' fa aPtoWH-rv trerkremu^-fere^Aaa^fei ynij ■ n

Infefwvemmenrtaj Review

X
re. -

^nta 1 b ii 1 Doc *111655
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 8 Southern California Association of Governments, December 13, 2006

Response 8.1

This letter acknowledges that the Southern California Association of Governments has determined the 

2005 Master Plan Update project is not regionally significant, consistent with the University's 

interpretation of Section 15206 of the CEQA Guidelines. This comment is noted for the record and no 

further response is required.
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Letter No. 9

To: Colin Donahue
Director of Facilities 
CSUN
FAX 910/6?? 6552 

From R.W. Suckles
lindiey West Coalition-Board of Directors 
18104 Marilld St. HR 91325

January 10/ 2008

Subject: Comments on the Envision 2035 Elfl/Haster FlOrt

(Moat of this was verbally transmitted to 
weeks ago. This is intended to bo a more

you Colin a few 
formal missive.!

As most of us know the existing Mister Plan wa3 prepared in
1991/98 and was surrounded in controversy. Thi* Mp in
out oollaetiva opinion i; e-xt-romcly imnvft|Hted> complex and 
confusing In many regards and is also controversial. It 
would seem that moat of the reason for creating still 
another MP haa to do with the "need" to increase enrollment 
at CSUN to 35,000 students, well over the currently Tipprfved 
student limit and the capacity of the State's acreage, with 
very adverse affect on the surrounding neighborhood^ in 
terms of more traffic, more noise and plain old proas
infringement. It's all about money I'm sure. |Hany,'$f the 
problems and ’'mitigations" In the new KP are deemed Sy tru 
authors aa "unavoidably significant", 
re-addressed?

Can these itfims be
v>: 1

S'iPhase One- Much of this is underway. However we hAV*. Bany 
questions as to the logistics of the plane to create,Faculty 
Housing and more dorms. Among Them are; where do yCti park 
these people and their guests?? how will they enter Ahd fcxit 
their abode)?/ whet will prevent the State from "later" 
offering these same abodes for ox lease or sale to the 
general public?

Phase Two- Where do you park the 600-800 vehicles tb/it will 
enter the Carnpus for events at the new Petlorming Arts 
Center? Underground? Why not in the "Historic Orabjje.
Grove" area? |which is the question many of us have^Baked 
before..why does CSUN want to keep this maps of dying trees? 
Soon aii the original trees (-75 years old) will di£. Will 
you continue to replace them with "new" ttcos and tfyeh ChU 
the area "The Former Historic Orange Grove"?? Ousltiop.
Why not use the acreage for something else planned ter 
elsewhere In your new MP. There must be Jll or so acres just 
being wasted.

2

3

4

■ ift i
'# ■

• ii
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%L“5S
When the planned new parking structure is built (PSCftl it 
will displace the presently existing CSUN Tennis Cost's t'o a 
new location (PFH} - He would like to believe and ■&£ 
assured that no access to these courts be allowed '
Lindiey Avenue. The traffic and noise on Lindiey ha^ been 
out of control for years and access to these courts t^Juld 
simply worsen that. ■

■ . .'ir •)
A new playing field (PFflZ) is proposed and shown ot), Figure 
2.0-19 but designated as G12 on page 2.0-40. W# fegt'th^t 
since is depicted with a Soccer Field overlay that, fpce it. 
ia built, It COULD be rented out to private or pro Soccet 
teams. This Is true with all the other ne« playing fields 
aa well. Why do they need be lighted? Don't you kh$S whqt 
alee to do with the acreage? Is this a way to pQstpjftie 
those decisions?? Please comment.

Mora dorms ate planned (SH2 4 SH3) in the existing I^Spn area 
between Lindiey and Zelzah avenues. Currently, as ijlwejl 
known by CSUN officials, dorm vehicles overflow 
surrounding neighborhoods, presumably to fcvoid paying the 
"high" parking fees. This will make it worse. Please help 
NON.

■ ■£' 4 —Phaso Three and Pour- 15 years from now many of Us fiSighbors 
of CSUN won't be around so why worry„. right?? Howdvjfb dhee 
this 2035 MP is released and made public our property values 
will be seriously affected. Oh well, it's only robney.

Last but certainly not least- Traffic in and out oi the 
campus needs to be improved and we know end apprecj,^t,e your 
efforts (especially you Colin) to do chisj. Why hot, petition
the City (again] to open Plummnr from Zelzah on th*’5adt??___
Also, how win all this expansion affect ;the already taxed 
public utilities (seweis, electricity and water) pltlS police 
and fire aervJces??7

7

8

9

10

Sincerely,

Robert w. Buckles .i/* V

California Slate Unh'ersilu, Northridge 
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 9 Lindley West Coalition, by Robert W. Buckles, January 10, 2006

Response 9.1

The Master Plan is proposed to accommodate projected increases in local and systemwide CSU 

enrollment, as discussed in the Draft EIR in Section 1.0, Introduction and Executive Summary, on pages 

1.0-1 and 1.0-2, and in Section 2.0, Project Description, on pages 2.0-11 through 2.0-14. Actual 

implementation of Master Plan components over time will be influenced by student enrollment, 

availability of funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational and student-support 

programs that necessitate new or modified facilities, as stated on page 2.0-17 of the Draft EIR. A detailed 

discussion of projected enrollment increases is provided in Topical Response 2, Enrollment Increase. 

The existing and planned building square footage on the CSUN campus is directly tied to existing and 

projected enrollment numbers. Accordingly, the Master Plan is proposed for incremental 

implementation as enrollment increases over the next 30 years. More information regarding Master Plan 

Phasing is provided in Topical Response 4, Master Plan Phasing, in the Final EIR.

With 356 acres, the campus has the physical capacity for growth. The Master Plan focused on a more 

balanced use of campus land resources. By introducing significant roadway configuration changes in the 

eastern and southern sections of the campus, future campus development in this presently underutilized 

area can be intensified. This allows the campus to meet facility growth needs while maintaining the 

pastoral, pedestrian oriented nature of the campus core.

This comment is noted for the record and will be considered by the Board of Trustees of CSU.

Response 9.2

See also Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, in this Final EIR for details about the 

environmental review process undertaken for the Master Plan, including discussion of the reasons for 

program-level analysis and project-level analysis in the Draft EIR.

Because of the long-term nature of the Master Plan, the precise nature, size, and location of all the 

proposed programs and facilities cannot be accurately projected at this time. Moreover, the University 

does not anticipate proceeding with development of all proposed Master Plan projects in the immediate 

future. Accordingly, the EIR evaluates the campus Master Plan at the programmatic, or general, level, 

and specific near-term Master Plan projects, for which site-level detail is available, at the project, or 

detailed, level. Phased implementation of projects will be influenced by student enrollment, availability
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

of funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational, and student-support programs that 

necessitate new or modified facilities.

The University has developed sufficient detail for some Master Plan Phase 1 and Phase 2 projects to 

enable project-specific evaluation of potential environmental impacts. As subsequent Master Plan phases 

are implemented, specific facilities will be designed and information regarding building location, size, 

open space, and circulation and parking will be developed. Additional environmental review of Master 

Plan projects will be undertaken at the time planning for each project commences, to determine whether 

the potential exists for any new, significant environmental impacts. This additional review will comply 

with the requirements of CEQA and, as appropriate, will include public noticing and opportunities for 

public comment on specific project proposals. More information regarding Master Plan Phasing is 

provided in Topical Response 4, Master Plan Phasing. See Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, 

for a discussion on the scope and purpose of both the 2005 Master Plan and Draft EIR.

Response 9.3

See Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing for a discussion on the current level of design detail as 

well as the University's position on the sale of residential units to those not affiliated with the campus.

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, for a discussion about the provision of parking to serve 

proposed student housing.

Response 9.4

The Master Plan proposes construction of the PS-G3 structure to the east and within a five-minute walk of 

the new Valley Performing Arts Center. This structure is included in Phase 1 and is intended to complete 

construction prior to the Valley Performing Arts Center. In addition, existing surface parking exists to 

the west in lot B1, and the Master Plan proposes construction of a future parking structure (PS-B1) at this 

location in Phase 4. The Valley Performing Arts Center will provide convenient patron drop-off areas 

and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) parking immediately south of the building. The University 

will also use the campus tram system as necessary to shuttle patrons from parking structures and surface 

lots to the Valley Performing Arts Center.

For a discussion of the use of the historic Orange Grove, please refer to the Response to Comment 9.5, 

below.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Response 9.5

The Orange Grove is considered an important historic feature on the University's campus and will 

remain as open space within the South Campus Arts Precinct. It is planned for revitalization and 

integration into the Orange Grove Arts Walk, which will link the expanded University Club with the 

planned performing arts center and related facilities to the west.

Response 9.6

The University anticipates that the primary parking for the tennis courts at PF-F7 would be located at 

parking structure PS-G6. Vehicular access to parking structure PS-G6 would be from Zelzah Avenue, 

while primary pedestrian entrance to the tennis courts would be on the east side of the courts, internal to 

the campus. Parking structure PS-G6 is shown in the California State University, Northridge, 2005 

Master Plan Update in Chapter 4, Master Plan, in Figure 4J, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on 

page 89 and in Figure 4FF, University Park Student Housing on page 116, and in the Draft EIR in Section 

3.8, Transportation/Traffic, in Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8-11.

Response 9.7

Information regarding recreational facilities in provided in Topical Response 6, Recreation. The 

athletic/instructional playfields in the Master Plan, including the playfield at the north end of campus 

and the athletic/instructional playfields located near the campus boundary along Zelzah Avenue, in the 

Instructional, Athletics, and Recreational Precinct and the East Gateway Precinct, have been planned to 

provide the instructional, intercollegiate athletic and student recreational space required as a result of 

long-term projected enrollment growth. Field lighting has been included to provide for extended daily 

use, thereby making more efficient use of land resources to better serve campus instructional and athletic 

programs. The master planning process was concerned only with providing adequate facilities to meet 

the above stated needs; use of the spaces for other specific purposes was not considered. The campus has 

traditionally rented or leased a variety of campus spaces, including spaces within buildings and exterior 

spaces, to outside groups. The University anticipates that this will continue in a similar manner in the 

future. Field amenities are expected to include equipment storage and restrooms.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Response 9.8

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking, for a discussion on the provision of parking to serve 

proposed student housing.

The campus parking program is a self-sustaining unit that is not supported by campus general funds. 

Parking fees are the primary source of revenue for the parking program and are required to fund 

personnel and operating costs, maintenance, and debt service for construction of parking facilities. 

Parking fees are established at rates required to sustain the program. Many students, including residents 

and commuters, do not park vehicles on campus. Requiring the purchase of a parking permit by all 

students (or all student housing residents) would impose an unnecessary financial burden on many 

students. Furthermore, this would encourage the increased use of vehicles and would be detrimental to 

the Master Plan goal of reducing vehicle trips and increasing the use of public transportation.

Response 9.9

The faculty/staff housing community will support the University's Academic Mission by providing high 

quality for-sale and rental housing on the CSUN campus that will assist in recruitment and retention of 

faculty and staff. The structure of the for-sale housing agreement will provide for homebuyer ownership 

of the building, with the University maintaining ownership of the land. A long-term ground lease of the 

land will be utilized with appropriate restriction to ensure that the University maintains long-term 

control of the homes and community. The University will fulfill the property management functions 

customarily undertaken by a homeowner association. This ensures that the University can maintain 

quality control with regard to community appearance, maintenance, and repairs; thereby ensuring the 

community continues to serve its function as a recruitment and retention tool.

Homeowner future resale value will be tied to an income-related cost of living index. The University will 

maintain the first right of refusal to purchase the home. Provisions for recovery of the home by the 

University in the case of severance of employment will also be included in the purchase agreement. The 

homes will be sold on a prioritized basis in the following order: (1) new faculty recruits, (2) existing 

faculty members, (3) new management recruits, and 4) existing management.

A demand study conducted by the campus in late 2005 projected demand for for-sale and rental housing 

in 2007/2008 at approximately 370 units. Phase 1 of the faculty staff housing community will include a 

total of 250 units, including 150 for-sale units and 100 rental units. Future phases will be developed 

based on updated demand projections to ensure that demand exceeds supply at any given time.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Upon completion of conceptual design documents, the University will update interested community 

members, including the Northridge East Neighborhood Council, on the status and details of the Phase 1 

project. In addition, the University will evaluate the potential environmental impacts of the project with 

respect to the findings of this EIR and process any additional CEQA documentation deemed necessary at 

that time.

Response 9.10

The extension of Plummer Street from Lindley Avenue to Zelzah Avenue will counteract several of the 

positive traffic and parking improvements included in the master plan. A main goal of the long-term 

parking plan is to balance the parking supply between the east and west sides of campus (parking supply 

is currently substantially greater on the west side of campus). Balanced parking accessed directly from 

the major perimeter roadways (Nordhoff, Reseda and Zelzah) will substantially improve vehicle 

circulation by limiting unnecessary circulation impeded by stop signs and pedestrian conflicts. The 

extension of Plummer through campus would bisect the campus, creating potentially serious safety 

concerns for pedestrians moving between the academic core and the student housing, athletic fields and 

academic facilities north of Plummer Street Depressing Plummer Avenue below grade would require 

construction of ramping on both the east and west sides of the campus and would be very costly due to 

need to construct retaining walls and at-grade deck. Furthermore, construction of a below grade 

roadway would not be feasible due to the impacts to existing academic buildings and major campus 

utilities located within and adjacent to the right of way. The vehicle circulation improvements depicted 

in the Master Plan will naturally reduce the vehicle traffic on the campus loop road (Etiwanda, Plummer 

and Lindley), providing a pedestrian friendly zone accessed primarily for ADA parking, building 

services and critical emergency response. It should be noted that the Plummer Street is currently a vital 

part of campus access from both the east and west side of campus, and will increase in importance with 

the future development of the eastern PSG6 and western PSB5N structures, which are both accessed 

directly from Plummer Street.

Response 9.11

Please refer to the Response to Comment 14.10 for a discussion regarding public utilities (sewers, 

electricity and water) and police and fire services. As discussed in Response to Comment 14.10, project- 

related impacts in these issues areas will be less than significant, with mitigation where applicable.
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Letter No. 10

Date sent: Thu, 22 Dec 2005 02:16:15-0800 (PST)
From: Thomas Baker <scnpln@vahoo.com>
Subject: NENC meeting with CSUN
To: Colin Donahue <colin.donahue@csun.edu>
Copies to: "Kellv M. Lord" <kmlord@rosemontfinancial.com>. 

"Thomas J. Baker" <scnpln@vahoo.com>

Colin
First let me Thank-You and Dr. Jennings for all of vour time tonight. We started
off a bit rockv and didn't have manv Stakeholders attending because of the time ofvear but...
I was caught in traffic on the 5 north so decided I should let Kellv know I
would be a bit late. he told me the Auditorium was locked. I just melted in mv
seat and shook mv head. Of all nights.

I think bv moving to Greig Smiths office it allowed for a much more intimate 
discussion. Manv questions were asked and good ideas were exchanged. I 
felt CSUN is interested and wants community involvement. but it will alwavs 
be a difficult situation when one is dealing with growth in a residential 
neighborhood.

As a child I utilized the University and it was alwavs mv dream to own a house 
near it so mv children could have all the opportunities I did. I believe evervone 
on the Northridge Eas! ! ! t Neighborhood Council (NENC) Board has good 
thoughts about CSUN but are also verv committed to maintaining Northridge 
as a great place to live. work. plav, and learn. We all intend to keep a good 
working relationship with the University as it continues to grow. We have talked about 
this at meetings. so please know we would like to have periodic visits as 
each phase has more set plans.

The streets of concern that were not listed in the Draft EIR but should be 
because thev currentlv receive a lot of cut-through traffic are on both the 
East and West sides of the University. Halsted. Superior. Kinzie

Even with the future vacation of Etiwanda it must be noted that since it links
to streets that are utilized for cut-through traffic as Reseda backs up it too
will remain busier then a normal residential street should ever be. I think
most of the concerns are with traffic speeds. lack of sidewalks putting pedestrians in
closer proximity to autos. and ! ! ! the lack of street lights in relation to pedestrians.
It should be noted in the Draft EIR and addressed in the EIR.

We also have concerns for White Oak from Plummer to Devonshire especiallv 
since manv area's are between a 15mph to 25mph zone. The intersection at 
White Oak and Lassen has a school and the intersection at White Oak and 
Devonshire not onlv has a school but also a Alzheimer Retirement Home and 
a Temple. The Temple creates an above average amount of pedestrians on 
Fridav evenings and Saturdav mornings for the entire area. Their safety must 
be protected. Cut through traffic on White Oak is just as severe as Etiwanda 
if not worse because of the enormous population growth on the East side of campus.

Well lit cross walks are essential. I can't tell vou how manv times driving Zelzah 
at night I've come close to hitting a pedestrian because thev were crossing the 
street in dark clothing. You just don't see pedestrians! ! ! when vou are traveling anv 
faster then 25mph.

Hope this helps for now. and we'll send vou a complete list sometime earlv Jan. 
We will meet as a Board for a special session Jan. 3rd to prepare comments 
to the Draft EIR and other Agenda items we were not able to cover tonight.

Thomas Baker

Northridge East Neighborhood Board Member Outreach Coordinator 

cc: Kellv Lord President of NENC
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 10 Northridge East Neighborhood Council, by Thomas Baker, December 
22, 2005

Response 10.1

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Traffic, for a discussion of the scope of roadways and 

intersections studied in the Draft EIR.

Response 10.2

As stated in the comment and discussed in Section 3.8, Transportation/Traffic, on page 3.8-48 of the Draft 

EIR, the campus entry at Etiwanda Avenue and Halsted Street would be closed to reduce campus-related 

traffic trips on Etiwanda Avenue, in response to community concerns about traffic on neighborhood 

streets. Moreover, as stated in the Draft EIR in Section 3.8 on page 3.8-46, an analysis of Master Plan 

impacts on local neighborhood street segments was conducted in accordance with Los Angeles 

Department of Transportation methodology, and impacts on Etiwanda were determined to be less than 

significant. The determination of impacts on these neighborhood streets took into account not just Master 

Plan-specific traffic (i.e., project only), but increases in traffic attributable to background growth over the 

30-year duration of Master Plan implementation (i.e., future with project). Significant impacts were only 

identified at Dearborn Street west of Darby Avenue, West University Drive/Etiwanda Avenue south of 

Nordhoff Street, and Prairie Street east of Zelzah Avenue.

As stated in page 3.8-47 of the Draft EIR, mitigation of neighborhood intrusion impacts requires the 

development of neighborhood traffic management plans on an area-wide basis, to avoid merely shifting 

impacts from one street to another, or one neighborhood to another. The City of Los Angeles has a 

neighborhood traffic management process in place that includes specific steps: neighborhoods petition 

LADOT for a neighborhood traffic study; if changes are identified and can be attributed to a specific 

project, LADOT works with neighbors to identify traffic-calming and management measures; 

improvements are installed on a trial basis; and residents are then asked if they want improvements 

installed permanently. This program extends to pedestrian safety improvements and the reduction of 

vehicle/pedestrian conflicts. However, as a state educational entity, CSUN is not legally responsible for 

funding or constructing improvements to off-campus roadways, including traffic management and 

pedestrian accommodations.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Response 10.3

Please see the Response to Comment 10.2.

Response 10.4

Please see the Response to Comment 10.2.

Response 10.5

This comment is noted for the record. No further response is required.
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Letter No. 11

To: California State University MotAbridge
Facilities Planning Office 
AM.nation: Colin Don*hu«
1B1U tlordhnfC St.* 
ftortbridge, CA 9X3J0-B219

Mr. Colin Donahue.

NORTHRIDGE EASTNEKWB<?RH50n COUNCIL
01/06/2006

The fallowing it i series of inquiries and responses from Bonrd Members and 
Slaveholders from ihe Nerthridgc Last Neighborhood Council (NTNCJ from two 
Council Meeting). Agendas were posied as per the Bylaws prior to Ihe December 
21.2005 and January 3, 2006 Council Meetings. The Agendas listed, among other 
issues before Ihe Board, the California State University Noflftrtdgc (CHUN) lhatt 
ElR. In order to comply with the deadline of January 12,2tK)6 dial CSUN listed 
on their website as the dare all Public Comments (adie Draft DIR should hr 
mailed to Colin Donahue's Office we ftlf a Special Meeting, held January 3, 2006, 
for NtiNC necessary to he in compliance wrth this shod time frame.

It should be noted that the Draft HIR wei released November 15, 2W)S without 
exact previous notification, nur NENC Agenda was scl for the November lb, 2005 
council meeting ns per A 72 hour posting time frame required by the Hyliwt and 
the Ralph M. Brown Act. NLNC requested more time lo study ;imj respond to the 
Draft KIR at ihe December 2|. 2005 council meeting during die presenlauon of the 
Draft ElR from Dr, William Jennings, ind Colin Donahue. CSIJN President Jolene 
Koester extended Ihe original 4J day period which began November 15, 2005 an 
additional two weeks (M daysj from December 2?, 2005 to January I*. 2006 after 
numerous requests: were made publicly that the release and enmmem period fell 
around several major Holidays,

Following an- the Inquiries utub'ur retponsts

Is tile liuhtine bcinn added to the current .trd nnmosed sports fields on Xclrah nut 
south of Plummer being dona to accommodate student athluua or m rtinil hiurs 
into the eveninc to allow fur rental ofihe fields to outside crtnms? Currently 
CSUN is able to accommodate all their jports teams during daylight hours and 
does rvoi mention adding any more teams. The community it Questioning whv 
lighta suddenly me needed so close to single-family homes? The conununiiy u 
aware that CS1JN rents its sports Helds out to different organizations on weekends 
to generate revenue We also think thh provides a much needed service to (he 
youih and adult* of uur community. Stakeholders are wondjinp, if the idea is to 
increase these rentals to dunny the week and need the lights for this reason?|We 
believe the Draft ElR noise studies and parking do not adequately address this 
issue sfoce the lights and fields are non in use m the evenings during the week or

U6
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NORTHWDGE EAST NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL
01/06/2006

do not currently exist in the same area. We art retmcbiing two neighborhood narks 
with sing[c family homes nearby <Northrulve on Reseda at Mayall. and Petit on 
Petit at ifon Joset to be studied for noi}etind narkirm during the
weekday hours of 7;QQpm to I0:00om when snorts are taking place, preferably the 
same sports that CSUN intends on mint' tjy firirk for.

NENC ts asking for more clarification, on the type of ownership of housing and 
land being designated as Facuity/StafT residences on what p now referred to as the 
North Campus. Huw will ihe Title be restricted? If not crmimh FacuItv/StaiT arc 
interested in purchasing or renting the units will they be available to the public? 
How will the University fulfill their statement that this is oalv to attract employees 
that cannot afford housing in the area? Specifically, how will the University keen 
these twits that will be sold from gllatnmu Market Value lor the neiiihboihnod in a 
couflic of years after the initial sale? If the Housing is eventually sold for Market 
Price in future years ihis would be in direct commit to the idea of creation
affordable boosing for FactillV/Staff ISincc the Land wifi bo owned bv the .State, at 

3SE arc beitm told at this time, will a local Homeowners Association be created to

doesn't seem to be an mlcuuntc solution when problems ariaeV NENC letls a 
University Panel during construction of Uk Faculty/Staff housing, with an 
eventual transfer of poweT to a Homeowners Association, is essential to provide a 
local conduit of interaction just as we have for any other development within our 
borders.

A NENC Stakeholder has formally requested to our Council President that a Land 
Uje Oversight Commute be created to communicate directly with the California 
State University Boatd of Trustees and CSUN Administration through each

must be comprised of residents living adjacent tn all sides of the campus. 
Committee members must be selected by NHNC, not CSUN, and representatives 
from the following poliliituns' staff need lobe appointed to *crve on this 
committee. LA City Councilman Smith, Assembly member Lloyd Levine. 
Representative Brad Sherman, Senator Tom McClintock and Office of the 
President of the CSU. Chancellor Charles Reed,

The Draft ElR mentions several limes that car trips to the I Iniversiiy will be 
greatly reduced by adding more student homing and the Foculty/Staff housing. In 
fact a reduction of daily trips and peak hour trips were taken OIL the top because of 
the added housing the University intends to construct This idea works only if they 
are truly filled with those mentioned above and they never travel to outside 
eateries or jobs. It doe* not reduce commuting in the surrounding neighborhoods if 
those residences have any other members nut studying or working at the 
University or if students work offsite as most do. We would liftc to point out mans
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____________________ ipus lake ilBMi in btiweqn workjgg pan time iob*
emtsidt the University. This actually creates daily trip* notbeira: accomitgj fof iiL

the current homing that are enrolled in a fflsjilpfaft it the aafctgrriL Knowing this 
Slat would help u* determine how many daily trip* ire m actuality not viable to 
discount from the total, The formula appears to break down once again iflhe 
University hands over the ask of keeping the residences full to an outside

NORTHRiDGE EAST NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL
01/002006

management aucncvfAii outvide Management Agency may be more inclined to. 
rent or lease to anv individual rip] qfrrjttarilv affiliated to CSUN to maintain 
revenue so initial construction loans can he fulfilled and a profit tor their services 
guaranteed,

The Draft FIR states that trip generation for the proposed ftculty'stafTand student 
housing wits reduced to reflect the anticipated commute traffic that would remain 
on campus between bousing and academic uses, This is a great idea but the reality 
Of getting individuals in .Southern California out of their cats requires then a mode 
of safe alternative transportation and fit j lilies The addition of two trams is a great 
start- NENC would like to sec ‘ safe, well lit" cross walks installed on the 
perimeter intersections und streets altmn the University borders. Out very good 
comment was to have crosswalks light up *t street level as an additional aid of 
awareness to drivers

NENC would like to sec the use of the above-mentioned ^fe well lit” crow 
walks along 7elrah iSupcriorA and Reseda tVincetincsl or luiv other area around 
the campus where there are no signal lights hut vet cross walks exist. If the

wc challenge the University to make the sutronndina sirccls safe fur pedestrians, 
und cyclists, This is first and foremost to getting people out of their cars,

NUjC would like to sec bicvclc lanes added all around the University to 
encourage alternative safe committing corridors- We think that bicycle lackm ijj 
racks near all tram stops are a necessity to cnermram Ihe use of alternative 
triuisnonahon Some tvpe of toilet facility needs tn be nt nil tram stops sincf 
individuals wfan commute mav have to wait. Individuals who bicvclc 10 the 
campus from distances of several miles especially in summer month* will need 
show it fodlitiH, We did not see those exact accommodations listed in the Draft 
ElR but yet bicycling wb* mentioned numerous times as on alternative to reduce 
daily trips, Signage at trim stops would be a good idea to intbrm commuters to the 
locations of those facilities,

With ihe influx of more students, more student and faculty/stiff housing, will the 
University begin posiiionina safety personnel at intersections, that ore deemed 
unsafe bv LAPP and Hie University Police? Currently the University docs this
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during ihe first r«w day* of each new semester especially in some of the core areas 
Such as Eriwncdi it Plummer. NENC believes this program mav need to be 
expanded especially around the nrem thu have children a Pend me school. We feel 
ZelzLli el Plummer is | mfflg location for additional safety officersM well U5

Reseda at Superior. We also feel a need may arise al the transportation hub of 
Prairie at Dwby because of its proximity to the manivc writing stmduna either 
currently built or nronoscdJ With that in mind we also felt the MTA Transportation 
hub might he better mined to be buill alorw a layer roadway like Plummer nt 
Darhv then a small residential strecH Prairie) that it’s nrwwscd Jor. Wc jiut don't 
tee liow the large buses can males the tutu safely on such a narrow residential 
stmt (Prairie), especially if a ear is waiting to make a left turn onto Reseda. Buses 
will be forced to wait to turn right until left turn trafTIc has yielded which will 
create more backups on heavily congested Reseda Ulvd.

The University states in the Draft EIR that carpooling, use df public transit, walk 
or bicycle, drop ofja, motorcycles will help them reduce da3y trips and help them 
raise their student Average Vehicle Ridcrship (AVR) from l.tff to 1,31 which 
account for a much larger percentage of the daily enps surrounding the University 
then does Faculty'Staff. If the University is committed to reducing daily trips and 
penk hour trips then the MTA is one very good solution but it must be timely, safe, 
and serve ihe ureas that students, faculty, and stall'commute from.

MENU investigated the major bus lines that service the t liuycrsitv mJ found Mine 
astounding faults in service. The MTA line that services Lateen. #IAJt, where a 
big majority of Ihe new housing is going in and where one of the (rami stop* ore, 
only nms a few hours in the morning and evening. The #168 does not run more 
then once an hour and does not run during the afternoon or laic evening, the line 
that services Zeizah, #239, only runs once an hour which dots n« make it very 
accommodating to anyone on a tight schedule. The line that services Reseda,
#240, run? every 20 minutes For most of the day and every 3D minutes in the 
evening. The issue with the #240 line is it dees not gn any more nftrih then 
Devonshire. So it really only can help individuals that Jive south of the campus. 
The ben tine, #166, which services Nordhoff runs frequently but is quite often full 
at peak periods, because it services the Northndgt mall just 1 mile west of the 
campus. Creation of shuttle service from CSUN to the Metro I ink Station is a great 
idea bur the hours of operation are poor, which will in turn not make it feasible for 
most people to utilize it. Wc would like 10 see Ihom hours ejgiandcd in the 
momintt. and servicing the early evening for j real commitment. Wc think the 
addition of i Metro Rapid from the Sylmar Metro link station is the right sun and 
are very happy to see the University petition the MTA ro get ihe stop doner to 
campus core. Public transportation in order to be effective must be as convenient
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03 driving, or more, 10 entice people to use it. Buses that slop short or run once an 
hour do not fulfil! that requirement.

tn (he J(#8 ElR scvartl streets that this current Draft (J1R arc petitioning for 
restriping were shown to be poor candidates for enlargement or restriping, Wh»t is 
ihe ihinkw that in seven vrant T.ADOT will rtveiseir« position when they iqvi- 
verv valid reasons whv it would not work in 1998? Iln addition in those seven 
years more apartments and condos huve been buOt around the University that will 
always require overflow street parking. The Omit F,|R shows secondary streets 
(Reseda, and Zeizah) have posted street limits of 25mph zones when school
children are present. They are being requested to be primary thoroughfares I In otic 
section the Draft ElR is pointing our all the tree parking outside the University 
core but fails to mention it's not useable parking because of (he amount of 
apartments nr condominiums present. In Ihe same are»^ Efafl fiftt shows free 
Street narking it contradicts iiselftalcr bv requesiinp those same Streets he
rcstrinodf addition of extra I attest tn allow more traffic, Whcte wnujdjhe residents, 
park and wouldn't that nenaic Hie free parking? The Draft ElR fails to point out 
thot just cast of the University some of the neighborhoods have seen a 2400% 
increase in cars because single-family homes on extremely targe lota have been 
demolished to provide land for massive apartment and condominium projects. 
Years ago this urea was mostly rural with bones and such. It just isn't the case 
anymore once it was rezoned by the City of Los Angeles in 1995 with a new 
Milter Plan for the area- The parking is just not available and the street vehicle 
capacity is completely overloaded, Pleaac see notes to the University dated March 
20. I99K ElR from Alan H Willb Senior Transportation Engineer for Department 
of Tnmsnorrarion

NttKC is formally requesting through this correspondence and a previous written 
email that White Oak flora Plummet to Devonshire be added 10 the Draft ETR and 
have tratlic studies. White Oak has several sections that rue reduced to 15mph and 
cannot accept without modifications any more cut through traffic White Oak at 
Lassen has (wo schools for children surrounded by mini-mart retail and missive 
apartment complexes. White Oak at Devonshire has a school! Alzheimer care 
facility, town homes, and a Temple on its comers. All four corners generate 
substantial pedestrian traffic and need to be included for safety. We mr 
encoureainp more visible mas walks forjaeaboycjjgedjQtjjg^ygflijnd^^rr^h  ̂
zones Where H«essarv.| Wc arc wondering why cut thmutth rifrflic form Reseda 
And Ifclrah on residential streets such as Prairie. Vincennes. Haisled Superior, and 
Kinzic were not added to the Draft F.Tft and studied? Cut through Ira (Tic when 
Reseda or Zelzah get congested is on increasing concern for the residences of 
those above-mentioned streets, I f lin vision 2035 Is approved for the larger phases 
of expansion this problem increases with (he number of daily and peak trip in the 
area, Commuters will look for delay solutions as street infrastructure
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plans In the Dnfl tliR ur solution* tn dirermracc tut through traffic in res jdcnMfll
neighborhoods op borders of ihe Udversitv.

NENC is wondering whv Plummer thjflpgfo jfte Universifv fptwyjfrlY below grade) 
ii not being inchided aj a viable solution tn relieve traffic as fe City of Loo 
Angsits Cirv pianntnu Department. Franklin i’. Eherhaid wtmitJ it in ihe 1 $9H 
lilWV KmnUin stated, "The future expansion or Plummer Si. through the 
University should be completed. This project is needed tp relieve local ire flic in 
the vicinity and to provide on important alternative route is and through the ana.'1

The Medtronic! Facility on what is referred to as North Campus has taken over a 
ilSEcabk amount of parking and still utilizes street parking on Lind ley. As the 
development bcirinvnn the North Curran how will the need for additional narking 
be addressed? Just at in any private venture when multi units an constructed 
parking always becomes a commodity because code does not account for large 
vehicles, several visitors, multiple drives sharing a bedroom, etc. We foresee 
more spillage into ihe surrounding eornmpnitica. which cannot pbsorb any more 
parked can because the area is already full. An addition^ structure will be needed 
to handle the overflow of Medtronic* alone sod that does not address the 
anticipated overflow from the new favultY/suff housing thol Li proposed.

Kotthridee East Neinhhwhood Council and the Stakeholders who added to our 
responses believe the Draft FfR is flawed Wc believe it was compromised to 
accommodate the reuuesT by the State tn the University ta make room for an 
addition:-.! SQ% increase from the currently congested realtyof the Cajnnm 
MENC believes that acpuisltionof land fur another caipppsiixBa I blv the north 
WQ?t or north east Soft Fernando ViJIcvl is realty the solmitm to the growing needs 
of the State When we reviewed the Envision 2035 proposals for mere Academic 
Facilities, Administration Facilities. Fuculty/StafTHousij^j, Student Housing,
Retail Space. Parking Structures, and Miscellaneous Uses, we felt the surrounding 
infostructure with so many other projects weighing in oh rt, just doesn’t have the 
capacity to absorb ail four phases being presented. NENO and its Stakeholders 
believe it all four phases are imnlcmented it will adversely aJTect the duality of life 
in the Urtivmiiv. and the Northridge Community.

Contact info:
Thomas Baku
Northridge East Neighborhood Council Board Member 
Outreach Coordinator 
Email; senninrirvidmp.ulm
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 11 Northridge East Neighborhood Council, by Thomas Baker, January 6, 
2006

Response 11.1

This comment correctly notes that at the request of members of the community, the Draft EIR review 

period was extended from December 30, 2005 to January 12, 2006.

Response 11.2

Information regarding recreational facilities in provided in Topical Response 6, Recreation. As stated 

therein, the athletic/instructional playfields in the Master Plan, including the playfield at the north end of 

campus and the athletic/instructional playfields located near the campus boundary along Zelzah 

Avenue, in the Instructional, Athletics, and Recreational Precinct and the East Gateway Precinct, have 

been planned to provide the instructional, intercollegiate athletic and student recreational space required 

as a result of long-term projected enrollment growth. Field lighting has been included to provide for 

extended daily use, thereby making more efficient use of land resources to better serve campus 

instructional and athletic programs. The master planning process was concerned only with providing 

adequate facilities to meet the above stated needs; use of the spaces for other specific purposes was not 

considered. The campus has traditionally rented or leased a variety of campus spaces, including spaces 

within buildings and exterior spaces, to outside groups. The University anticipates that this will continue 

in a similar manner in the future.

Mitigation Measures AES-1 through AES-5 provided in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, on page 3.1-34 of the Draft 

EIR regarding lighting at fields along Zelzah Avenue, PF-G3, PF-G4, and PF-G6, would assure 

compliance with applicable state and local ordinances. Mitigation Measure AES-5 specifically states that 

field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be used only when the fields are 

being utilized during nighttime hours. Because these fields are proposed as part of the long-term Master 

Plan phases, lighting at these fields will be designed and evaluated when specific projects are proposed. 

See Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, for additional discussion of future Master Plan project 

environmental compliance requirements and associated public review and comment opportunities.

Response 11.3

The comment states that the Draft EIR noise and parking studies do not adequately address the issue of 

lighting for rental use of the proposed play fields and requests that Northridge and Petit Parks be studied
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

for light spillage, noise and parking during the hours of 7:00 pm and 10:00 pm. Because these fields are 

proposed as part of the long-term Master Plan phases, these fields will be designed and evaluated with 

regard to noise and parking when specific projects are proposed. See Topical Response 5, Noise, 

Playfields and Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking for discussion of additional environmental 

review and development of the proposed playfields.

Mitigation Measures AES-1 through AES-5 provided in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, on page 3.1-34 of the Draft 

EIR regarding lighting at fields along Zelzah Avenue, PF-G3, PF-G4, and PF-G6, would assure 

compliance with applicable state and local ordinances. Mitigation Measure AES-5 specifically states that 

field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be used only when the fields are 

being utilized during nighttime hours. Because these fields are proposed as part of the long-term Master 

Plan phases, lighting at these fields will be designed and evaluated when specific projects are proposed. 

See Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, for additional discussion of future Master Plan project 

environmental compliance requirements and associated public review and comment opportunities.

As indicated above, the Draft EIR has adequately addressed issues regarding the playfields and because 

these fields are proposed as part of the long-term Master Plan phases, lighting, parking and noise issues 

at these fields will be designed and evaluated when specific projects are proposed. Therefore, off-site 

studies requested by the comment are not necessary. This comment becomes part of the record and will 

be forwarded to the CSU Board of Trustees prior to deliberations on this project.

Response 11.4

Please refer to Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, of this Final EIR for discussion of this topic. 

As stated therein, the faculty/staff housing community will support the University's Academic Mission 

by providing high quality for-sale and rental housing on the CSUN campus that will assist in recruitment 

and retention of faculty and staff. The structure of the for-sale housing agreement will provide for 

homebuyer ownership of the building, with the University maintaining ownership of the land. A long

term ground lease of the land will be utilized with appropriate restriction to ensure that the University 

maintains long-term control of the homes and community. The University will fulfill the property 

management functions customarily undertaken by a homeowner association. This ensures that the 

University can maintain quality control with regard to community appearance, maintenance, and repairs; 

thereby ensuring the community continues to serve its function as a recruitment and retention tool.

Homeowner future resale value will be tied to an income-related cost of living index. The University will 

maintain the first right of refusal to purchase the home. Provisions for recovery of the home by the 

University in the case of severance of employment will also be included in the purchase agreement. The
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

homes will be sold on a prioritized basis in the following order: (1) new faculty recruits, (2) existing 

faculty members, (3) new management staff recruits, and (4) existing management.

A demand study conducted by the campus in late 2005 projected demand for for-sale and rental housing 

in 2007/ 2008 at approximately 370 units. Phase 1 of the faculty staff housing community will include a 

total of 250 units, including 150 for-sale units and 100 rental units. Future phases will be developed 

based on updated demand projections to ensure that demand exceeds supply at any given time.

Response 11.5

Please see the Response to Comment 11.4, above.

Response 11.6

The mission of the campus is to provide higher education to the people of the State of California. The 

campus Master Plan provides a framework for development of facilities required to support this mission. 

Since campus facility development is driven by student enrollment and pedagogical requirements, the 

Trustees maintain sole responsible for facility planning and development activities. In addition to 

complying with all environmental requirements under CEQA, the campus will continue to inform the 

community regarding project development and will respond to inquiries from any interested community 

member or group regarding design and construction activities for any given component of the Master 

Plan. For this reason, formation of an oversight committed by the Northridge East Neighborhood 

Council and the University is not needed.

Response 11.7

Trips were first estimated for faculty/staff housing through application of standard residential trip 

generation rates from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). These trips include all types of trips 

generated by residential uses, including commute trips, shopping trips, etc. A reduction was then taken 

for the portion of the trips that would be commute trips internal to the campus. The other trips generated 

by the faculty/staff housing were added to the external street system as part of the Master Plan project 

trip generation.

Trips were not generated explicitly nor discounted for the increase in on-campus student housing. 

Instead, trips were generated for the overall projected increase in student FTE using university/college
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

trip generation rates from ITE. No adjustment was made to reflect the potential increase in the number of 

students who may be housed on campus.

Response 11.8

Please see the Response to Comment 11.4, above.

Response 11.9

This comment does not raise any issues related to the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR. It is noted for 

the record and will be considered by the Board of Trustees of CSU. No further response is required.

Response 11.10

Please see the Response to Comment 10.2. As stated therein, as a state educational entity, CSUN is not 

legally responsible for funding or constructing improvements to off-campus roadways, including traffic 

management and pedestrian accommodations. Therefore, the University is limited in its ability to 

influence off-campus pedestrian safety conditions. However, the City of Los Angeles has a neighborhood 

traffic management process in place that includes specific steps: neighborhoods petition LADOT for a 

neighborhood traffic study; if changes are identified and can be attributed to a specific project, LADOT 

works with neighbors to identify traffic-calming and management measures; improvements are installed 

on a trial basis; and residents are then asked if they want improvements installed permanently.

Response 11.11

The perimeter of the University campus is composed of City streets. The provision of bicycle lanes 

within City streets is within the control of the City and not the University.

The Multimodal Transit Center is proposed to include bicycle storage. Bicycle racks are provided at 

various locations around the campus near major facilities. Bicycle lockers or racks are not proposed near 

all tram stops.

Since existing and proposed tram stops are located within the University campus, existing and proposed 

buildings provide sufficient and proximal restroom facilities for patrons of the tram system.

The comment states that individuals who bicycle to the campus from distances of several miles, especially 

in the summer months, will need shower facilities. Page 92 of the 2005 Master Plan states: "It is proposed
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

that the Transit Hub development incorporate facilities that will encourage the use of bicycles, such as 

bicycle storage, lockers, and potentially showers." Comments regarding the need for shower facilities 

and associated tram stop signage will considered as part of the development of specific projects.

Response 11.12

As stated on page 3.6-17 of Section 3.6, Public Services, of the Draft EIR, the University Police Department 

would continually reassess the need for additional staff and equipment over Master Plan buildout and 

acquire those resources accordingly, so that service to the campus remains adequate. This would include 

evaluating the need to expand the practice of placing safety personnel at key intersections. The 

University will consider the need for provision of additional safety officers at the intersections of Zelzah 

Avenue at Plummer and Devonshire Streets as well as at the proposed transportation hub.

Response 11.13

The Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) was contacted concerning the proposed transit center 

location. Consideration of the location of the transit center included accessibility of existing and future 

transit routes along Reseda Boulevard and Nordhoff Street to and from the proposed transit center, 

minimization of the extent of route deviation required to reach the center and maximum serviceability to 

the campus (i.e. proximity to the campus). The current proposed transit center site at Darby Avenue and 

Prairie Street was the result of discussion with MTA staff. In addition, design of the transit center 

coordinated with the MTA.

Response 11.14

While the University can make recommendations to MTA regarding local bus lines, it does not have the 

authority to require the implementation of such recommendations. Bus lines are continually subject to 

change, at the discretion of MTA, based on demand. The University will consider the service currently 

offered by MTA lines 168, 239, 240, and 166, with respect to the campus, in future coordination with and 

recommendation to MTA.

With regard to the commenter's suggestion to expand the hours of the campus shuttle providing service 

from campus to the Northridge Metrolink Station, the ridership on the shuttle does not support an 

expansion of service. The majority of riders are employees who use the shuttle early in the morning and 

late in the afternoon. In addition, the Metrolink trains do not run as frequently in the middle of the day. 

Should a rider need service between the campus and the Metrolink Station at midday, the Los Angeles
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Department of Transportation (LADOT) DASH bus provides service from the corner of Reseda 

Boulevard and Nordhoff Street to the Metrolink Station.

Comments in support of University petition for the closer location of the Metro Rapid stop, with service 

from the Sylmar Metrolink Station to the campus core, are noted and will referred for consideration by 

the CSU Board of Trustees.

Comments regarding the general effectiveness of public transportation with respect to stop locations and 

schedules are not within the scope of the EIR, which evaluates environmental impacts related to the 

proposed 2005 Master Plan, and will referred for consideration by the CSU Board of Trustees.

Response 11.15

See Topical Response, Traffic/Parking, Off-Site Roadway Improvements. As stated therein, the Draft 

EIR identified potential mitigation measures to mitigate significant impacts identified in the Draft EIR at 

various study intersections. As a state educational entity, however, the University is not legally 

responsible for funding or constructing improvements to the local or state highway system. Funding and 

implementation of mitigation measures is the responsibility of public agencies other than the University, 

such as the City of Los Angeles.

With respect to the comment concerning restriping of campus area roadways, circumstances that 

precluded restriping seven years ago may have changed as the result of changes in circulation in the 

vicinity of campus. In any event, implementation of the intersection mitigation measures suggested in 

the Draft EIR, or other improvements deemed appropriate, would be the responsibility of the City of Los 

Angeles, and the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation would have authority over ultimate 

design of any improvements to be implemented.

Response 11.16

The comment makes reference to new multi-family development in the surrounding area over the last 

seven years. New traffic counts were conducted as part of the traffic study prepared for the Draft EIR. In 

addition, residential growth between 1998 and 2005 was taken into consideration in the traffic study.

With regard to Reseda Boulevard and Zelzah Avenue and associated classifications, Reseda Boulevard 

and Zelzah Avenue, north of Nordhoff Street, are classified as Major Highway Class II arterials in the 

Northridge Community Plan and are currently functioning as such.
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See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking, for a discussion of the provision of parking within the 

2005 Master Plan.

Response 11.17

Response 11.18

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking: Vehicle Circulation, for a discussion of the scope of roadways 

and intersections studied in the Draft EIR.

As stated therein, the study area for the traffic study prepared for the Draft EIR was developed in 

conjunction with LADOT through evaluation of the streets and intersections that were considered to be 

likely travel routes to/from the future campus access points and parking locations. The traffic study 

included analysis of the intersections of White Oak and Plummer, Prairie and Nordhoff Streets. White 

Oak Avenue north of Plummer Street, although classified as a Major Highway Class I arterial in the 

Northridge Community Plan, is physically constructed as a narrow residential street and it is anticipated 

that only a limited amount of additional University traffic may use this route.

With respect to the comments regarding off-campus pedestrian circulation, please see the Response to 

Comment 10.2. As stated therein, as a state educational entity, CSUN is not legally responsible for 

funding or constructing improvements to off-campus roadways, including traffic management and 

pedestrian accommodations. However, as discussed on page 3.8-47 of the Draft EIR, mitigation of 

neighborhood intrusion impacts requires the development of neighborhood traffic management plans on 

an area-wide basis, to avoid merely shifting impacts from one street to another, or one neighborhood to 

another. The City of Los Angeles has a neighborhood traffic management process in place that includes 

specific steps: neighborhoods petition LADOT for a neighborhood traffic study; if changes are identified 

and can be attributed to a specific project, LADOT works with neighbors to identify traffic-calming and 

management measures; improvements are installed on a trial basis; and residents are then asked if they 

want improvements installed permanently.
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Response 11.19

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking: Vehicle Circulation, for a discussion of the scope of roadways 

and intersections studied in the Draft EIR.

As stated therein, the study area for the traffic study prepared for the Draft EIR was developed in 

conjunction with LADOT through evaluation of the streets and intersections that were considered to be 

likely travel routes to/from the future campus access points and parking locations. The 2005 Master Plan 

is designed to reduce campus impacts on the residential neighborhood north of Halsted Street and west 

of Lindley Avenue, primarily through vacation and closure of the portion of Etiwanda Avenue 

immediately south of Halsted Street as well as the elimination of future extensions of Darby Avenue and 

Lindley Avenue between Plummer Street and Halsted Street. It should be noted that Prairie and 

Vincennes Streets between Reseda Boulevard and the campus were included in the study, as was Prairie 

Street, east of Zelzah Avenue.

With regard to possible measures to discourage cut through traffic in residential neighborhoods 

bordering the University, the traffic study prepared for the Draft EIR noted that mitigation of 

neighborhood traffic intrusion impacts requires development and implementation of neighborhood 

traffic management plan(s) that would identify measures to make local routes less attractive to through 

traffic, such as turn restrictions, chokers or narrowing of street widths, diverters or semi-diverters, cul-de- 

sacs or street closures, speed humps and stop signs. As implementation of neighborhood traffic controls 

on one street can shift traffic to other streets, an effective neighborhood traffic management plan can only 

be implemented on an area-wide basis with all affected parties involved in development of the plan, 

including neighborhood residents, council representatives, planners and traffic engineers.

The City of Los Angeles has a neighborhood traffic management process in place that includes a number 

of specific steps. In the event that neighbors are concerned with the potential impacts of a proposed 

project, they may petition LADOT for a neighborhood traffic study. If traffic conditions have changed 

and if LADOT staff believes that the changes are attributable to the project, LADOT staff will work with 

the residents to identify traffic calming/traffic management improvements that would address the 

problem. If the neighbors agree that the suggested solutions are workable, the improvements are 

installed on a trial basis. Once the improvements have been in place for a sufficient trial period (usually 

six months), the residents are asked if the desire the improvements on a permanent basis. If a minimum 

number of residents agree, said improvements are installed permanently.

See Topical Response 7, Off-Site Roadway Improvements, for a discussion of University authority to 

impose off-site mitigation measures.
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See Response to Comment 9.10 for a discussion on the feasibility of the extension of Plummer Street from 

Reseda Boulevard to Zelzah Avenue.

Response 11.20

Response 11.21

See Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, for a discussion of the parking accommodations for the 

faculty/ staff housing proposed within the North Campus.

Response 11.22

The Master Plan is proposed to accommodate projected increased CSU enrollment, as discussed in the 

Draft EIR in Section 1.0, Introduction and Executive Summary, on pages 1.0-1 and 1.0-2, and in Section 

2.0, Project Description, on pages 2.0-11 through 2.0-14. Actual implementation will be influenced by 

student enrollment, availability of funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational and 

student-support programs that necessitate new or modified facilities, as stated on page 2.0-17 of the Draft 

EIR. A detailed discussion of projected enrollment increases is provided in Topical Response 2, 

Enrollment Increase. The building square footage on the CSUN campus is directly tied to enrollment; 

therefore, the Master Plan is proposed for incremental implementation over the next 30 years, as 

enrollment increases. More information regarding Master Plan Phasing is provided in Topical Response 

4, Master Plan Phasing. See Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, for a discussion on the scope 

and purpose of both the 2005 Master Plan and Draft EIR.

With 356 acres, the campus has the physical capacity for growth, and alternative sites need not be 

considered. The Master Plan has focused on a more balanced use of campus land resources. By 

introducing significant roadway revisions in the eastern and southern section of campus, future campus 

development in this underutilized area can be intensified. This allows the campus to meet facility growth 

needs while maintaining the pastoral, pedestrian oriented nature of the campus core.

The addition of approximately 2,500 student housing beds and 600 on-campus faculty/staff housing units 

will help to transform CSUN into a more residential campus, thereby reducing peak hour vehicle trips to 

and from campus. Future parking structure development will balance the parking load between the east 

and west sides of the campus, resulting in improved traffic conditions on the major roadways 

surrounding campus. In addition, the Master Plan proposes significant improvements in mass transit 

access for faculty, staff, and students that will reduce the percentage of commuters using private vehicles 

in the future. A transit center proposed at the main western entry to campus will serve local MTA buses
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and commuter shuttles. An expanded campus tram system will link student housing, faculty/staff 

housing, and MTA rapid bus stops with the transit center.

The CSUN main campus has several existing facilities, such as the Oviatt Library, Student Union and 

Student Services Center, which are vital to the academic experience and cannot be feasibly replicated in 

an off-site location.

For these reasons, alternative locations such as those suggested in this comment have been removed from 

consideration. Please refer to the Response to Comment 14.8 for additional discussion regarding 

alternatives.
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Letter No. 12

k 77- JL.

JsJorthricfep 'tjwnhccac; Estates
__________________\7 Hww»wrt A—»*«lln*______________

NflV&mbwrSQ, 2005
'•

California State University NorthridBe 
faefibas Planning Office 
Attn: Colin Donahue 
16llt NcxdhcflStreet 
Northridflc, CA 91330-8210

R*: CSUN Orufl EIR Comment Period

Dear Mr. Donahuo:

TNs litter com** tn you on bohalf of the Board of Directors of Northndga Townhorr* Estates 
Homeowners Association. ___j
CSUN'a pi*™ are of great interest to the Board and our HomsowwfB who have bean eagerly

the raloste of the Environmental Impact Report {EIR) for Envision 2035- It has been brought 
° Board s attention that the draft EtR w«t recantty reia—ad far a 45-day comma** period. vrfrich
ends on Thursday. Decambar 29.2005.

\Mrile it It understood that 46 days is a normal coin nerd period tor rttany EMI's, tMi la a Vttty 
complicated and artensrva document that wil taka a great deal oi tini* to review. Additionally 
npjeasng the EMI at this time of year, so that it coin cates wdh the ho Way season. place • burden on 
ttw community and Ihoao who haw watted for the opportunity to eriynrt comments

Therefore. Ihe Board is requesting that the comment period be extended for an additional 43-days to 
Monday, February 13. 2006 in order to provide al interested parties 4rrth sufficient tine to review and 
comment Thank you for your kind consideration of ttemquest

2005 Master Plan Update tdnat E nvir-mm-nbd taepaet P.eparl
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 12. Northridge Townhome Estates Homeowners Association, by Carol A. 
Brockhouse, November 29, 2005

Response 12.1

The comment requests that the public review period be extended for an additional 45 days. As stated in 

Section 15105 (a) of the CEQA Guidelines, "When a draft EIR is submitted to the Sate Clearinghouse for 

review by state agencies, the public review period shall not be less than 45 days, unless a shorter period, 

not less than 30 days, is approved by the State Clearinghouse." The Draft EIR was circulated for a 45-day 

public review period beginning November 16 and ending December 30, 2005. The University is in 

compliance with CEQA Guidelines and, at the request of members of the community, the Draft EIR review 

period was extended 13 days to January 12, 2006, for a total of 58 days. No further response is required.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 13 D.H. Dardarian, December 4, 2005

Response 13.1

Housing proposed under the Master Plan will be reserved for student and faculty/ staff residential use 

only. For a detailed discussion of faculty/staff housing, please refer to Topical Response 3, Faculty Staff 

Housing, in this Final EIR.

Response 13.2

Please see the Responses to Comments 14.8 and 14.9 for a detailed discussion of alternatives. An 

alternatives analysis is provided in Section 5.0, Alternatives, of the Draft EIR. As indicated on page 5.0-1 

through 5.0-2, Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines states that an EIR must describe a range of 

reasonable alternatives to the proposed project that would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of 

the project, but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the project's significant effects. The alternative 

proposed in this comment, senior housing, would not meet the objectives of the project.

Response 13.3

At the request of the community, the Draft EIR review period was extended 13 days to January 12, 2006, 

for a total of 58 days. The review period is compliant with the requirements of the CEQA Guidelines.
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Letter No. 14

Robert D. GaHetiy 
18165 Andrea Circle North #1 

Norchndge, CA 81325
January?. 2006

California State University Northridge 
18111 MordotT Street 
Northridge, California 91330-8219

Attention- conn Donanue, Director oi facilities Planning. Design & Construction

Subject Review of Draft Environmental Impact Report 200£ Master Plan Update, 
CSUN, SCH #2005051008. daliaJ November 2006

Dear Sir.

The Wtowing are comments ana concerns regarding the Subject document

1. Traffic and Parking Near The Proposed Unrvnraty Faculty I Staff Housing 
Vrltego on North Campus

Traffic along Undley Avt*. between Devonshire St and Lassen St wi be heavily 
impacted by truffle from the proposed Housing vaitejn Siraet locations entering / 
exiting the Housing Village am not shown on any of the EIR planning 
maps or figures. Further, two (2) existing streets, namety Andrea Crr. North and 
Andrea Ct South, ere not shown on planning mapa or figures. Andrea Or North 
end Andrea Cii. South are the only streets available for egress end Ingres* on 
Undiey Awe for the 217 units of Northridge Townhome Estates. The combined 
traffic from qU sources on Undiey Avc presents a serious tocat traffic
management concern This problem must be studted and resofvod JA amllar 
situation exists on Zeizah Ave between Devonshire St and Lassen St

A review of the purkhw area on the North Campus now used try Matrons 
Mlnimod reveals that mis area wiP be reduced in size to accommodate the

area of the 
has not been

developtnerrt of the proposed Housing Village Paridngin the general 
proposed Housing Village will be adversely moacted. This problem h 
addressed in the EIR

Z Traffic and Pahang N«rar The Proposed University Faculty / Staff Housing 
at Haisted SI and Darby Ave.

EIR mops and figure* Indicate a proposed University Faculty / Staff Housing unit 
with a northern border on Halsted St, and western border on Darby Ave„ lift 
was extended north of its tormina) point on Plummer St By agreement between 
CSUN. City of Los Angeles and the local community. Darby Ave. is not to be 
opened between Plummer St and Halsted St without format review and 
agreement by ad parlies Does CSUN plan to open Darby Ave. to Related St 
if This housing unft it developed'?

3, Use. Nolee and Lighting of Play Fields un Zdzah Ave

There Is no dear and unambiguous statement In the EIR iridteating how these ptay 
fields will be used. Can these play fields be used for cornroercaaJ uses such as,

2

4

5
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but not limited to, Flea Markets. Circus*^ Concerts and other paid pubhc 
gatherings? _

Wtigauon of noise ana ligntmg of the play fields is mentioned in Ihe EIR Is this 
jniogatorKfcj&gnedto meet all state and fecal ordinances regarding lighting In

A, Traffic and Perking Near The Proposed New Student Housing

New student bousrng(1638 beds) te proposed to be butt near University 
Park and on Kalsted Si How will traffic and parking In this area, which is already 
greatly Impacted by existing parking and traffic, be planned and managed?

5 Reconsideration of Project Objectives When Environmental Impacts 
Are Unavoidable

The EIR mtficaias that the project objectives, such as accommodating 36.000 
students by £035, can only be met by accepting serious environmental impacts 
which remain unavoidably significant. The FIR atao Indicates that the 
environmental impacts predicted for overall growth in the community would be 
greater than those predicted for the CSUN planned development The project 
objectives, although noble, will have a significant adverse environmental 
Impact op fhte community The project objectives should bo reviewed and 
evaluated to see whether they can be met mother ways with leas

5

7

8

environmental impact on this community and consistent with the overall goats |The 
ftttemsthre studies in the ClRontyaddre^d a narrow view of options The 
addition of extenaion programs in Valencia Palmdale, Siml Valley and/or 
Thousand Oaks were not oortsktaretl __

6. Public Services and utilities

The currant LA city watef supply is near i60% capacity. I assume that electrical 
power is operating at or near capacity Ti.e IA city wets waste capacity is near 
its limit The most LA city services mefudirg police and fire protocoon, although of 
very high quality, are under extrema pressure to provide basic services to 
current customer. Expar e»on of these su-jvioes and unties must be reviewed 
carefully and responsibly by both aty and state officials .

7, Concluding Remarks

The EIR under investigation wee well prepared and very revealing. The 
community as a whole has a vested inter. - t in the development of Ihe project 
The community leaders include CbUN, ti. State Asscmbtymembeffs office, 
tits City of Los Angelos Councilman's otii.s arxl neighborhood representatives 
When communtealmg with each other and working together they have an 
opportunity to develop and implement the project to the benefit of evoryone tor

10

the foreseeable future

Submitted Respectfully,

Robert D. Gaiictfy
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 14 Robert D. Galletly, January 9, 2006

Response 14.1

See Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, for a discussion of this component of the Master Plan.

The Master Plan is programmatic in nature, identifying locations for faculty / staff housing that has not 

yet been designed. The quantity of housing units and general location for the phase one and two 

faculty/staff housing projects have been determined and these projects have been reviewed at the project 

level. Further environmental review will be required at the time that each phase of faculty/staff housing 

is proposed and design documents are developed. Design of new access points to serve faculty/staff 

housing will be subject to LADOT review and approval.

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Vehicle Circulation, for a discussion of the roadways and 

intersections studied in the Draft EIR.

Response 14.2

See Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, for a discussion of this component of the Master Plan.

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Vehicle Circulation, for a discussion of the roadways and 

intersections studied in the Draft EIR.

Response 14.3

See Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, for a discussion of the parking proposed to serve the 

faculty/staff housing proposed within the North Campus.

Response 14.4

As shown in Figure 2.0-20 in 2.0, Project Description, of the Draft EIR, the Faculty/Staff Housing complex 

proposed at the southeast corner of Halsted Street and Darby Avenue is proposed within Phase 4 of the 

2005 Master Plan, to be implemented between the years 2020 and 2035. The Master Plan does not include 

a provision for the extension of Darby Avenue between Plummer and Halsted Streets.
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Response 14.5

Information regarding recreational facilities in provided in Topical Response 6, Recreation. The 

athletic/instructional playfields in the Master Plan, including the playfield at the north end of campus 

and the athletic / instructional playfields located near the campus boundary along Zelzah Avenue, in the 

Instructional, Athletics, and Recreational Precinct and the East Gateway Precinct, have been planned to 

provide the instructional, intercollegiate athletic and student recreational space required as a result of 

long-term projected enrollment growth. Field lighting has been included to provide for extended daily 

use, thereby making more efficient use of land resources to better serve campus instructional and athletic 

programs. The master planning process was concerned only with providing adequate facilities to meet 

the above stated needs; use of the spaces for other specific purposes was not considered. The campus has 

traditionally rented or leased a variety of campus spaces, including spaces within buildings and exterior 

spaces, to outside groups. The University anticipates that this will continue in a similar manner in the 

future.

Field amenities are expected to include lighting, equipment storage, and restrooms, all of which currently 

exist and are in use at the playing field at the north end of campus. A new stadium is not proposed for 

the playing field at the north end of campus.

Response 14.6

As indicated in Section 3.4, Noise, of the Draft EIR, Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-5 are 

intended to reduce Master Plan buildout construction noise impacts on surrounding residential uses to 

the extent feasible. Even with the implementation of the required mitigation measures, construction 

noise impacts would be significant and unavoidable because of the proximity of sensitive receptors on- 

campus and off site. In other words, construction-related noise may exceed state and local noise 

ordinances. The Board of Trustees of CSU will consider the significant impacts identified in the Draft EIR 

and weigh these impacts against the economic, legal, social, technological, and other benefits of the 

project.

No significant Master Plan operational noise impacts on off-site uses were identified in the Draft EIR, and 

no mitigation measures are required.

Mitigation Measures AES-1 through AES-5 provided in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, on page 3.1-34 of the Draft 

EIR regarding lighting at fields along Zelzah Avenue, PF-G3, PF-G4, and PF-G6, would assure 

compliance with applicable state and local ordinances. Mitigation Measure AES-5 specifically states that 

field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be used only when the fields are
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being utilized during nighttime hours. Because these fields are proposed as part of the long-term Master 

Plan phases, lighting at these fields will be designed and evaluated when specific projects are proposed. 

See Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, in this Final EIR for additional discussion of future 

Master Plan project environmental compliance requirements and associated public review and comment 

opportunities.

Response 14.7

A portion of the new student housing is proposed south of Halsted Street. This portion of the student 

housing would be accessed via Plummer Street and Halsted Street as indicated in Figure 4J, Vehicle 

Circulation and Parking Plan, of the Master Plan. The other portion of new student housing is proposed 

to be located south of Lassen between Lindley and Zelzah Avenues. The primary access to this portion of 

student housing is proposed to be from Lassen Street, where the future F9 parking structure is proposed.

As stated on page 2.0-17 of Section 2.0, Project Description, in the Draft EIR, in regards to Master Plan 

implementation, actual implementation will be influenced by student enrollment, availability of funding, 

and changes in academic, administrative, recreational and student-support programs that necessitate new 

or modified facilities. As each phase of the Master Plan is implemented, the need for individual proposed 

parking components to serve proposed student housing will be evaluated. This will be determined 

through additional environmental review and the planning process within the University. Construction 

of parking lots and structures will be timed to ensure that sufficient parking will be provided to serve 

new student housing uses.

Response 14.8

An alternatives analysis is provided in Section 5.0, Alternatives, of the Draft EIR. As indicated on page 

5.0-1 through 5.0-2, Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines states that an EIR must describe a range of 

reasonable alternatives to the proposed project that would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of 

the project, but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the project's significant effects. The 

alternatives discussion must evaluate the comparative merits of each alternative relative to the proposed 

project. An EIR's evaluation of alternatives is key to CEQA's substantive mandate that avoidable 

significant environmental damage be avoided or reduced where feasible (CEQA Guidelines §§15002(a)(3), 

15021(a)(2), and 15126.6). CEQA Guidelines §15126.6(f) state that an EIR must evaluate the comparative 

merits of a reasonable range of alternatives. That is, an EIR need not consider every conceivable 

alternative to a proposed project; rather, the number and range of alternatives is governed by the "rule of 

reason," which requires that an EIR set forth only those alternatives necessary to permit informed
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decision making and a reasoned choice. Alternatives considered in detail in the Draft EIR are limited to 

those that meet the project objectives; are ostensibly feasible; and would avoid or substantially lessen at 

least one significant environmental impact of the proposed project. Feasibility may be determined by, but 

is not limited to, site suitability, jurisdictional boundaries, infrastructure or services availability, economic 

viability, and regulatory limitations. An EIR will typically evaluate two classes of alternatives: alternative 

uses for the same site and alternatives sites for a proposed project.

The EIR analyzes three alternatives, which are discussed in detail in Section 5.0, Alternatives. The three 

alternatives are the No Project Alternative, which is discussed on pages 5.0-4 through 5.0-9; the Reduced 

FTE Alternative, which is discussed on pages 5.0-9 through 5.0-14; and the No Faculty/Staff Housing 

Alternative, which is discussed on pages 5.0-14 through 5.0-20. This selection of alternatives provides the 

University with a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives, and is more than adequate to 

provide the University with the ability to make a "reasoned choice" as required by CEQA. See CEQA 

Guidelines §15126.6(f).

In addition, the CEQA Guidelines §15126 state that an EIR must describe those alternatives that were 

initially considered but rejected as infeasible during the scoping process and provide a brief rationale for 

their rejection, such as failure to meet basic project objectives or reduce significant project effects.

The University has explained the reasons for eliminating alternatives on pages 5.0-3 thorough 5.0-4. To 

develop the final 2005 Master Plan, the University initiated an 18-month-long collaborative process 

involving the academic and administrative campus communities and the local Northridge community, in 

order to ascertain the campus's needs over the next 30 years. A number of project alternatives were 

initially evaluated in an effort to reduce significant environmental effects associated with the proposed 

project. The alternatives considered a number of arrangements of Master Plan components (primarily 

University academic, administrative, housing, and recreational facilities) across campus, in attempts to 

co-locate complementary uses and distribute support services, housing, and parking facilities where they 

were most needed or appropriately sited.

One alternative, called Scenario A, concentrated housing in the north part of campus, concentrated new 

parking on the east side of campus along Zelzah Avenue, and relocated the track to the north of its 

present location, with additional playfields. However, this alternative was rejected because it isolated 

housing from the rest of campus and concentrated parking too much in one part of campus, leading to 

potential traffic circulation problems on campus and on Zelzah Avenue.

Scenario B contemplated fewer faculty housing units (325) concentrated along Lindley Avenue, 

concentration of student housing in the campus core, developing 51 net acres of play fields, and
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

concentrating play fields along Zelzah Avenue. This scenario was rejected because of the need for more 

faculty/staff housing to aid in employee recruitment; to concentrate academic facilities in the academic 

core; and to use more of the developable campus land for buildings as opposed to open space or 

recreational facilities.

Scenario C contemplated 3,300 student beds (700 more than under the final 2005 Master Plan), 330 

faculty/staff dwelling units, 5,540 parking spaces concentrated along Zelzah Avenue, and 48 acres of 

playfields. Elements of this scenario were rejected because of the need for more faculty/staff housing to 

aid in employee recruitment; the potential for vehicular circulation problems on campus and on Zelzah 

Avenue associated with parking concentrated on Zelzah Avenue, among other reasons.

Alternative sites were not considered during the master planning process and are not evaluated in detail 

in this EIR, since development of University facilities at other locations is infeasible and would not meet 

project objectives, which relate to the CSUN campus.

Response 14.9

Please refer to the Response to Comment 14.8 for a detailed discussion of alternatives. With 356 acres, 

the campus has the physical capacity for growth, and alternative sites need not be considered. The 

Master Plan has focused on a more balanced use of campus land resources. By introducing significant 

roadway revisions in the eastern and southern section of campus, future campus development in this 

underutilized area can be intensified. This allows the campus to meet facility growth needs while 

maintaining the pastoral, pedestrian oriented nature of the campus core.

The addition of approximately 2500 student housing beds and 600 on-campus faculty/staff housing units 

will help to transform CSUN into a more residential campus, thereby reducing peak hour vehicle trips to 

and from campus. Future parking structure development will balance the parking load between the east 

and west sides of the campus, resulting in improved traffic conditions on the major roadways 

surrounding campus. In addition, the master plan proposes significant improvements in mass transit 

access for faculty, staff, and students that will reduce the percentage of commuters using private vehicles 

in the future. A transit center proposed at the main western entry to campus will serve local MTA buses 

and commuter shuttles. An expanded campus tram system will link student housing, faculty/staff 

housing, and MTA rapid bus stops with the transit center.

The CSUN main campus has several existing facilities, such as the Oviatt Library, Student Union and 

Student Services Center, which are vital to the academic experience and cannot be feasibly replicated in 

an off-site location.

For these reasons, alternative locations were removed from consideration.
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Response 14.10

The comment states that the City of Los Angeles water supply is near 100 percent capacity. As indicated 

in the Draft EIR in Section 3.9, Water Supply, Los Angeles Department of Water and Power's (LADWP) 

Draft 2005 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) states that it has adequate current water supplies to 

serve its service area for normal, single-dry years, and multiple-dry years, based on the availability of 

supplies from the State Water Project, Colorado River aqueduct, Los Angeles-Owens River aqueducts, 

and local groundwater supplies. The LADWP service area is defined as the entire City of Los Angeles, 

plus portions of West Hollywood, Culver City, and Los Angeles County. Projected demand for water 

supplies in the service area is based on Metropolitan Water District (MWD) and Southern California 

Association of Governments (SCAG) population projections for the area as well as SCAG economic and 

employment projections. The UWMP contains most of the data used in preparing Water Supply 

Assessments, and LADWP's assessments typically rely primarily on the UWMP to determine whether 

adequate water supplies exist for its service area. Since University's growth is consistent with SCAG 

projections for the Los Angeles region as well as the Northridge community (see Section 3.5, Population 

and Housing, of the Draft EIR), water supplies for the proposed project would be adequate.

Table 3.9-2, Summary of Projected Total Master Plan Water Demands for 2035, of the Draft EIR shows 

projected campus water demand for the project in 2035. The annual campus water usage, including new 

student and faculty/staff housing, would increase from 1,808 AFY to 4,299 AFY in 2035. The project 

water consumption represents a relatively small fraction (approximately 0.55 percent) of the projected 

water demand (776,000 AFY) that LADWP plans to meet by 2035. The project is consistent with SCAG's 

population growth projections for the City of Los Angeles. LADWP has utilized SCAG's growth 

projections in projecting future water demand. The Master Plan project's water demand would, 

therefore, be met by the planned growth of the water system. Consistent with CSU policy, the University 

would continue to implement conservation measures to reduce the use of water.

To ensure that there are sufficient water supplies to meet the demand created by the 2005 Master Plan, 

the University sought and obtained a will-serve letter from LADWP (see Appendix E of the Draft EIR). 

This letter indicates that LADWP is obligated to provide service. With regard to the expansion of 

facilities, the cost of service, upgrades, etc. would be determined at the time that schematic designs for 

individual project components are developed and implemented. Based on the information above, the 

Draft EIR concluded, there is adequate water to meet the Master Plan project's water demand and 

impacts to the water supply would be less than significant.

The comment states that City of Los Angeles wastewater treatment capacity is near its limit. Existing 

wastewater facilities, utilized by the University, fall under the jurisdiction of City of Los Angeles,
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Department of Public Works (DPW). As indicated in Section 3.10.3, Existing Conditions, Treatment 

Facilities, of the Draft EIR, wastewater generated by the project is treated at the Hyperion Wastewater 

Treatment Plant (HTP) located in Playa del Rey. The HTP service area also includes two inland 

reclamation plants: the Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant (LAGWRP) and the Tilman 

Water Reclamation Plant (TWRP). In total, the HTP, inclusive of LAGWRP and TWRP, has the capacity 

to treat 590 MGD of domestic wastewater under normal operating conditions. Currently, the HTP system 

is treating 350 MGD, which is 240 MGD below its rated capacity. This excess capacity is due in part to 

water conservation measures now required as part of the City of Los Angeles Uniform Building Code. 

Therefore, the wastewater treatment facility is not presently at or near capacity.

As indicated in Section 3.10.6 of the Draft EIR, the additional 1.29 MGD of wastewater generated by the 

2005 Master Plan represents a relatively small fraction (approximately 0.54 percent) of the available 240 

MGD capacity of the HTP. The existing on-and off-campus wastewater facilities systems would need to 

be upgraded and extended, and new connections would be required to meet the future demands of the 

2005 Master Plan. The DPW requires that the new development connect to the City's existing sewer 

system. With respect to expansion of facilities, the Draft EIR indicated that the campus is responsible for 

all lines within its property and for installing connections to the DPW's lines off-campus. It would then 

be the responsibility of the DPW to upgrade the wastewater collection and treatment systems by 

providing relief for existing trunk lines nearing capacity and expanding treatment facilities. Connection 

to the DPW's lines would require coordination with the DPW to ensure the off-site DPW improvements 

could accommodate on-site campus improvements. The DPW may require a fee for each new connection. 

The University would coordinate directly with the DPW at the appropriate times during project phasing. 

Mitigation Measure WW-2 requires that the University comply with the requirements of Government 

Code §54999 with respect to connections to off-site wastewater facilities and improvements to off-site 

wastewater facilities.

The comment states that the City's fire and police protection services are under extreme pressure to 

provide basic services to current customers and expansion of these services must be reviewed carefully 

by both City and state officials. As stated in Section 3.6.3, Existing Conditions, Fire Protection, of the 

Draft EIR, fire prevention, fire protection, and emergency medical services (EMS) for the University 

campus are provided by the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD). Primary fire protection for the south 

campus is provided by Fire Station No. 103; Fire Station No. 70 provides primary fire protection for the 

North Campus. Target response times within the City of Los Angeles are 5 minutes for first response and 

8 minutes for paramedic response. Currently, average response times are 5.5 minutes for first response 

and 3.7 minutes for paramedic response in the Northridge community. At this time, the LAFD considers 

fire protection services in the Northridge community adequate based on equipment, staffing, facilities,
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and response times.4 The Draft EIR concluded that existing fire protection services for the University 

campus are considered adequate, and construction associated with buildout of the Master Plan would not 

substantially increase demand for those services. Master Plan buildout construction impacts on fire 

protection services would, therefore, be less than significant.

With respect to expansion of fire protection services, the LAFD works with the City of Los Angeles to 

review plans for new development. As indicated in Section 3.6.6, Environmental Impacts, Fire Protection, 

of the Draft EIR, LAFD areas of concern for new development include adequate access, proper fire flow, 

hydrant locations, and overall site plan layout. In addition, the State Fire Marshal maintains ultimate 

review and approval authority over aspects of the proposed Master Plan that relate to fire protection, and 

may identify further recommendations and/or requirements. Operations resulting from Master Plan 

buildout are expected to result in an increase in the number of required building plan-check reviews and 

building inspections, as well as ongoing public education activities, participation in community events, 

and communication with the campus Departments of Public Safety and Environmental Health and 

Safety. As individual buildings are developed on campus, building plans would expand on the current 

fire protection water system to provide new buildings with adequate water supply. Individual 

development projects would also be required to comply with applicable fire and life safety standards and 

code requirements such as fire hydrant flows, hydrant spacing, adequate fire land turning-radius, access, 

and design to comply with the LAFD's fire protection requirements. In addition, individual development 

projects on campus would comply with standard design requirements in accordance with the CBC, 

which include fire sprinklers and fire alarm devices. New building construction would also be required 

to install backflow preventers, post indicator valves, and LAFD connections for new building sprinkler 

systems.

With regard to police protection, Section 3.6.3, Existing Conditions, Police Protection, of the Draft EIR, 

indicated first-response police protection services for the University campus are provided by the 

University Police Department, which is a part of the University Department of Public Safety. Off-campus 

police protection services and on-campus calls for felony offenses are provided by the Los Angeles Police 

Department (LAPD). The University Police Department has a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with 

the LAPD for mutual aid, jurisdictional issues, and any other relevant mutual assistance. According to 

the University Police Department, this is a satisfactory working relationship.5 As indicated in the Draft 

EIR current staffing and equipment are not sufficient to serve the growth associated with the proposed 

Master Plan. The University Police Department expects to receive the same type of calls for service as the

4 Written correspondence with Captain William N. Wells, LAFD, September 1, 2005.
5 Written correspondence with Anne Glavin, Chief of Police, California State University, Northridge, September 1, 

2005.
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Master Plan is implemented. However, additional staff and equipment would be required to handle the 

increased volume of calls for service.

With regard to expansion of services, Section 3.6.6, Environmental Impacts, Police Protection indicated 

that the public safety building currently under construction is intended to accommodate a growing 

University Police Department and will provide sufficient space for additional staff and equipment for 

many years.6 As individual development projects occur on campus over the next 30 years, the 

department would continually reassess the need for additional staff and equipment and acquire those 

resources accordingly, so that service to the campus always remains adequate. As maintaining public 

safety is a crucial, the University would provide sufficient funding to support the acquisition of 

additional staff and equipment, gradually, during Master Plan implementation. In addition, the 

University would maintain its strong relationship with LAPD in order to provide a safe environment 

both on campus and in the surrounding area. Based on the above information the Draft EIR concluded, 

operational impacts on police protection would be less than significant.

Response 14.11

This comment is noted for the record and will be considered by the Board of Trustees of CSU. This 

comment does not raise any issues related to the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR. No further 

response is required.

6 Ibid.
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Letter No. 15

Ronnie L. Grant

January 12. 2006

Mr. Cohn Donahue
Dirwtcr, Facilities Planning, Design *nrt Cuntmcncti 
California Slate University, Northridge 
18111 Nordhoff Street 
Northridge, CA 0)330-8210

Dear Mr Donahue

This letter is my comments to California State University, Northridge in the matter of its 
Draft Environmental impact Report for the 2DOS Matter Plan Update, State 
Clearinghouse No 2005051008 (henaftet “DEUt").

These comments are solely ray own, and do not represent my employer or union

DEffij W - Matter fU—1mlCommittee

The DEIR statu, “la January 2004, CSUN Prcsdsiu Joleue Kocsfcr appointed a 25- 
member Crunpus Physical Master Ptanning Committee comprising faculty, staff, ttuHerff 
representatives, and community representatives "1 Thu « njeou'ert After reviewing the 
liat of Committee members,* 1 was unable to find any Committee member who is a 
University staff member A breakdown of Committee members' status, as determined by 
my review, is shown in Table 1.

byt a; delivery

e*um PicrumK* &THU* Win, aw tlnwilt)

10 40% Management Personnel Plan (MPP) employ*
9 36% Faculty (Umt 3) tmplcyetj
4 16% Neighbors
J 4*/. Student
1 4% Auxiliary corporation employee
2J JOCK Total membership
Table 1. SrcaWawa nf Matter Pltnnln|Ceoalntc atuttn.

1 pa/i.pt. o-i t
3 California SUia tMveraily, NdnhrUtc- ttanmm PKvtieil PttmuuM OnnumiiBg Mwntma, Ao[un 
11. 2004. <lttfp erun odiVp>brela'taviiloil03.5/rwi£tp(tf>. Atemsed December 2d. 1005.

. 17825 Lot Alums Strut * Grrata mbs cattftvma 91344 rPfior* B19-488-51Q1*
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Mf. Colin Donahue
Comments re Drift Eimronnicstal Imparl Rap on
January 12, 2M6
Pijjc:-

The liinuJkry organization employee i* not v cmpJuy« of the Cdifo mia Stale 
Univ«nny (CSUj* 1 It should be Doled thal California Jaw and CSU regulations end 
polictcu treat MPP employee] and other employees sep&nltJy. The law governing 
employee nlatioiu dost not allow ft suparviusty staptoyts'1 (utdti u an University MPP 
employee*} to represent a non-supervisory employee m tabor re| .tnnns matters/ and the 
CSU Hoard of Trustee1! own regiulatiaos expressly define my I'flI'i* moot being an 
academic, non-academic, or uimiriFStruuvt employee7

There is no law requiring staff employees be on the Campus Physical Master PUnniog 
Corrmsttw, but it would appear La be iiuceumle 10 stale the CttQUntttcc contains ’'staff." 
when there amndly is no naif on the Committee.

PELRi J’JJ-IjUlinft hixirftojjs material^

The list of buildings on page 3J*2 where hazardous mstniib sic stored, transported, 
Htd.'or disposed may be incorrect. Several buildings that l know* store hazardous materials 
are omitted from the tin. Examples include:

- Sequoia Hall: stores 200 gallons of diesel fuel for cotnpirttr room backup
genetatot, and stores small amauBUflfchemicaJsfbduse in University support 
Operations. Sequoia Hall also cimtBMw academic lab* With flund hoods 
installed; amounts of chemicals may also be stored far lilts* labs

• Main Distribution Frame (MDF): Horns 1000 piles* ofdiewd fuel for 
telecommunications WJoip generator,

■ Oviati Library Storm an unknown amount of die seJ fad for a backn p
generator.

■ University Park Apartments 14. this building has a dfasel backup generator for 
Ike University Police, itimng an unknown amount of diesd fbd

PEtR 4 3,4.6- Hoisa - Parking Strnelgrej

The DEIR r tiles. “Parking tmjKur« can be a source ofmroyjnw due to [. ] the 
occasional accidental activation of car damn."1 I take issue miii the unfounded 
characterization of cor alarm noise in parking structures is "occasional." in my

2

3

* Set *.g- Cal Ed Cede } 69301, TIL 5 Cal. Cede feitiUS.frl C°» 
' Cs) Cev CWefMWO.
1 Hl i Cal. Oid* R<» aimo^
'Cal Crijv. C«k k ssm.s 
’ Tit J Cal. Code, Rtg *3l'W(l*k
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Mr. Colin Donahue
Comments re: Draft Environmental Impact Report 
January 31, 2006 
Page 3

experience on the campUA, the activation of into alarms in the ekfttuig B5 parking 
structure is not occasional or infrequent. I regularly hear auto alarms from the B5 
structure in the quad area south of the Sludent Services building, and white walking on 
Vmtiama Street adjacent to the structure

Since the Muter Plan is proposing to essentially convert the campus from surface 
parking to stnirtuTc parking by adding additional parking struct: 
the campus pedestrian environment will become punctuated by 
alarms This noise pollution is not adequately addressed in the 
parking structure ooise will be "potentially dgmficaut" orveam^u 
the car alarm noise by structural design is coimdcred,10 there is 
mitigation of the car alarm activations themselves.

iresto ihe campus, I fear 
i he distant ringing of 

4EIR Die DEER, admits 
* While mitigation of 

so discussion of

There are ways to operationally mitigate alarm noise Within lbs 
is an infraction for any person to use a car alarm system that soi 
mirmtiy!''It isnot, bowftvei, a crime for a pe«oo tousea cai 
known to repeatedly sound false alarms - as long U each alarm 
within five minutes, there appears to be nothing which can be d

City of Los Angeles, it 
ads tor more than five 

s arm system which is 
silences automatically 

Hot

The city of Alhambra, California has taken the additional step o 
alarms illegal In Alhambra, not only am vehicle alarms pro! 
than five minutes,12 ft ft also "unlawful lor any person to cause, 
io be emitted from a motor vehicle registered in the iwnc of or [l 
Vehicles emitting false alarms are public nuisances,l* and violat 
impounded 11 Alhambra's rtttute applies equally to both public fcsd private property

The University has the right under California law to post parking 
enforce those posted regulations on the campus via the parking 
presently uses this authority to, among other things, require par 
valid permit, pwk "besd-lo," and to restrict certain parking areas 
permit holders (such as deans of colleges).

making ail folic car 
hMtd to sound for more 

allow or permit an alarm 
riven by such person ”IJ 

itiig vehicles may be

j regulations, and io 
Citation process.CSUN 

ad vehicles display a 
and stalls to specialized

'ZNOT. p. 3.+*3S
" DElH,ta“\K>VSXr1.m
11 Lot anSthsMtwki|iaJ Code { 1 U-06
11 AJiambni Mitnunp*! Cpdt } $.73,020
nJAW, }9.?S.0W_ 

i 9 75,050 
11 IM, | 9.75.060 

f 9,75.030
lfC*l Vrii, CWef 11113,
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Mr Colin Donahue
Comments re: Draft Environmental Imped Report 
January 12, 2006 
Rage 4

The University could simply pul a sign at each parting struct tie entrance- adviairg, 
“VEHICLES WITH AUDIBLE FALSE ALARMS SOUNDING WILL BE OTED. CVC 
21113.” This may enable the Untvasiiy to ale any vehicle with any fake alarm sounding 
made the structure

D£IR g 3.11 - I~rinrportftliQa/Traffle

IfffftT tiff
I

Aj a part of the mitigation for the Additional trips generated to the campus, the Lot 
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Agency (LACMtA) will place a Metro 
Rapid but stop at Nordhoff and Lindlcy 111 find tba placement jof this stop puzdin^ a* it 
would *Wm to burden the use of LACMTA's bus rapid tjinjit {BRT).

pi|lOne of tho features that differ erttitt« LACMTA’s Metro Rapid BRT program from 
conventional local bus transit is the placement of bus stops. Mrjn o Rapid has fewer bus 
flops then local larvke bus lmeslf for the goal of increasing opr rating speeds 9 If the 
design of the Nordhoff route it to be consistent with BRT desiip principles, that a Stop 
of NordhotTSTirulley precludes placing a stop at NordhofFBcseda NordhufiPResda « a 
login a] transfer point to line 240, which travels south to Venture Boulevard ai Placing the 
nearest Rapid sup u Nordhoft/Ltndky, ai proposed would require a passenger needing 
to transfer from the Rapid Hoc to Sue 240 to walk approximately 2,600 Feel westbound 
along Nordhoff

This semi rather inconvenient, and would appear to dissuade traveler! tom using the 
Rapid line for any tnp involving a transfer to or front line 240.

I was unable to locate any figures for but line rider,'Clip in the f EIR, but based on my 
<rwn experience as a former daily transit lidar from 1995 to 2CX 3,1 suspect believe many 
more riders on the new Rapid hoc will need to transfer to or fiOtn to line 240 than will 
need to board or alight at die University

The University should work with LACMTA to relocate the pla 
Not dhoflTRescda. The University can consider extending the 
service to include the NordhuffiRweda intersection to interface

med Rapid stop to 
rtjute of the planned tram 

with Metro Rapid

" DUX pi- 34-52
^ Tl aitpOTSLL £El UfcMjMnrTil jfc flrNaijn 1y r FlCffWV RfljpU3 QgTrTt3tl iAfS8igW
Pr*&** 2001 p Hi
w United Sutra Oonl A txeinttmj Office. T™*1*' Him HjmidTnfoU Shows Promise. tUOl. p. 1 
71 DEIR. )* 3.W

4
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Mr. Colin Donahue
Comments re: Draft Environmental Impact Report
January 12, 2006
JPtgtS

Despite bong a Major Highway Class n,5; Most of Zatlkb Avq between Nordhoff and 
Devonshire has pirking available during all hours, including ruA hours.y I believe 
(Continuing to allow parking on Zdxah is contributing to the frafcLc delay on tbffi meet. 
Many times T have observed the following rh*in of events occurring on Zeiuh, 
particularly in the morning peak hours on the southbound side:

1 A car drives slowly (16-20 mph] hi tbe right line; presumably looking far 
a parking space.

Z The car stops suddenly when a Space is found, blocking the lane. Vehicles 
behind it brake suddenly Within 30 seconds a queue of vehicles appear* 
behind the stopped car.

3. The stopped ear engages the right turn signal and i&ft£ into reverse to 
parallel park. However, the queue of vehicles behind the car prevents the 
driver from backing tmo the space

4 The car waits id back into the space while queued vehicle* attempt to
change lanes, with traffic in the left lace continuing ai the regular volume 
and 35-40 mph speeds.

5. Traffic tn the right lane approaching the stopped cor slows and becomes 
congest ad.

6. Eventually, after anywhere from 45 seconds to 5 yninytes, the stopped car 
successfully parka, clearing the lane for traffic again

Allowing parking - at least during peak hours - nukes no sense jto me. 1 suggest, as a 
mitigation, the University consider westing with the City ofLos Angeles to reamer 
parking and (topping on Zdzah between Nordhoff and Lassen tyring the hours of 7-10 
am. and 3-7 p m This would reduce the Umverajty’s apace inventory, but only by a 
handful of spaces com pared to the number of planned additional spaces in all project 
phases

Thank you for reviewing and responding to these comment s. If you have any questions, 
please contact me at 818-488-5101 or by email to ronnie@nimiifcgrant.cora.

*DW. p.J.H
” Dm. figure 3.M
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 15 Ronnie L. Grant, January 12, 2006

Response 15.1

The Master Plan Committee was comprised of a diverse group of individual from across the campus and 

the community. The committee membership was designed to incorporate members familiar with specific 

aspects of campus life, including academic instruction, athletics, student life and services, housing, and 

transportation.

Response 15.2

The comment states that the list of buildings on campus known to store, transport, and/or dispose of 

hazardous materials on page 3.3-2 of the Draft EIR is incomplete, and should include Sequoia Hall; Main 

Distribution Frame; Oviatt Library; and University Park Apartments 14. As indicated in Section 3.3.6 of 

the Draft EIR, present campus operations already involve the transport, use, and/or disposal of 

hazardous materials. All known hazardous materials users, generators, and disposers are inventoried, in 

compliance with federal and state regulations, by the University's Environmental Health and Safety 

Office. The latest inventory includes a list of all hazardous materials, including their chemical 

descriptions, located on the campus. Additionally, all buildings known to have Asbestos Containing 

Materials (ACMs) are inventoried by the Environmental Health and Safety Department.

Diesel fuel for back up generators is stored in several locations on campus, outside the buildings, with the 

exception of the Oviatt Library, which has diesel fuel for backup generators stored in the basement.

The Environmental Health and Safety Office is aware of, and oversees, all hazardous materials present on 

the University campus, including any present in Sequoia Hall, in compliance with federal, state, and local 

regulations. The Environmental Health and Safety Office has prepared and adopted numerous 

programs, policies and procedures intended to prevent accidents resulting from the release of hazardous 

materials into the environment. However, in the unlikely event of a real or potential release, the 

Environmental Health and Safety Office's emergency procedure for Hazardous Materials Spills/Releases 

is employed. This procedure requires immediate notification of the real or potential release to the 

Environmental Health and Safety Office, which then contacts the Los Angeles Fire Department (LAFD) 

and the Cal/EPA.

Therefore, in the event of a real or potential release of a hazardous substance, the same procedures 

currently in place at University would be employed upon implementation of components of the proposed 

Master Plan.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Response 15.3

See Topical Response 5, Noise, Parking Structures, for discussion of noise generated from parking 

structures and signage notifying that motorists will be cited for false car alarms sounding.

Response 15.4

The University understands that the MTA plans to locate a Metro Rapid stop at the intersection of 

Nordhoff Street and Reseda Boulevard,. It is also the understanding of the University that the MTA will 

decide if another stop is needed at the intersection of Nordhoff Street and Zelzah Avenue or the 

intersection of Nordhoff Street and Lindley Avenue. The University will work with the MTA to assure 

the new Metro Rapid stop is conveniently located for all Metro riders, including those not commuting to 

the University. This suggestion is noted for the record and will referred for consideration by the CSU 

Board of Trustees.

Response 15.5

The comment discusses the role of street parking with regard to traffic delay on Zelzah Avenue. Zelzah 

Avenue is classified as a Major Highway Class II arterial in the Northridge Community Plan. Zelzah 

Avenue currently provides two lanes in each direction, with on-street parking. The City of Los Angeles 

has jurisdiction over Zelzah Avenue and could implement peak period parking restrictions to smooth 

flow and/ or provide additional travel lanes. However, peak period restrictions between the hours of 7:00 

to 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 to 7:00 p.m. would not substantially affect the parking supply serving the campus as 

the peak period for University parking demand is mid-morning to late morning and early afternoon.
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Letter No. 16

Colin Donahue
From:
To:
Copies to:

Subject 
Date aent:

"Pat LoPfwtr <patloJJS©»HrthlInk.rt<*> 
<Mtvteion2035&»UJi.adfci>
“V«l!y lortf tfcmkintQroasmomfin j rxj IjI jom>. 
"bob ga Hetty* crgaftofly^oeaJ rT.corrt>,
"Pam McNaif~<NrttodgeHom0wnr*QkoLeefti>
draft EIR and master plan
Tu«, 15 Nov 2005 20:36:SB -0800

Good Evening Or. Jennings.

When wMI the draft EIR/Maater Plan Envision 2035 documents be available on the 
website? What are the exact dates of public review?

I have requested, via Cofln Donahue, four printed copies of the documents. The 
November 29* public meeting notices arrived today. CSUNT; -holiday timing- of the 
public meeting and review process is not appropriate tor thorough review of this 
expansion project The community wjU not want to attend meetings or review 
documents between Thanksgiving and the end of December- Who w® want to attend a 
December 21- presentation at the NENC meeting? This row^w process should be 
taking place in January in order to obtain optimum input. This reflects CSUN'S lack of 
interest in the enmmunitys input

Regards.
Pel LoPresll

Printed for Colin Donahue. 11 Jan 2006, 12:04 Page 1 of|1
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 16 Patricia LoPresti, November 15, 2005

Response 16.1

The Draft EIR was published on the University's website on November 16, 2005. Ms. LoPresti was 

provided with one copy of the Draft EIR and one CD containing the Draft EIR in electronic format.

The comment requests that the public review meeting be conducted in January, not on December 21, and 

that more time be allowed for review of the Draft EIR.

CSUN moved the public meeting up to November 29, 2005, in conjunction with circulation of the Draft 

EIR, to provide an opportunity for public input on the content of the Draft EIR and to address questions 

regarding the Draft EIR.

The CEQA Guidelines specify the number of day for public review periods of the Draft EIR, but do not 

specify certain dates the Draft EIR cannot be circulated. As stated in Section 15105(a) of the CEQA 

Guidelines, "When a draft EIR is submitted to the Sate Clearinghouse for review by state agencies, the 

public review period shall not be less than 45 days, unless a shorter period, not less than 30 days, is 

approved by the State Clearinghouse." The Draft EIR was circulated for a 45-day public review period, 

as required by state law, beginning November 16 and ending December 30, 2005. At the request of 

members of the community, the Draft EIR review period was extended 13 days to January 12, 2006. A 

letter providing information regarding the extension of the review period was sent by the University to 

Mr. Kelly Lord, and Ms. LoPresti was provided with a copy of this letter. The University is in compliance 

with CEQA Guidelines with regard to the provision of the public review period and the provision of a 

public meeting.
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Letter No. 17

CuMamia State University Nfwthridgc 
FssiJitHH Plobjuru; Office 
lfilll NurdhulT Stitei 
Nonhrtdgc.CA 913104110

Jammy 12; 200b

Subject Response id drtfl EIR
C5UN 2003 Master Plan Update

Dev Mr. Donahue,

AJ r&aidctiti wfao lived adjacaiu to tin CSUN rimpus For nineteen years, who wort 
involved inihe 1 Wj Master Plan, ,wd whir luavt all ended the llivijitm 2C3J public 
nweiinflj, we art submit ii tig our dndl KIR comments This master plan i* mtttive 
with far reaching cflfcdj turijgsl to insider.i* Jiving near tiunpt* but for mile; away. 
eKpaiww plan cITccb ill ofNorihndgc and those who travel m and from Nerthrid^e via 
boih the tin Freeway and (he 405 Freeway, Tlx: tJovurmnis fhw*, oar «ne*i™ ud 
questionsait m follow*,

p. I 0-Z CKUN educates 33,000 uaiergradiwei and grkfuait students.
Appro (family 74.100 are cits sifted u FTEs / fill! tint* mmHod Hum all the 
upproxunniely ‘J.OOO pvt lime commuter students and Lheir vehiclei been ioeiuded in die 
EIR calculations and analysis?

p. i.O' Ufl Of the three project alternative;, wt jcWei (he Reduced FTE Altamaiive or 
u Rttduir'ai FncuJty/Stqff Hmnirg Ahemoitve.

.

p. 1-fl-S Frtntfccr and Cumulative Impacts Ihe new housing complex between 
Tampa and Corbin jusi south of Plummer (old NR Tennis Chib propertyj, new Lowe’s 
Coin pin on Nordlutff ;md the (imposed WalMan on Nordlioff dn nol appear on your 
mapt. rhue tuc pntscui and future pmjecu with impAcu. ttNy have they not been 
included in your analysis, especially the traffic atiuilts"

p, 1,0-13 irthe California. Supreme Court issues a ruling revmtug the City nf 
Msnos v. Board of Trustees of the California Suae (inlvttttty^HHM) hownvillCSUN 
comply fully with the law during each phastuf this muster plait through 2035? Now will 
the needed Rinding be obtained? Will nil tnillnalioru be implemented an autlirwd in (he 
approved H1R?

P- I lb25 3.4 Noim: It is dciennirted that project cotutfuctinn noise will exceed
«biin|t ambicnr iXtrinr nuiva IcveJj. Significant and uiuiYolfehleii the wing. Mow 
will (,'SUN (omiminieste with the residential cnnmuniiy when subjected in the noise and
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dir pollution. if rcgula uww and city ordinances we (Wl bung followed by tilt oontxactors 
on site?

p, 1,0-38 This section slalra that the campus it projected k> haw a parking 
deficiency uf IJ23 parking spaces until the patting demand reductions. program is 
applied then (licit will be a surplus of 115 spaces. PlttSC explain Lite PDR program. 
When and how will H be implemented

p. 2,0-10 As ■ wiiows who attended the May 1997 approval of Ibe 1998 Mailer 
Plan by the CSU Board cfTrmiiccs, rise muhi-purpose sladtumproposed in the 1998 
Mailer Plan ww removed from ihn plan jus days prior to review fry the Trustee*.

p. 2-0-U Prnpiwed sigrtificmn changes to the nnnh catnpjjs Q} The development 
of a faculty/jinff housing Community of SSO unit* within a pnitiarily one iiory. single 
family dwelling neighborhood is overdevelopment and high ikfotity for our wmmuni Ly. 
No dnliniiive drawings have been given us the community u id planned parting, 
structure height, parting lot lighting. landscaping, mgresi/egrefai of the parting Ian 
which mutt be on Zctaih Avenue not Lassen Ktitel A m patting structure ut proposed 
for (he student dorm apinmenis wilh ingrcLVcgress on J .nsten , Without (ha precise 
location iif pjn-Hn[j l.u dmrwuyi. how can time be accurate rri/TiC and cuculttloO flow 
studies?! When wiil architectural rewkriniti be available for pljatc i? [We arc asking f™ a 
puMic raeeliitg piiof TO the CSU March rtteding mi (hat the public can view the plans for 
the first 250 units When will that be held? fl)| htftructipnal/a<tlctic space t* also 
proposed north of the housing community, Thu ambiguous grten space sends up a red 
flag in a community which will vehemently oppose any outdoor rthletic/arena venue (hat 
will be leased Tut any rpednl events if this it io be used far intmiciianaJ space, it « far 
from other nthkaic facilities located on main empuv »d I her* it no parking planned 
adjacent to the facility. SlurtmUi are nor going to walk thru distance from main campus. _ 
We request do use drawings of this proposed fu tlity ind uding temporary and'or 
permanent bleachers, restrooms, bull dings, facility lighting, lands taping and parking lon_ 
We also request a contractual agreement that this instyiuitLafUililuhk'lic space will only be 
u*wi for LSUN instructional and rnttn-rtLIrgiaie athletic events. No outdoor concert) or 
professional or semi professional soccer mmdio will be tolerated by (he residential 
community.

p. 2.0 - 33 Precinct 6 University Park Housing Pnjcitjei What will be the 
height of (be four additional infill butidituu which will bouse 896 students? (hat is an 
increase from original 800.| If you are cuntcinactmg four new bijildinfis and a new parking 
Structure in the existing area, where Is (hr eper. space gol ng to jbe'J The map on 2.0-15 
shows several (rota. Presently, (here arc outdoor tables, covered t/t#» wilh tabki, and 
volleyball court* There needs ut be ttpen spice » he appealioh lo students who live ip 
Student bousing. I f the domra an not appealing and comparable to rta.vrby apartment 
complexes that have courts and pools, (he dwim will not fill, l|ko m the past, and 
portions of buildings will be used by other CSUN depanmems; and leased lo private 
companies. At this moment ail the prevent dorms buildings use aot being used for 
sludeni bouring. They arc sot full yei CSUN wants us to believe there is a wailing list
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foi dorm roams. What will be done ft* create or Enlarge open space for students'? | A five 
story parking structure nestled within three story dorm aportiumi building rendu in high 
density and congestion. When is the exact focattoo of the Ingrdn/egrexs to that proposed 
structure on Lassen S treat? Thai .rtnittme is critical to the neighborhood directly went nf 
the dorms as it is experiencing overnight, weekend, guest and long term {weeks ai a 
time) student parking by those students and guests whodo not warn to pay the resident 
parking fc* or the Si. per day guest pricing fee. Therefore, si indents nod their weekend 
guests,’ park On neighborhood streets, leave their fast food Irish on lawns, ptay loud 
music late ai night as they come and go. Car alarms Mating at all hours of due night are 
alto disturbing The neighborhood currently has restricted parking but several block* do 
not include weekend and ill night parking, it this structure gouvg to b* constructed 
simultaneously during Phase I when the first set of drums is coititracwd? It is imperative 
thol the construction be simultaneous. Increasing student txwtdg by removing parking 
Jms eliminates both the current needed parking spaces and creak* a deficit of space* for 
the increased number of students needing parking. Will ail the parking lots enter/ixit on 
Lasico and ZelzahV The community has many times requested that the parking lot 
cntrancm/exits on Limlley Ave., directly acren from homes oniLindlay Avenue, be 
moved to l uusen and Zdzah but wtj have seen no action. When will the dorm driveways 
fcw eliminated Or scaled on LLadlcy Avenue?

What it the plan to accommodate student and guest parking n«ds when the parking Jots 
within iha student housing area is "in filled" with lIk additional dorm structures and the 
simuliancLM* diminution of Lot T when the facuiiy bousing construction begins on 
fasten and Undtey?

What u the plan lor occommadating student bousing turn park big in ihe foture?

What is tbs plan to remedy the present student bousing and guest parking problems in the 
adjacent neighborhoods'*

The issue is not tbu number of puking spaces available tor students nod gutsis, but the 
uri lb-on on of those spaces. The critical factors m uhtizsiiou by the student*, is com and 
convenience* The student* refuse (o pay the expensive parking ftes for un-campus 
parking when they can easily park for free in the adjacent Qcighh&rhMd* These Tee* 
must be dramatically reduced or eliminated to resolve the problem thru boa misted fm 
yon and years, for blocks and blocks, surrounding ihc eunpus, I The parking must ai so 
be convenient for the undents. They refuse to walk any distance especially if 
neighborhood parking is closer. This is evident by die rijnifkarf ttndcniiiliiaiiou of thr 
patting structure located on Zelzah Avenue near losini Street. Sdidenu and their quests 
use the adjacent neighborhood u a ram convenient and ins expensive parking area. 
What does CUUN plan to do to mitigate the noting and soon to expand parking 
problem* at student homing oa Lasses Si.?

p, 2.(s-T4 The find parrtgrtpb provides moor information op the large 
academic/! mrrtoltegiaut athletic iik plnyficld <PK-G12). There tnll now be a small 
building housing restrooms, showers and/or norage. How small Is small? Ptease provide
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square footage and height, Whre else will there he9 When can the public view definitive 
drawing*?

p. 2.0-47 Valiev Perfonnina Arts (tenla Construction related OOlJC* are being
considered 6 lhon terra nuisance. Whw u than tom? How will residenci be able to 
commumcea with on site eontmetpn tod CSUN administratort, if City Zoning 
Ordinance standard* are not being followed?

p. 3,5-5 Aa tuied in the HIR - “Further, the Matter Man residential component is 
consistent with Policy 1 -2.3 of the Norttmdg* Community Plan, which stairj that there 
should be an adequate mpptj of housing to meet the needs or students unending CSUN 
withnut creating advene Impacts on adjacent parrot «k j« xiennuJ neighbors"
Presently adverse impacts ore occurring In rciidctitui neighborhood*, dorm noise 
causing residents to call ibe CStfN housing office, student imltic in nnd out of the 
parking lots onto residential smote, student* speeding through resided! i»l sacetit, 
studerut/ guests porEymg in parking lots on Undlcy Ave. next to the tmek. Lindiey Ave. 
student foot traffic noise as (torn resident* and guals attend parties at the fraternity 
houses on HaiSted Street, l/md, blaring music from can anicritig and ailing the student 
housing areas. These are some of the adverse effects that develop when college student 
housing is directly oCtOSi the street for student housing complete* and parking lots. As 
mentioned previously, the student/guai poking problem that exmi in ihe residential 
ocighbot hoods to foe west of Lsotlley Avenue has escalated io $tc degree tbit residentml 
permit parting'prdierential parking is needed Why should residents have to pay to park 
■a their own neighborhood* or need restricted parking in older to prevent students, guests 
anil athletic event spectators from parking on residential street*!on a regular baaii? Will 
CSUN pay for permit parking to resolve dut brut which conflicts with the Northridge 
Community Master Flan? Will CSUN uw a portion of fees generated from siinkai 
puking fees to annually pay for neighborhood retideruioJ permit patkina/prefereniial 
corking?

p. 3.0-4 There oeeda to be an addition made ui the University Police Department 
typical calls. On a number of occasions prior to January 1, 20U5 and in late August of 
2005, residents hawi been forced to contact CSUN police regarding pony noite 
emanating from one or both of ihe fraternity houses located «n Hal sled Street near 
(iiiw&nda. Theta should he a record of a nurnba of adL\ from to, and fro m other 
neighbors CSUN reformrairarfon should also have a record of phone calls and email*. 
The nil's «nd Sigma Phi Kpsifon have a Jong history uf cremhg both noise and trash 
problem* m the neighborhood to foe point fore meeting* were held with Chief Anne 
U levin, CSUN Public Safety Oiiwior, foe Greek Advisor, Juu+ion Keller, LAPD, Jim 
Dellinger of Cuuficihnan Smith'* office and several residents i* June 2004. The 
established “registered party regulations* Save been repeatedly ignored. The fraternity 
problem continues » date, If CSUN recognize* foe Greek*, fo*n CSUN tmisi be willing 
to hold them accountable and foe property owner* of the housed iwmmiiMe, ensuring 
that ievidential properties uot armed for fntcmibca be well maintained, aesthetically 
pleasing and peaceful- When wilt there properties be cleaned up. maintained in a fashion 
fitting the neighborhood and petmanemly quiet?
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These neighborhood problems are examples of advene effect! of ciirrtai sludcul homing 
located too clow io rcridenrial, family oriented neighborhoods Mew student housing Li 
also proposed on Habited Street a Lindley Avenue directly acsxs hem ■ gated, two story 
residential community. Mote faculty and student housing is proposed further west on 
Hlined between Ellwands Avenue aod Derby Avenue also directly across the street from 
■ingle family dwellings, Doubling the number of students living on campus will most 
certainly compound cuiram problems (hat have remained unresolved for dtcadm. What 
does the Public Safety Department end Student Housing plan ip do concerning ihwe 
current problems of tsnjlic. noire. nod narknut a* wall es the fyeurt problems that wi 11 

definitely occur?I Whet will the patting lota/spaces he located for all the proposed 
I lotted Street itodew md faculty housing? What will be the ingresi/cgrcss io those 
parking areas? How many puking spacer will be provided foe how many students, staff, 
faculty? Factoring in two vehicles per married faculty member and one vehicle per 
student is necessary. \gnn\ how car traffic studies be valid When such traffic and traffic 
circulation information u not included in the EIR?

p. 1.8-10 i ap«i mia«w'ilnrH Kcsedi at Suptrinr has iyx been nudied and Loiteo 
at Wliite Oak Ms UOI been studied these two neighborhood iptersectioru, both with 
traffic signals, handle heavy Roods 31 vd. traffic and handle litnvy I.AUSU High School 
and CSUN traffic vcHumtt daily. Both access residential ntigNinHwodt Why were they 
not included in the traffic study?

Recently, there has been lout diwuMtun eonctrtung a proposal to connect White Oak 
Avenue to the existing, graded on/oiT ramps ar White Oak and the 118 f reeway An 
alternative nonh/sooth Thoroughfare to relieve the severe congestion an Reseda Blvd. 
may possibly be a needed mitigation in the figure Why wu this rag included in the 
traffic study?

-

r 3.8-17 Simlwn Parking Feta Tun paragraphs address STudeni puking fees 
which are now upbraid 2417 In all CSUN parking Jots. Students do not want io pay the 
hi|{h f«s so they park In neighborhood*surrounding campus, full bike* and nkitehcianb 
nut of trunks then go io dus. Student housing guwtx do not want to pay parking feet so 
they park >n neighborhoods Students have been known to pari in "empty I oolong" 
driveways of private residrnen and block driveways Who determines the -student 
parking fee* at CSUN? Can parking fed be atsrr-rd when student? register for dusts 
forcing them to prepay for puking? Can donn residents with Registered vehicles also pay 
puking fees when paying fat Hudenl touring? Will pre paying encourage students tu 
park on campus? Will significant discounts for pn payment encourage on campus 
parking? CSUN, what do you pton to dp to address ami wive (hi* parking fee problem?

p, 3.8*52 Tffljunormjpn demand maniacmcnt meaning ' The fifteen measures 
bated all need to be implemented Assigning student parking fweta In specific parking 
structures may discourage students from parking in one Inwiitm then moving their 
vehicle io another during the day. Assigned puking spaces wit alio alleviate additional 
vehicle nips between parking arms »students move cats to be closer to classes thus
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avoiding wnlkloji from class to class. When will ilit 1HM re centres be implemented? 
When will Rft (reigned parking space pita be developed, implemented and enforced? 
Assigning pukin| in specific parking structure* was dneietstd oi ooe of the Iriivirion 
ZWS meetings Ufl yew.

p. 5.4.3 No Hacuhv/StaffHoutinn Alternative Wd propose modifying (hi* 
and reducing the faculry/t&riT homing b> SOS, Build half the knit* (25 0| and occupy 
Own fully with prvfessors and staff before creating a ghm« rnw|n of empty tttwn homes 
sod condo*. Once occupancy it lull, consider tlw next phase.

—

We an requesting Thai the Hwtuidgf Em Neighborhood Council form an Oversight 
Gonur.iuee utked with mo niton rig, revtcwiag and CtmuwmcalBg with CSl/N 
Adounotratioa during ai) phases of the approved matter plan J|*elnpsnenr This 
cofmnitlt* imui be complied of InterestedNortbndgc residwila, wictlid by NtNO not 
CSUN, living nwtlt, east, with and west of Campus. Due [o die conilgmtino nf Hie 
campus amt llm specific pmpoted conflrudwa planned each residential ares witl have 
their specific concerns with both construction and mtnugtmeui Issue*. This comm idee 
should also contain repretentajives from Omucilmnn Smith's »nd Assonhlyirtcmher 
Ijevtne’s jiaJT. This Overlight Committee will dun report to timhndjc SieL^Mdar* id 
regular NENC asctiicgj pn a monthly or qia/tcriy basis until donnmuion hks beeu 
ram plated.

flctieral comment* oa the milk atufo We will be cages to irid the LaJDOTj analysis 
of the srudy as they ate the traffic expert* In the IW8 IUR there were numerous 
niiiigtriurif described jo help alleviate nr minimise traffic conation sod problems which 
were to bt implemented by the City of lx** Angeles, u their expense. Many of ihosc 
mitigation* were never impframnlad, dui to lack of flinging, thereby fluting 10 mitigate 
die effects Of the IWg miner plan on local traffic problems. fV 2005 tlK once again 
includes many mitigating stupa. 46 iiEienectiam, to he taken 14 reduce the effect* of the 
Increased waffle. »s CSUN planning on (tmmgiiyj, tjnplmwniinu and funding these 
proposed fmtif^ufinnV It CSUN gorng to expect the LA City 12* Council District to fttnd 
and peifium these mitigation*? ft'sc, there b lirtie likelihood Own CSUN created 
oiitigkiioas will ever be done, thereby resulting in no mingaikwn - juit wnd*. Lack of 
needed mitifliirim will increase an already unbearable traffic rutuailow surrounding the 
cam pur, CSUN and the CSU Board of Trustee* must be rapOnslhle and held 
■eeountabk for the cost and implementation of all mitigating fnetuute*.

General carnttrem* on ixillutior. nrtjj noise. Pollution and nob* are of great concern in the 
Northridge cotnm unities surrounding CSUN, c^Kdally is the arena of the cabling 
athletic (laid* and undent housing. According in the proposed master plan, there k in 
extensive increase of student housing, pclocwiort of existing Mhlsiie kpuse and the 
addition of new nthletlc space on /thah Avenue and northojipuf- The results ere in 
increase in ibo amount of pnfliuinai aiut now n (hat the unrouruliti# Community will be 
exposed to amount* in excess of those allowed by Ihe SCAQMD regulation* *nd Lew 
AngdctCity ordwancts When doesCSlfNplan to miugittiihot issuestoisro tie in

©
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OttipliiiiH wilt these icgnlnoH and cttHnuoas' Does CSUN. the Mate,bdtovtli 
doer <kj>t hive [g eOttlply with these regulations aul OnJrrwiccs? U the IJnivtrjitjf will ing 
DC accept liability for damage*, J.a. petaoul injur*. property dutvige, mttfcaJ treatment, 
•cd medial tOKniwing arlaing out of the creation and uponum u> woaivt an] 
liiijtLteptabJe levels of air wd mice poiluthm tbai Li doenbed in the drill EJK as 
unavoidable signi ftcani impacts?

fHjc to CSLTN'j ido ip ib# present Nftrtkutgc traffic congestion currently created by the 
nearly 441,000 students, faculty, wnploytr™ and CSUN's desirt Io add 10,000 more 
students, Qve new parting structures, new acaAsnlc builJings, new student houiioji 
«mplt\cH To* 2J00 jtudetiij (iviog nn Campus Who will also have vehicles, t ttlAWl fnib 
and o new Valley Performing Am Center, wr plan in request that LA DOT study iruflic 
Issuer wroamdiog CSUN jpooifically Plummer Sued at Reseda and /cl tab Ave, 
Connecting Plummer Scroti fiom Rcreda Blvd. to ZeIj-oJi Avenue would create a much 
needed castfweat thoroughfare thus relieving Traffic cwigettiwi bn Devonshire, lessen 
ju>d Nodhoff Sim:!*,

Sincerely,

Robert ur4 Patricia LoPresti 
1*136 Labrador St 
NnahricJac, CA 91 m
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Letter 17 Robert and Patricia LoPresti, January 12, 2006

Response 17.1

Part-time commuter students and their vehicles were included in EIR calculations and analysis. Trip 

calculations in the traffic study prepared for the Draft EIR considered all students, including full-time 

students and equivalent part-time students. FTE refers to full-time equivalent, not full-time enrolled, as 

this comment indicates. Please refer to page 3.0-1 of the Draft EIR, Section 3.0, Project Description, 

footnote number 1, which defines full-time equivalent. As stated in footnote number 1, "Whereas 

headcount simply accounts for the number of students enrolled, for master planning and academic 

planning purposes, CSUN utilizes the full-time equivalent (FTE), unit of measurement to calculate 

enrollment. One FTE is defined as one student taking 15 course units, which represents a full course 

load. Students taking fewer course units are considered to constitute a fraction of an FTE (10 course units 

= .66 FTE), whereas students taking more than 15 course units constitute more than one FTE (20 units = 

1.33 FTEs)."

Response 17.2

The commenter's preference for the Reduced FTE Alternative or a Reduced Faculty/Staff Housing 

Alternative is noted for the record and will be considered by the Board of Trustees of CSU. This 

comment does not raise any issues related to the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR. No further 

response is required.

Response 17.3

CEQA requires that related projects considered in an EIR be current as of the date of the Notice of 

Preparation (NOP) for the EIR. The California State University, Northridge Master Plan Draft EIR NOP 

was issued in May 2005. The Wal-Mart project was proposed subsequent to that date; since then, 

however, the project application has been withdrawn by Wal-Mart.

There are three projects proposed in the vicinity of Nordhoff Street, Prairie Street, Shirley Avenue, and 

Corbin Avenue: a Lowes store; a mixed-use residential/retail project (District at Northridge); and an 

independent living/assisted living/residential project (SRC/Homeplace). The Lowes project was 

approved by the Los Angeles City Planning Commission in June 2005. The District at Northridge project
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

was originally filed in October 2005 and was refiled in February 2006, and has not yet been approved. 

The SRC/Homeplace project was filed in December 2005 and has not yet been approved. These projects 

were subsequent to the California State University, Northridge Master Plan EIR NOP date, and were not 

included in the list of projects provided by the City in the spring of 2005 for use in the CSUN EIR.

Even if these projects had been included, however, based on a review of projected operating conditions 

and the level of incremental impact caused by the California State University, Northridge Master Plan 

project at the study intersections, the conclusions of the Draft EIR in regards to significance of California 

State University, Northridge Master Plan traffic impacts would be unchanged.

It should also be noted that, due to the 30-year planning horizon for the California State University, 

Northridge Master Plan, future cumulative traffic projections for the year 2035 were developed in the 

Draft EIR traffic study based on long-term growth projections from the Southern California Associated 

Government (SCAG) regional travel demand forecasting model. Because the SCAG regional model data 

used to develop the background growth factors already assumes population and employment growth 

throughout the Los Angeles metropolitan area including in the Northridge area, only larger specific 

projects that could be beyond the level of growth already inherent in the SCAG projections for the 

Northridge area and known at the time of the EIR NOP were included in the related projects analysis in 

the Draft EIR traffic study. Future projects not explicitly included on the related projects list could 

nevertheless be an element of the long-term traffic growth anticipated in the area based on the SCAG 

model.

Moreover, as stated in Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, additional environmental review of 

Master Plan projects will be undertaken as each project proposed under the Master Plan is implemented, 

to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant environmental impacts.

At that time, the evaluation of existing conditions (in this case, traffic conditions) would necessarily take 

into account the effects of any new projects that have become operational since the 2005 Master Plan EIR 

was prepared.

Subsequent analysis would also take into account any new related projects (i.e., reasonably foreseeable 

past, present, and future proposed projects) that could affect the determination of Master Plan project- 

related contributions to cumulative impacts.
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Response 17.4

In the event that California courts modify a CSU University's obligation under existing law with respect 

to the funding of off-site improvements, CSUN, will comply with the law in accordance with CSU system 

directives.

CSUN is required by law to implement the mitigation measures contained in the Draft EIR as a condition 

of project approval and EIR certification by the Board of Trustees. A MMRP has been developed and 

must be adopted at the same time the project is approved and the EIR certified, and identifies all project 

mitigation measures, timing of implementation, and responsible oversight agency.

Response 17.5

As stated in the comment letter, the Draft EIR concluded that construction noise impacts would be 

significant and unavoidable due to the proximity of sensitive receptors on-campus and off site. Please 

refer to Section 3.4, Noise, of the Draft EIR. The Board of Trustees of CSU will consider the significant 

impacts identified in the Draft EIR and weigh these impacts against the economic, legal, social, 

technological, and other benefits of the project.

The comment also questions how the University will communicate with the residential community when 

subjected to the noise and air pollution, if regulations and City ordinances are not being followed by the 

contractors onsite. As per Mitigation Measure NOISE-4 and the City of Los Angeles Noise ordinance, the 

University shall post signs prior to construction activities with a phone number for residents to call with 

noise complaints. In addition, complaints may be directed to the University Office of Facilities Planning, 

Design and Construction at (818) 677-2561. Mitigation Measure NOISE-4 has been amended to reflect this 

information. The Mitigation Monitoring Plan will ensure that this mitigation measure is implemented 

prior to construction activities on the site.

A MMRP has been developed for the project. The MMRP identifies the mitigation measure, phase during 

which the mitigation measure is required, the person or agency responsible for ensuring the mitigation 

measure is implemented, and the frequency of monitoring/reporting. Implementation of the MMRP will 

ensure that regulations and City ordinances are followed by the contractors on site. For construction- 

related Mitigation Measures AIR-1 through AIR-3, the Staff Architect, Construction Engineer and 

Campus Construction Manager will be responsible for ensuring that construction-related mitigation 

measures are implemented throughout the pre-construction and construction phases. For construction- 

related Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-5, the Campus Project Manager and Construction
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Engineer will be responsible for ensuring that construction-related mitigation measures are implemented 

throughout the construction phase.

Response 17.6

The Parking Demand Reduction program is discussed on page 3.8-51 in 3.8, Traffic of the Draft EIR. The 

following measures comprise the program. When each measure will be implemented is also provided.

Expansion of the on-campus tram system, Phase I (2005-2009).

The campus tram system would be expanded to include an additional route. The current tram operates 

between the University Park student housing just south of Lassen Street and the campus core, 

terminating near the University Student Union (USU). The second route would operate as a loop on East 

University Drive (Lindley Avenue), North University Drive (Plummer Street), West University Drive 

(Etiwanda Avenue), and the campus roadway along the north side of Nordhoff Street between East and 

West University Drives. The existing and proposed tram routes are shown in Figure 3.8-11 of the Draft 

EIR.

Construction of Multimodal Transit Center, Phase I (2005-2009).

The Multimodal Transit Center would include a bus stop, tram stop, Metrolink pick-up and bicycle 

storage. The transit center would serve bus routes operated by the MTA that would travel to the transit 

center via either Prairie Street from Reseda Boulevard or via Darby Avenue from Nordhoff Street. The 

transit center would serve as a connection point between the public bus system, the expanded on-campus 

tram system, and the University Metrolink shuttle.

New Metro Rapid bus stop on Nordhoff Street at Lindley Avenue, 2006.

The MTA is planning to implement Metro Rapid bus service on a route that includes Reseda Boulevard 

from Ventura Boulevard to Nordhoff Street, Nordhoff Street east of Reseda Boulevard past the University 

campus to Woodley Avenue, and eventually via Sepulveda Boulevard, Brand Boulevard, and San 

Fernando Road to the Sylmar Metrolink station.

Other demand management measures throughout Master Plan implementation.

Pages 3.8-52 and 3.8-54 list demand management measures that may be implemented throughout Master 

Plan implementation. As implementation of the Master Plan proceeds, the precise combination and 

nature of the measures to be implemented will be determined. The Master Plan will also include a
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monitoring program to evaluate parking utilization, transit ridership, and average vehicle ridership 

(AVR) on a periodic basis to determine the extent to which the desired demand reduction is being 

achieved.

Table 3.8-15 in the Draft EIR shows parking demand with and without implementation of the Parking 

Demand Reduction program. As shown in Table 3.8-15, with an expected 12.5 percent reduction 

associated with the Parking Demand Reduction Program, demand would be reduced from 19,760 to 

17,413 when a parking contingency is accounted for. As the Master Plan would provide a total of 17,528 

parking spaces, 16,991 on-campus and 537 off-campus, under 2035 conditions, the overall result is a 

surplus of 115 spaces.

Response 17.7

This comment does not raise any issues related to the content or adequacy of the Draft EIR. It is noted for 

the record and will be considered by the Board of Trustees of CSU. No further response is required.

Response 17.8

Please refer to Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, for a discussion of future Master Plan project 

environmental compliance requirements and associated public review and comment opportunities.

As stated Topical Response 1, the Master Plan is intended predominantly as a guide for long-term land 

and building use; it identifies what facilities will be needed to accommodate growth over the next 30 

years and where those facilities should be located. As such, the Master Plan cannot accurately predict, 

and therefore does not contain, details concerning every project proposed under all of the Master Plan 

phases. Because of the long-term nature of the Master Plan, the precise nature, size, and location of all 

the proposed programs and facilities cannot be accurately projected at this time and any such projections 

would be speculative at best.

As the Master Plan is implemented, specific buildings and facilities, including playfields and other 

recreational facilities, will be designed, and information regarding building location, size, open space, 

lighting, and circulation and parking will be developed. Additional environmental review of Master Plan 

projects will be undertaken as each project proposed under the Master Plan is implemented, to determine 

whether the potential exists for any new, significant environmental impacts. This additional review will 

comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as appropriate, will include public noticing and 

opportunities for public comment on the specific project proposals.
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For example, the design for faculty/staff housing in the North Campus has not yet been developed. At 

such time as design development for that project is undertaken, additional environmental review of 

potential associated impacts will be required under CEQA. Should that process of environmental review, 

or compliance, determine that the potential exists for new, significant impacts not anticipated in the 

Master Plan Draft EIR, then the appropriate environmental documentation will be prepared, public 

noticing conducted, and public review opportunities provided as required by law. (See Topical 

Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, for more discussion of this particular Master Plan project).

The conceptual driveway location on Lassen Street for parking structure PS-F9 is shown in Chapter 4 of 

the Master Plan, in Figure 4J, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 89, and in Figure 4FF, 

University Park Student Housing, on page 116, as well as in the Draft EIR in Section 3.8, 

Transportation/Traffic, in Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8-11. Should 

this driveway be located several feet to the east or west during preparation of final building plans, the 

traffic and circulation conclusions reached in Section 3.8, Transportation/Traffic of the Draft EIR would 

remain the same. This is because the number of parking spaces in the structure and location of the 

driveway on Lassen Street would not change; therefore, the same number of cars that would utilize the 

structure and the location of ingress/egress on Lassen Street would remain the same as that analyzed in 

the Draft EIR.

Response 17.9

Please refer to Topical Response 1, Environmental Review, for a discussion of future Master Plan project 

environmental compliance requirements and associated public review and comment opportunities. As 

Phase 1 and 2 projects are developed, specific buildings will be designed and information regarding 

building location, size, open space, and circulation and parking will be developed. Upon completion of 

conceptual design documents, the University will update interested community members-including the 

Northridge East Neighborhood Council on the status and details of the Phase 1 project.

Response 17.10

Please refer to the Response to Comment 17.9. No design documents would be available prior to the 

March 2006 Board of Trustees meeting; therefore, a community meeting prior to the March 2006 Board of 

Trustees meeting is not possible.
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Response 17.11

Please refer to the Topical Response 6, Recreation. As stated there, the playing field at the north end of 

campus is intended for instructional purposes and intercollegiate athletic events. Parking for the playing 

field at the north end of campus would be provided in the existing surface parking lot located east of the 

field, as shown in Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8-2 of the Draft EIR. 

This lot provides approximately 140 parking stalls, and is accessible from Zelzah Avenue. During 

intercollegiate athletic events, parking would be available in other on-campus surface lots and structures, 

and an on-campus shuttle would be utilized as needed to transport attendees between the field and the 

parking areas.

Response 17.12

Please refer to Topical Response 6, Recreation. As stated there, as the Master Plan is implemented, 

specific buildings and facilities, including playfields and other recreational facilities, will be designed, 

and information regarding building location, size, open space, lighting, and circulation and parking will 

be developed. As discussed in Topical Response 1, Environmental Review Process, additional 

environmental review of Master Plan projects will be undertaken as each project proposed under the 

Master Plan is implemented, to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant 

environmental impacts. This additional review will comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as 

appropriate, will include public noticing and opportunities for public comment on the specific project 

proposals. The playing field at the north end of campus is proposed as part of Phase 2. Field amenities 

are expected to include equipment storage, restrooms, and nighttime lighting all of which currently exist 

and are in use at the playfield at the north end of campus. A new stadium is not proposed for the 

playfield at the north end of campus.

Response 17.13

Please refer to Topical Response 6, Recreation. As stated there, the playing field at the north end of 

campus is intended for instructional purposes and intercollegiate athletic events. Such uses and 

intercollegiate events would be consistent with instructional and intercollegiate athletic events that 

currently take place elsewhere on campus. Permanent seating in the form of bleachers currently exists at 

this location.

As stated in Topical Response 6, parking for this field would be provided in the existing surface parking 

lot located east of the field, as shown in Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8-2
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of the Draft EIR. This lot provides approximately 140 parking stalls, and is accessible from Zelzah 

Avenue. During intercollegiate athletic events, parking would be available in other on-campus surface 

lots and structures, and an on-campus shuttle would be utilized as needed to transport attendees between 

the field and the parking areas.

The University Park Student Housing is discussed in the Master Plan in Chapter 6, Design Guidelines, 

Section 6.2.8, University Park Student Housing. As stated there, the buildings are all expected to be a 

maximum of 4 stories or 60 feet in height.

Response 17.14

Four infill buildings housing a total of 896 students are proposed within Precinct 6, University Park 

Housing. The first building is proposed for Phase 1, the second and third buildings are proposed for 

Phase 2, and the fourth building is proposed for Phase 3. Please refer to Topical Response 1, 

Environmental Review, for a discussion of future Master Plan project environmental compliance 

requirements and associated public review and comment opportunities. As projects are developed, 

specific buildings will be designed and information regarding building size and height, open space, and 

circulation and parking will be developed.

Response 17.15

Please refer to the Response to Comment 17.14. Open space amenities proposed for Precinct 6, 

University Park Housing will be developed as projects within Precinct 6 are developed. Precinct 6 is 

shown in greater detail in Chapter 4 of the Master Plan, in Figure 4FF, University Park Student Housing, 

on page 116. Outdoor open space for informal activities intended to strengthen the campus residential 

community as a whole is proposed for Precinct 6. Adequate facilities to meet outdoor activity space 

needs will be incorporated in the project design.

Response 17.16

Please refer to the Response to Comment 17.8. The conceptual driveway location on Lassen Street for 

parking structure PS-F9 is shown in the Master Plan in Figure 4J, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, 

on page 89, and in Figure 4FF, University Park Student Housing, on page 116, as well as in the Draft EIR 

in Section 3.8, Transportation/Traffic, in Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8

11. Pedestrian access to parking structure PS-F9 would be available at the driveway and at the four 

corners of the structure, similar to pedestrian access to existing parking structures. This structure is
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proposed for construction during Phase 2, when the second and third housing buildings are proposed for 

construction. The design of the first phase of student housing will include a detailed analysis of parking 

requirements and will provide a parking plan for the resident population both during construction and 

after occupancy. Adequate facilities to meet parking needs will be incorporated in the project design.

The comment states that students and their guests playing loud music on neighborhood streets and 

activation of car alarms at night are disturbing. As indicated in Section 3.6, Public Services, of the Draft 

EIR, off-campus police protection services and on-campus calls for felony offenses are provided by the 

LAPD. The Devonshire Area Community Police Station provides service to the project area. The 

University Police Department (LAPD), which is a part of the University Department of Public Safety, 

provides police protection services on campus, and has only limited jurisdiction or authority with regard 

to off-campus incidents that occur within a 1-mile radius of campus. The University Police Department 

does not have jurisdiction for parking enforcement issues off-campus. The University Police Department 

Patrol Operations Division provides 24-hour patrol of University property, buildings, parking lots, and 

residence halls. All laws and codes of the state and the United States are enforced on the campus, 

including regulations the University establishes to administer the campus community. Because 

maintaining public safety is a crucial, the University would provide sufficient funding to support the 

acquisition of additional staff and equipment, gradually, during Master Plan implementation. As stated 

above, the University has limited jurisdiction over incidents that occur off-campus. However, the 

University would maintain its strong relationship with the LAPD in order to provide a safe environment 

both on campus and in the surrounding area.

The vehicle circulation and parking plan is shown in Chapter 4 of the Master Plan, in Figure 4J, Vehicle 

Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 89 and in the Draft EIR in Section 3.8, Transportation/Traffic, in 

Figure 3.8-11, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, on page 3.8-11. As shown, primary access for 

parking structure PS-F9 would be on Lassen Street . The other parking structures and lots would be 

accessible from Zelzah and Darby Avenues, West University, East University, North University, and 

Matador Drives and Halsted, Plummer, Vicennes, Prairie, and Nordhoff Streets.

With regard to the provision of parking lot entrances/exits on Lindley Avenue across from homes on 

Lindley Avenue, the design has not yet been finalized. The elimination of driveways may not comply 

with the requirements of the Fire Department; as the design for this area of the campus is finalized, the 

Fire Department will be consulted. As discussed in Topical Response 1, Environmental Review Process, 

additional environmental review of Master Plan projects will be undertaken as each project proposed 

under the Master Plan is implemented, to determine whether the potential exists for any new, significant 

environmental impacts. This additional review will comply with the requirements of CEQA and, as
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appropriate, will include public noticing and opportunities for public comment on the specific project 

proposals.

Response 17.17

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking, for a discussion on the provision of parking within the 

2005 Master Plan.

Response 17.18

The comment identifies existing student housing parking impacts on residential neighborhoods. As 

stated in Section 15126.2 (a) of the CEQA Guidelines, "An EIR shall identify and focus on the significant 

environmental effects of the proposed project. In assessing the impact of a proposed project on the 

environment, the lead agency should normally limit its examination to changes in the existing physical 

conditions in the affected area as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published, at the time 

environmental analysis is commenced." Existing parking supplies are not, by definition, significant 

environmental effects of the proposed Master Plan, and were appropriately evaluated as part of the 

existing conditions discussion in Section 3.8.3, Traffic, of the Draft EIR.

Response 17.19

The campus parking program is a self-sustaining unit that is not supported by campus general funds. 

Parking fees are the primary source of revenue for the parking program and are required to fund 

personnel and operating costs, maintenance, and debt service for construction of parking facilities. 

Parking fees are established at rates required to sustain the program.

Many students, including residents and commuters, do not park vehicles on campus. Requiring the 

purchase of a parking permit by all students (or all student housing residents) would impose an 

unnecessary financial burden on many students. Further more, this would encourage the increased use 

of vehicles and would be detrimental to the Master Plan goal of reducing vehicle trips and increasing the 

use of public transportation.

Response 17.20

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking, for discussion of provisions for parking within the 

2005 Master Plan.
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Response 17.21

The comment identifies existing student housing parking impacts on Lassen Street. As stated in Section 

15126.2(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, "An EIR shall identify and focus on the significant environmental 

effects of the proposed project. In assessing the impact of a proposed project on the environment, the 

lead agency should normally limit its examination to changes in the existing physical conditions in the 

affected area as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published, at the time environmental 

analysis is commenced." Existing parking supplies are not, by definition, significant environmental 

effects of the proposed Master Plan, and were appropriately evaluated as part of the existing conditions 

discussion in Section 3.8.3, Traffic, of the Draft EIR.

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking for a discussion on the provision of parking within the 

2005 Master Plan.

Response 17.22

Please refer to Topical Response 6, Recreation. As stated there, as the Master Plan is implemented, 

specific buildings and facilities, including playfields and other recreational facilities, will be designed, 

and information regarding building location, size, open space, lighting, and circulation and parking will 

be developed. Additional environmental review of Master Plan projects will be undertaken as each 

project proposed under the Master Plan is implemented, to determine whether the potential exists for any 

new, significant environmental impacts. This additional review will comply with the requirements of 

CEQA and, as appropriate, will include public noticing and opportunities for public comment on the 

specific project proposals. The playing field at the north end of campus is proposed as part of Phase 2. 

Field amenities are expected to include equipment storage, restrooms, and nighttime lighting, all of 

which currently exist and are in use at this location.

Response 17.23

As per Mitigation Measure NOISE-1 and Section 41.40 of the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, 

construction operations shall be limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, 

and 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays and holidays. No construction operations shall be permitted on 

Sundays. Therefore, construction activities are periodic and do not last all day. In addition, construction 

activities have a defined duration with a start and end date. Therefore, impacts associated with 

construction activities are considered shortterm.
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The comment questions how residents will be able to communicate with on-site contractors and the 

University administrators, if the City Zoning Ordinance is not being followed. As per Mitigation 

Measure NOISE-4 and the City of Los Angeles Noise ordinance, the University shall post signs prior to 

construction activities with a phone number for residents to call with noise complaints. In addition, 

complaints may be directed to the University Office of Facilities Planning, Design and Construction at 

(818) 677-2561. Mitigation Measure NOISE-4 has been amended to reflect this information. The MMRP 

will ensure that this mitigation measure is implemented prior to construction activities on the site.

Response 17.24

The comment identifies existing impacts on residential neighborhoods such as, dorm noise student traffic 

onto residential streets and students exceeding the speed limits along residential streets. As stated in 

Section 15126.2(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, "An EIR shall identify and focus on the significant 

environmental effects of the proposed project. In assessing the impact of a proposed project on the 

environment, the lead agency should normally limit its examination to changes in the existing physical 

conditions in the affected area as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published, at the time 

environmental analysis is commenced." Given that the existing impacts are not significant 

environmental effects of the proposed Master Plan, the Draft EIR did not analyze existing impacts in 

addition to impacts associated with the Master Plan.

The comment also states adverse effects from noise generated by students and guests who attend parties 

on Lindley Avenue and music from cars entering and existing student housing areas. As stated in the 

Response to Comment 17.16 above, off-campus police protection services and on-campus calls for felony 

offenses are provided by the LAPD. The Devonshire Area Community Police Station provides service to 

the project area. The University Police Department, which is a part of the University Department of 

Public Safety, provides police protection services on campus, and has only limited jurisdiction or 

authority with regard to off-campus incidents that occur within a one-mile radius of campus. The 

University Police Department does not have jurisdiction for parking enforcement issues off-campus. The 

University Police Department Patrol Operations Division provides 24-hour patrol of University property, 

buildings, parking lots, and residence halls. All laws and codes of the state and the United States are 

enforced on the campus, including regulations the University establishes to administer the campus 

community. Because maintaining public safety is a crucial objective, the University would provide 

sufficient funding to support the acquisition of additional staff and equipment, gradually and as needed, 

during Master Plan implementation. As stated above, the University has limited jurisdiction with regard 

to incidents that occur off-campus. However, the University would maintain its strong relationship with 

the LAPD in order to provide a safe environment both on campus and in the surrounding area.
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With regard to off-campus parking issues, the use of state funding for University Police is restricted to the 

scope of mandated University Police responsibilities. During the Dec. 22, 2005 Northridge East 

Neighborhood Council meeting attended by William Jennings and Colin Donahue of CSUN, Councilman 

Smith suggested the possibility of a parking fine revenue sharing agreement between the LAPD and the 

University that would provide non-state funding to cover expanded University Police parking 

enforcement in the neighborhoods adjacent to the campus. The University is willing to discuss the 

feasibility of this type of arrangement with the Councilman and the LAPD.

With regard to fraternity and sorority housing, the Greek houses are private facilities; therefore, the 

University has no jurisdictional control over off-campus private housing. There is also no way to 

mandate that fraternities and sororities pay for and reside in campus-designated housing.

The responsibility and authority for CSUN, to pay for off-site improvements, including the provision of 

permitted parking in neighborhoods adjacent to the campus, as discussed in Topical Response 7, 

Traffic/Parking, Off-Site Roadway Improvements. There are legal limitations on CSU regarding the 

commitment of funds for off-site improvements to local streets, roadways, highways, and freeways that 

arise from the proposed construction and development of "projects" on a campus within the CSU system. 

The provision of permitted parking in neighborhoods adjacent to the campus falls within the category of 

improvements for which legal limitations prohibit the CSU's financial involvement. CSU has specific 

powers to mitigate significant environmental impacts that occur within its jurisdiction (i.e., on the various 

campuses), but limited powers for those effects that occur outside of the various campus sites. Because of 

these legal limitations, it is not feasible for CSU to mitigate certain off-site impacts. Neither CSU nor any 

CSU campus has the jurisdiction to construct improvements beyond campus boundaries as mitigation for 

avoiding or minimizing impacts to campus development projects. Please refer to Topical Response 7, 

Traffic/Parking, Off-Site Roadway Improvements, for more information regarding the CSU's 

responsibility with regard to off-site mitigation.

Response 17.25

With regard to impacts on adjacent residential neighborhoods, please refer to the Response to Comment 

17.24. As stated therein, the University has no jurisdictional control over off-campus private housing

The comment identifies existing traffic, noise, and parking impacts on residential neighborhoods, such as 

dorm noise, student traffic on residential streets, and students exceeding the speed limits along 

residential streets. As stated in Section 15126.2 (a) of the CEQA Guidelines, "An EIR shall identify and 

focus on the significant environmental effects of the proposed project. In assessing the impact of a 

proposed project on the environment, the lead agency should normally limit its examination to changes
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in the existing physical conditions in the affected area as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is 

published, at the time environmental analysis is commenced." Given that the existing impacts are not 

significant environmental effects of the proposed Master Plan, the Draft EIR did not analyze existing 

impacts in addition to impacts associated with the Master Plan.

Response 17.26

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking for a discussion of the provision of parking within the 

2005 Master Plan.

See Topical Response 3, Faculty/Staff Housing, for a discussion of this component of the Master Plan.

With regard to ingress/egress to student housing along Halsted Street, access would be provided via 

Plummer and Halsted Streets as indicated in Figure 4J, Vehicle Circulation and Parking Plan, of the 

Master Plan. The University would plan the circulation pattern within the surface lot to prohibit the use 

of the lot by commuters as a by-pass between Halsted and Plummer Streets.

Regarding traffic study methodology, future parking demand for the campus was estimated using peak 

demand ratios empirically developed specifically for the campus by user group (e.g. commuter students, 

students in on-campus housing, faculty/staff). As explained in Chapter VII of the traffic study prepared 

for the Draft EIR, a ratio of 0.63 spaces per bed was used for students in student housing, based on 

empirical surveys conducted at the University as part of the California State University, Northridge, Parking 

Feasibility Study (Kaku Associates, Inc., February 2001). Separated parking for faculty/staff housing will 

be provided as part of the faculty/staff housing, with sufficient parking provided to accommodate needs 

based on City parking code requirements and / or demand studies specific to the uses.

Response 17.27

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Vehicle Circulation, for a discussion of the scope of roadways 

and intersections studied in the Draft EIR.

Response 17.28

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Vehicle Circulation, for a discussion of the scope of roadways 

and intersections studied in the Draft EIR.
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Response 17.29

The campus parking program is a self-sustaining unit that is not supported by campus general funds. 

Parking fees are the primary source of revenue for the parking program and are required to fund 

personnel and operating costs, maintenance, and debt service for construction of parking facilities. 

Parking fees are established at rates required to sustain the program. Many students, including residents 

and commuters, do not park vehicles on campus. Requiring the purchase of a parking permit by all 

students (or all student housing residents) would impose an unnecessary financial burden on many 

students. Further more, this would encourage the increased use of vehicles and would be detrimental to 

the Master Plan goal of reducing vehicle trips and increasing the use of public transportation.

Response 17.30

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Parking for a discussion on the manner in which the parking 

demand reduction program will be monitored and modified over the course of Master Plan 

implementation.

With regard to assigned parking, the University is considering implementation of an assigned parking 

program when campus parking supply has reached a sufficient distribution throughout the campus to 

allow such a program to operate successfully. The comment is noted for the record and will be 

considered by the Board of Trustees.

Response 17.31

Please refer to the Response to Comment 14.8 for a detailed discussion of alternatives. As stated in 

Response to Comment 14.8, an alternatives analysis is provided in Section 5.0, Alternatives, of the Draft 

EIR. The EIR analyzes three alternatives, which are discussed in detail in Section 5.0, Alternatives. The 

three alternatives are the No Project Alternative, which is discussed on pages 5.0-4 through 5.0-9; the 

Reduced FTE Alternative, which is discussed on pages 5.0-9 through 5.0-14; and the No Faculty/Staff 

Housing Alternative, which is discussed on pages 5.0-14 through 5.0-20. This selection of alternatives 

provides the University with a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives, and is more than 

adequate to provide the University with the ability to make a "reasoned choice" as required by CEQA.

The University has explained the reasons for eliminating alternatives on pages 5.0-3 thorough 5.0-4. To 

develop the final 2005 Master Plan, the University initiated an 18-month-long collaborative process 

involving the academic and administrative campus communities and the local Northridge community, in
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order to ascertain the campus's needs over the next 30 years. A number of project alternatives were 

initially evaluated in an effort to reduce significant environmental effects associated with the proposed 

project. The alternatives considered a number of arrangements of Master Plan components (primarily 

University academic, administrative, housing, and recreational facilities) across campus, in attempts to 

co-locate complementary uses and distribute support services, housing, and parking facilities where they 

were most needed or appropriately sited.

Two reduced faculty/staff housing alternatives were considered by the University and are discussed on 

pages 5.0-3 and 5.0-4.

One alternative considered and rejected, Scenario B contemplated fewer faculty housing units (325) 

concentrated along Lindley Avenue, concentration of student housing in the campus core, developing 51 

net acres of play fields, and concentrating play fields along Zelzah. This scenario was rejected because of 

the need for more faculty/staff housing to aid in employee recruitment; to concentrate academic facilities 

in the academic core; and to use more of the developable campus land for buildings as opposed to open 

space or recreational facilities.

A second alternative considered and rejected, Scenario C contemplated 3,300 student beds (700 more than 

under the final 2005 Master Plan), 330 faculty/staff dwelling units, 5,540 parking spaces concentrated 

along Zelzah Avenue, and 48 acres of playfields. Elements of this scenario were rejected because of the 

need for more faculty/staff housing to aid in employee recruitment; the potential for vehicular circulation 

problems on campus and on Zelzah Avenue associated with parking concentrated on Zelzah Avenue, 

among other reasons.

For these reasons, a reduced faculty/staff housing alternatives was not considered in detail in the Draft 

EIR.

Response 17.32

The mission of the campus is to provide higher education to the people of the State of California. The 

physical campus Master Plan provides a framework for development of facilities required to support this 

mission. Since campus facility development is driven by student enrollment and pedagogical 

requirements, the Trustees maintain sole responsible for facility planning and development activities. In 

addition to complying with all environmental requirements under CEQA, the campus will continue to 

inform the community regarding project development and will be more than willing to respond to 

inquiries from any interested community member or group regarding design and construction activities
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for any given component of the Master Plan. For this reason, formation of an oversight committed by the 

Northridge East Neighborhood Council and the University is not needed.

Response 17.33

See Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking, Off-Site Roadway Improvements, for a discussion of 

University authority to impose off-site mitigation measures.

Response 17.34

Section 3.4, Noise, of the Draft EIR identified Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-7 which are 

intended to reduce Master Plan buildout construction noise impacts on surrounding residential uses and 

reduce operational noise impacts to on-campus uses to the extent feasible. Section 3.4.9, Unavoidable 

Significant Impacts/Impacts After Mitigation, concluded that even with the implementation of the 

required mitigation measures, construction noise impacts would be significant and unavoidable because 

of the proximity of sensitive receptors on-campus and off site. However, construction noise impacts 

would be short term in duration and would not constitute a substantial contribution to cumulatively 

considerable noise impacts. Operational noise impacts would be reduced to less than significant levels 

with mitigation and would not constitute a substantial contribution to cumulatively considerable noise 

impacts. Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-2 and NOISE-4 are in accordance with the City of 

Los Angeles Noise ordinance and the Mitigation Monitoring Plan shall ensure that the mitigation 

measures are implemented prior to development on site. Per Mitigation Measure NOISE-4 and the City 

of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, the University shall post signs prior to construction activities with a 

phone number for residents to call with noise complaints. In addition, complaints may be directed to the 

University Office of Facilities Planning, Design and Construction at (818) 677-2561. Mitigation Measure 

NOISE-4 has been amended to reflect this information.

The CSU Board of Trustees will consider the significant impacts identified in the Draft EIR and weigh 

these impacts against the economic, legal, social, technological, and other benefits of the project at the 

public hearing.

A MMRP has been developed for the project. The MMRP identifies the mitigation measure, phase during 

which the mitigation measure is required, the person or agency responsible for ensuring the mitigation 

measure is implemented, and the frequency of monitoring/reporting. Implementation of the MMRP will 

ensure that regulations and City ordinances are followed by the contractors on site. For construction- 

related Mitigation Measures AIR-1 through AIR-3, the Staff Architect, Construction Engineer and
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3.0 Written Comments and Responses to Comments

Campus Construction Manager will be responsible for ensuring that construction-related mitigation 

measures are implemented throughout the pre-construction and construction phases. For construction- 

related Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-5, the Campus Project Manager and Construction 

Engineer will be responsible for ensuring that construction-related mitigation measures are implemented 

throughout the construction phase.

Response 17.35

The comment states that a request will be made to LADOT to study traffic issues surrounding the 

University, specifically Plummer Street at Reseda Boulevard and Zelzah Avenue. It is noted for the 

record and will be considered by the CSU Board of Trustees. No further response is required.

See the Response to Comments 9.10 for a discussion of the feasibility and effectiveness of extending 

Plummer Avenue through the campus.
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Sign In Sheets from the November 29, 2005 Public Meeting
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4.0 REVISED DRAFT EIR TEXT

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section contains the revised pages of the Draft EIR. Whenever applicable, response to comments 

have been incorporated into the text of the Draft EIR. All new text appears in "double underline type," 

and all deleted text appears in "Strikethrough" type. Additionally, revisions are indicated by a revision 

bar in the margin of the page.

The following pages from the Draft EIR have been modified in response to comments or due to minor 

University staff edits:

1.0-22

1.0- 23

1.0- 26

2.0- 7

2.0- 34

3.3- 13

3.4- 10

3.4- 35

3.10- 6

3.10- 10

7.0- 2

7.0- 4

7.0- 9

7.0- 10

7.0- 11
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1.0 Introduction and Executive Summary

_______________ Environmental Impact__________________________________ Mitigation Measures___________________ Level of Project Impact After Mitigation
3.3 Hazards & Hazardous Materials (continued)

HAZ-2: If a proposed project site is listed as a Less than significant. 
contaminated site and poses a significant 
threat to the public and/ or the environment, in 
accordance with Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, 
or if site contamination is known or believed to 
exist by CSUN, CSUN shall, as necessary, 
conduct a Phase I environmental assessment of 
that site. Based on the results of the Phase I 
environmental assessment, in conjunction with 
the LARWQCB and/or DTSC, CSUN and the 
agency(s) shall determine whether or not 
additional investigation is needed on the 
proposed project site. The results of each 
investigation shall be shared with the Los 
Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(LARWQCB) and/or the California State 
Department of Toxic Substances Control 
(DTSC), as well as the City of Los Angeles 
Environmental Affairs Department.

HAZ-3: If additional study is deemed to be needed and Less than significant. 
CSUN intends to proceed with the proposed 
project, additional investigation of the site 
shall be conducted in compliance with the 
requirements set forth by either LARWQCB or 
DTSC. The environmental evaluation shall 
include review of the historical use of the 
property, field sampling and analysis, 
estimates the potential threat to public health, 
and assesses potential impacts from off-site 
sources to the project. Based on review of the 
additional environmental assessment, either 
LARWQCB or DTSC would then make a 
decision on the potential risks posed by the 
site. This determination shall include one of 
three options: (1) further investigation is
needed through additional more intensive 
investigations, (2) a removal action is needed; 
a cleanup agreement would be made between 
either LARWQCB or DTSC and CSUN, or (3)
No Further Action is needed on the site.
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1.0 Introduction and Executive Summary

_______________ Environmental Impact__________________________________ Mitigation Measures___________________ Level of Project Impact After Mitigation
3.3 Hazards & Hazardous Materials (continued)

HAZ-4: If removal action is required, CSUN shall take Less than significant. 
necessary steps to ensure proper handling of 
hazardous materials removed from the site 
and minimize the potential risks in accordance 
with the requirements of the public health 
oversight agency (LARWQCB or DTSC). In 
accordance with the requirements of these 
agencies, the appropriate agencies and City of 
Los Angeles departments shall be notified of 
the presence of, and removal actions plans for, 
hazardous materials on the campus.

HAZ-5: CSUN shall incorporate information regarding Less than significant. 
site investigations in subsequent 
environmental review documents prepared for 
specific projects, which shall be available to the 
public for review and comment as required by 
CEQA. The public has the opportunity to 
review the site-specific investigations through 
either LARWQCB's or DTSC's public review 
process.

The CSUN Master Plan would not interfere with the No mitigation measures are required. Less than significant.
CSUN Department of Public Safety's and/ or the 
Environmental Health and Safety Office's emergency 
preparedness recommendations and/or campus 
emergency response and evacuation procedures.
CSUN's Department of Public Safety and 
Environmental Health and Safety Office would review 
and update all emergency preparedness 
recommendations and campus emergency response and 
evacuation procedures to reflect changes in campus 
layout through implementation of the proposed Master 
Plan.
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1.0 Introduction and Executive Summary

_______________ Environmental Impact__________________________________ Mitigation Measures___________________ Level of Project Impact After Mitigation
3.4 Noise (continued)

NOISE-3: Equipment used for project construction Significant and unavoidable. 
shall be hydraulically- or electrically- 
powered impact tools (e.g., jack hammers) 
wherever possible to avoid noise associated 
with compressed air exhaust from 
pneumatically powered tools. Where use of 
pneumatically-powered tools is
unavoidable, an exhaust muffler on the 
compressed air exhaust shall be used. A 
muffler could lower noise levels from the 
exhaust by up to about 10 dB(A). External 
jackets on the tools themselves shall be used 
where feasible; this could achieve a 
reduction of 5 dB(A). Quieter procedures 
shall be used (such as drilling rather than 
impact equipment) wherever feasible. The 
project applicant shall require construction 
contractors to ensure that construction 
equipment is fitted with sound reduction 
equipment, per manufacturer's
specifications.

NOISE-4: As per the Qty of Los Angeles Noise Significant and unavoidable. 
ordinance, CSUN shall post signs prior to 
construction activities with a phone number 
for residents to call with noise complaints.
In addition, complaints may be directed to 
the University Office of Facilities Planning,
Design and Construction at (818) 677-2561.

NOISE-5: Prior to construction, noise barriers with a Significant and unavoidable. 
sound transmission coefficient (STC) that 
would attenuate noise levels at off-site noise 
sensitive uses for all construction phases 
shall be specified by an acoustical engineer.

The daily transport of construction workers to and from No mitigation measures are required. Less than significant.
the project site is expected to cause temporary increases
in noise levels along project roadways; however, this
traffic would not be a substantial percentage of daily
volumes in the area and, thus, would not increase levels
by more than 3 dB(A).
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2.0 Project Description

Services facility are located at the center of campus, with academic programs housed in buildings 

throughout the south campus. University administration offices are located on the western edge of 

campus next to the Prairie Avenue entry, one of the more prominent gateways to campus. Playfields, 

instructional fields, and athletic facilities, including tennis courts and a track, are concentrated along the 

eastern edge of campus and in the north campus. The north campus remains largely devoted to student 

housing and additional athletic facilities, including the stadium.

Campus playfields total approximately 40 acres. Additional open space throughout campus includes 

quadrangles and greens, landscaped areas associated with buildings and roadways, and the Orange 
Grove in the campus' southeast quadrant.

Three multi-level parking structures are distributed across the campus, together with six surface parking 

lots. A total of 12,500 parking spaces are provided on the campus.

The primary point of campus entry is East University Drive at Nordhoff Street, along the southern 

perimeter. The campus is also accessible along its western perimeter via Prairie Street (where a visitor 
information booth is located), Vincennes Street, Dearborn Street, and Plummer Street. All four cross

streets provide access to/from Reseda Boulevard, a major commercial corridor one block to the west that 

provides access to the State Route 118 and US 101.

From the east, on-campus parking facilities can be accessed via Zelzah Avenue, Lassen Street, Plummer 

Street, and Prairie Street.

2.4 PROJECT BACKGROUND

2.4.1 California State University (CSU) Mission

The CSU originated with the passage of the Donahoe Higher Education Act of 1960, which united the 

individual state college campuses in a single system. Before 1960, the State Board of Education had 

oversight of the individual campuses. In 1972, the state college system was renamed the California State 
University and Colleges, subsequently becoming the California State University in 1982. Today, the CSU 

system comprises 23 campuses throughout California, including 10 campuses in Southern California. 

The mission of the CSU, as adopted by the Board of Trustees in 1985, includes the provision of access to 
postsecondary educational opportunities throughout California, including undergraduate and graduate 

instruction, through the University and its communities (i.e., campuses).3, 4 As of 2004, the CSU had a 

total enrollment of nearly 400,000 FTEs and was responsible for more than half the bachelor's degrees and 
one-third of the master's degrees granted statewide.* 3 4 5

O
3 California Education Code, §66010.4(b). Website: http://missionwww.lamission.edu/wms/accreditation/ 

documentation/ed%20code-66010.4.htm. Accessed: July 6, 2005.
4 California State University, Board of Trustees. The Mission of the California State University. November 1985.
5 California State University. About the CSU. California State University official website. Accessed: Tune 15, 2005.
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2.0 Project Description

and a five-story residential parking structure with 487 spaces. The parking structure would be built on 

the site of an existing surface lot accessible from Lassen Street. The Master Plan would maintain the other 

parking facilities in this precinct.

Figure 2.0-15, University Park Housing Precinct, shows the University Park Housing Precinct in detail.

Precinct 7: Northwest Precinct. Two student-housing communities are proposed in the Northwest

Precinct, on the site of the existing E5 and E6 parking lots. The buildings will accommodate 896 students, 

Resident Advisors and support facilities, and a dining facility.

Another student housing community is planned in this precinct along West University Drive. This 

community will also accommodate 896 students, resident advisors, and support facilities.

Three academic/administrative buildings are proposed for this precinct, all sited to face the residential 

neighborhood across Halsted Street.

A proposed surface parking lot adjacent to the housing community will provide some student parking 

and a loading area for the dining facility. Two new parking structures are proposed in this precinct: PS- 

06 and PS-B5; existing parking structure B5 would also accommodate student parking.

Approximately 50 units of faculty/staff housing are also proposed in the Northwest Precinct, at the 

corner of Halsted Street and Darby Avenue.

Figure 2.0-16, Northwest Precinct, shows the Northwest Precinct in detail.

Precinct 8: North Campus Faculty/Staff Housing Village

The area north of Lassen Street is proposed as the site of the University faculty/staff housing community. 

Although the precise number and configuration of housing units would be determined by the University 

prior to each phase of development, this area is expected to include dedicated open space and a small 

retail complex to serve residents.

A large playfield (PF-012) for academic/intercollegiate athletic use and a small building housing 

restrooms, showers, and/or storage is proposed is proposed north of the housing village.

California State University, Northridge 2.0-34 2005 Master Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report
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3.3 Hazards and Hazardous Materials

results of each investigation shall be shared with the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control 

Board (LARWQCB) and/or the California State Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), 
as well as the City of Los Angeles Environmental Affairs Department.

HAZ-3: If additional study is deemed to be needed and CSUN intends to proceed with the proposed 

project, additional investigation of the site shall be conducted in compliance with the 
requirements set forth by either LARWQCB or DTSC. The environmental evaluation shall 

include review of the historical use of the property, field sampling and analysis, estimates the 

potential threat to public health, and assesses potential impacts from off-site sources to the 
project. Based on review of the additional environmental assessment, either LARWQCB or DTSC 

would then make a decision on the potential risks posed by the site. This determination shall 

include one of three options: (1) further investigation is needed through additional more 
intensive investigations, (2) a removal action is needed; a cleanup agreement would be made 

between either LARWQCB or DTSC and CSUN, or (3) No Further Action is needed on the site.

HAZ-4: If removal action is required, CSUN shall take necessary steps to ensure proper handling of 

hazardous materials removed from the site and minimize the potential risks in accordance with 

the requirements of the public health oversight agency (LARWQCB or DTSC). In accordance 
with the requirements of these agencies, the appropriate agencies and City of Los Angeles 

departments shall be notified of the presence of, and removal actions plans for, hazardous 

materials on the campus.

HAZ-5: CSUN shall incorporate information regarding site investigations in subsequent environmental 

review documents prepared for specific projects, which shall be available to the public for review 

and comment as required by CEQA. The public has the opportunity to review the site-specific 
investigations through either LARWQCB's or DTSC's public review process.

Near-Term Project-Level Analysis

Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 through HAZ-5 would be applicable to impacts under significance criteria 

HAZ-4 and would reduce impacts to less than significant levels.

3.3.8 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The proposed project could result in a nominal, incremental increase in the quantities of hazardous 

materials stored, used, transported, and/or disposed of by CSUN operations. The proposed increase in 
students, faculty, and staff at CSUN, combined with the proposed increased intensity of operations on the 

campus, could increase demand for and use of, hazardous materials required for daily operations at 

CSUN. However, the presence of additional hazardous materials on the campus as a result of the 
proposed Master Plan would be minimal and would be overseen and managed by the CSUN 

Environmental Health and Safety Office in compliance with federal, state, and local hazardous materials 

regulations. Therefore, implementation of the Master Plan would result in a less than significant
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3.4 Noise

tolerance for short-duration noise events. In cases where the actual ambient noise level is not known, 

presumed daytime (7:00 AM to 10:00 PM) minimum ambient noise for properties zoned commercial is 

considered to be 60 dB(A), while nighttime (10:00 PM to 7:00 AM) ambient noise is considered to be 

55dB(A).9

Construction noise sources cannot be directly correlated to a 24-hour community noise standard because 

this type of noise typically occurs only during certain hours of the day, and construction source noise 

levels vary greatly over time. Construction activities are also treated separately in many community 

noise ordinances because they do not represent a chronic, permanent noise source. To abate the potential 

nuisance from construction noise, the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance and Public Welfare 

Regulations (Chapter IV of the Los Angeles Municipal Code) regulate construction noise in several ways. 

The standards defined by the City for construction activity noise control include the following:

• Section 41.40(a) limits hours of construction activities to 7 AM to 9 PM if such activities may disturb 
the sleep of any persons in the vicinity. Construction activities include equipment operations, as well 
as equipment repair and servicing, and also the delivery of any construction materials (Ordinance 
No. 158 587).

• Section 41.40(c) further limits hours of allowable operations from 8 AM to 6 PM on Saturday or any 
holiday (Ordinance No. 166 170; effective 9/29/90). Construction work is not permitted on Sundays.

• Additionally, Section 112.05 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (Ordinance No. 161 56Z4) establishes | 
performance standards for powered equipment or tools. The maximum allowable noise level for 
operations within 500 feet of any residential zone is 75 dB(A) measured at 50 feet from the noise 
source. This restriction holds unless compliance is not technically feasible even with the use of noise 
"mufflers, shields, sound barriers, and/or other noise reduction devices or techniques."

9 Los Angeles Municipal Code, Chapter XI, Article I, Section 111.03.
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3.4 Noise

location of stationary construction equipment, shutting off idling equipment, notifying 

adjacent land uses in advance of construction work, ensuring that construction equipment is 

fitted with modern sound reduction equipment, and installing temporary acoustic barriers 

around stationary construction noise sources.

NOISE-3: Equipment used for project construction shall be hydraulically- or electrically-powered

impact tools (e.g., jack hammers) wherever possible to avoid noise associated with 

compressed air exhaust from pneumatically-powered tools. Where use of pneumatically- 

powered tools is unavoidable, an exhaust muffler on the compressed air exhaust shall be 

used. A muffler could lower noise levels from the exhaust by up to about 10 dB(A). External 

jackets on the tools themselves shall be used where feasible; this could achieve a reduction of 

5 dB(A). Quieter procedures shall be used (such as drilling rather than impact equipment) 

wherever feasible. The project applicant shall require construction contractors to ensure that 

construction equipment is fitted with sound reduction equipment, per manufacturer's 

specifications.

NOISE-4: As per the City of Los Angeles Noise ordinance, CSUN shall post signs prior to construction

activities with a phone number for residents to call with noise complaints. In addition- 

complaints may be directed to the University Office of Facilities Planning, Design and 

Construction at (818) 677-2561.

NOISE-5: Prior to construction, noise barriers with a sound transmission coefficient (STC) that would

attenuate noise levels at off-site noise sensitive uses for all construction phases shall be 

specified by an acoustical engineer.

On-Campus Construction Impacts. Mitigation Measures NOISE-1 through NOISE-5, above, are 

applicable to on-campus construction impacts associated with Master Plan buildout, and are intended to 

reduce construction noise impacts on on-campus uses adjacent to proposed development sites.

Off-Site Operational Impacts. No significant Master Plan operational impacts on off-site uses were 

identified, and no mitigation measures are required.

On-Campus Operational Impacts. The following measures are intended to reduce Master Plan buildout 

noise impacts on on-campus uses.

NOISE-6: CSUN shall install a solid barrier between the roadway and on-site residential uses along

Zelzah Avenue, between Lassen Street and Parking Lot G7, and along Lassen Street, between

California State University, Northridge 3.4-35 2005 Master Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report
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3.10 Public Utilities: Wastewater

Campus Wastewater Generation

Table 3.10-2, Summary of Projected Total Master Plan Wastewater Generation for 2035, shows 

projected campus wastewater generation for the project in 2035, based on a 40 percent increase in total 

campus population between 2004 and 2035. As shown, the annual campus wastewater generation, 

including new student and faculty/ staff housing, would be 2.38 MGD or 869 MGY. This represents an 

increase of 1.29 MGD or 417 MGY between 2005 and 2035.

Table 3.10-2
Summary of Projected Total Master Plan Wastewater Generation for 2035

Million Gallons Million Gallons
Per Day Per Year

Year Use (MGD) (MGY)
2035 CSUN Campus Master Plan 2.38 869

Source: Wheeler and Gray, October 2005. See Appendix Ffor calculations.

Treatment Facilities

As stated above, currently, the HTP system is treating 350 MGD, 240 MGD below its rated capacity. The 

additional 1.29 MGD of wastewater generated by the 2005 Master Plan represents a relatively small 

fraction (approximately 0.54 percent) of the available 240 MGD capacity of the HTP. Consistent with CSU 

policy, CSUN would continue to implement conservation measures to reduce the use of water, further 

reducing sewage generation.

Based on the information above, there is adequate capacity at the HTP to accommodate the project's 

wastewater generation, and impacts to wastewater treatment facilities would be less than significant.

Collection Facilities

The existing on-and off-campus wastewater facilities systems would need to be upgraded and extended, 

and new connections would be required to meet the future demands of the 2005 Master Plan. The DPW 

requires that the new development connect to the City's existing sewer system. The Campus is 

responsible for all lines within its property and for installing connections to the DPW's lines off-campus. 

It would then be the responsibility of the DPW to upgrade the wastewater collection and treatment 

systems by providing relief for existing trunk lines nearing capacity and expanding treatment facilities. 

Connection to the DPW's lines would require coordination with the DPW to ensure the off-site DPW 

improvements can accommodate on-site Campus improvements. The DPW would may require a 

development fee for each new connection. CSU/CSUN would coordinate directly with the DPW at the
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3.10 Public Utilities: Wastewater

Treatment Facilities

As stated above, currently, the HTP system is treating 350 MGD, 240 MGD below its rated capacity. The 

additional 1.56 MGD of wastewater generated by the near-term Master Plan Projects represents a 

relatively small fraction (approximately 0.65 percent) of the available 240 MGD capacity of the HTP. 

Consistent with CSU policy, CSUN would continue to implement conservation measures to reduce the 

use of water, further reducing sewage generation.

Based on the information above, there is adequate capacity at the HTP to accommodate the project's 

wastewater generation and impacts wastewater treatment facilities would be less than significant.

Collection Facilities

The existing on-and off-campus wastewater facilities systems would need to be upgraded and extended, 

and new connections would be required to meet the future demands of the near-term Master Plan 

projects. The impacts of the near-term Master Plan projects with regard to connections to and 

coordination with the City DPW would be the same as the Master Plan project. The DPW requires that 

the new development connect to the City's existing sewer system. The Campus is responsible for all lines 

within its property and for installing connections to the DPW's lines off-campus. It would then be the 

responsibility of the DPW to upgrade the wastewater collection and treatment systems by providing 

relief for existing trunk lines nearing capacity and expanding treatment facilities. Connection to the 

DPW's lines would require coordination with the DPW to ensure the off-site DPW improvements can 

accommodate on-site Campus improvements. The DPW would may require a development fee for each 

new connection. CSU / CSUN would coordinate directly with the DPW at the appropriate times during 

project phasing. Mitigation Measure WW-2 requires that CSUN comply with the requirements of 

Government Code §54999 with respect to connections to off-site wastewater facilities and improvements 

to off-site wastewater facilities.

The proposed Campus wastewater system is shown in Figure 3.10-2, Proposed Wastewater System. The 

required upgrades and connections would be determined at the time that schematic designs for 

individual project components are developed and implemented. As stated above, connection to the 

DPW's lines would require coordination with the DPW to ensure the off-site DPW improvements can 

accommodate on-campus improvements.

Even with implementation of new on-campus and off-site improvements, impacts with regard to off-site 

wastewater service facilities would be significant and unavoidable.
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7.0 Effects Not Found to be Significant

7.2.2 Biological Resources

CSUN was established on its present site in 1956. The campus is located in a suburban setting and is fully 
developed with buildings, parking, roadways, and landscaped open space (including athletic fields and 
passive recreational facilities), and no longer contains any natural habitat. Existing vegetation, including 
trees, shrubs, lawn areas, and the Orange Grove provide habitat to a wide range of birds and mammals 
that are typically found in urban areas, such as pigeons and starlings. No natural habitat exists on the 
campus to support endangered, threatened, rare, or otherwise sensitive wildlife species, and no such 
species are known or expected to be present on campus.1 Likewise, existing ornamental landscaping is 
not expected to constitute suitable habitat for any known special status species. Therefore, Master Plan 
implementation would have no impact on such species.

Trees on campus may be used for nesting by migratory and other birds. However, Master Plan 
implementation would increase the number of trees and amount of ornamental landscaping on the 
campus, and few trees are anticipated to require removal. No significant areas of landscaping, including 
Magnolia Walk and the Orange Grove, would be removed. The location of the proposed Science 5 
building may require removal of some trees in the southern portion of the University's Botanic Garden. 
However, the Botanic Garden is an instructional space maintained by the College's Biology Department 
and removal of existing trees would be reviewed with the College during the design process. Master 
Plan implementation is not anticipated to substantially adversely affect migratory birds potentially 
present on campus.

Impacts to native birds, including active nests, are regulated under the Fish and Game Code of California 
(Sections 3503 and 3505.5) and the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (amended. Sections 703 et seq). 
Where an active bird nest is located, CDFG guidelines require a 300-foot construction buffer (500 feet for 
raptors) to be established around the nest until the nest is vacated and juveniles have fledged, as 
determined by a qualified biologist. It is recommended that a pre-construction nesting bird clearance 
survey be conducted by a qualified biologist during the typical nesting bird season (March to September) 
and no more than three days before the commencement of construction. Surveys would encompass trees, 
shrubs, and ground habitats (i.e. grasses) located within 500 feet of the work area. In the event that 
construction activities take place during nesting season within 300 feet of active nests (or within 500 feet 
of nesting raptors), the University shall retain a qualified biologist to monitor impacts on nesting birds 
and, if deemed necessary by the biologist based on impacts observed, shall consult with CDFG regarding 
avoidance or minimization of impacts on nesting birds.

The neighborhoods surrounding the campus are completely developed with commercial, residential, and 
other use, and all open space on the campus is landscaped and maintained by the University. No 
riparian habitat or sensitive natural community is present on campus or in the surrounding area. 
Therefore, no substantial adverse effects to such biological resources would result from implementation 
of the Master Plan.

The campus contains no wetland habitat or U.S. Geological Survey-designated blueline streams; 
therefore, implementation of the Master Plan would not have a substantial adverse effect on federally 
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act through their direct removal, filling, 
hydrological interruption, or other means.

The campus is not suitable for, or used as, a wildlife dispersal or migration corridor because it is 
developed and entirely surrounded by urban and suburban uses and major roadways. It is not close to

California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), Habitat Conservation Division. Canoga Park and surrounding 
quadrangles. Database accessed November 10, 2005.
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7.0 Effects Not Found to be Significant

7.2.4 Geotechnical/Soils

Geotechnical impacts were assessed in the CSUN Campus Master Plan Update, Final Master EIR, April 

1998.* 2 * Because geological conditions have not changed since the Final Master EIR was prepared, the 

conclusions drawn in that document are applicable to the currently proposed 2005 Master Plan project.

The closest active faults to the site are the Northridge Hills fault, approximately three miles north of the 

site, and the Sierra Madre-San Fernando fault, approximately ten miles east of the project site. On 

January 17, 1994, an earthquake occurred in the Northridge area, registering an estimated magnitude of 

6.8 on the Richter scale. The epicenter of this earthquake was within a few miles of the campus. 

According to Caltech seismologists, the earthquake occurred on an unnamed fault underneath the San 

Fernando Valley. The fault is believed to be related to the Elysian Park thrust-fault system that extends 

from the San Gabriel Valley through downtown Los Angeles, the Hollywood Hills, and the Santa Monica 

Mountains. The EIR determined that there are no known geologic conditions that would prevent 

development of the site. No known active faults pass through or are immediately adjacent to the campus, 

and the campus is not located within any Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone. The 1998 Final Master EIR 

concluded that the potential for fault rupture affecting the site is, therefore, considered to be low.

CSUN and all of the uses on the campus would be subject to strong ground motion during a significant 

earthquake on faults in the vicinity of the campus. Although the Northridge Hills fault is located within 

three miles of the site, the campus is not exposed to a greater than normal seismic risk for the Los Angeles 

basin. Southern California is a seismically active regions, and, thus, all new and existing development is 

susceptible to sustaining damage during strong seismic events. All new structure will be designed and 

constructed in conformance with the Uniform California Building Code. Even so, during a significant 

seismic event, such as the January 1994 earthquake, damage to buildings could occur, but major 

structural damage or building collapse would not be expected.

The 1998 Master Plan EIR concluded that no significant geologic hazards are anticipated to result from 

implementation of that Campus Master Plan. Construction activities have occurred on the campus for 

over 40 years without incidence of expansive soils or subsidence. There are no significant slopes on the 

campus, and no known existing or potential landslides are present on or immediately adjacent to the site. 

According to the Los Angeles County Safety Element (1990), the campus is not within an area of shallow 

groundwater; therefore, the possibility of liquefaction occurring is considered low. The site is sufficiently 

distant and elevated from the Pacific Ocean that it would not be prone to hazards from tsunami, seiche, 

or flooding from a breached upgradient reservoir.

2
2 California State University, Northridge Campus Master Plan Update, Final Master EIR, April, 1998, Parsons

Harland Bartholomew & Associates, Inc. (HBA).
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7.0 Effects Not Found to be Significant

7.2.9 Public Utilities (Solid Waste)

The California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (AB 939) was enacted to promote the reduction

recycling. and reuse of solid waste generated throughout the state. AB 939 required City and County 

jurisdictions to divert at least 50 percent of the waste they send to sanitary landfills by January 1. 2000. 

Each agency is required to develop an integrated waste management plan in order to achieve this goal 

through source reduction. recycling. and safe disposal. Each City is required to conduct an annual Solid 

Waste Generation Study and prepare a Source Reduction and Recycling Element to describe attainment 

of the diversion goal. The City of Los Angeles surpassed the 50 percent goal in 2000 and has since 

established a 70 percent diversion goal for 2020.

Assembly Bill 75 was passed in 1999 and the State Agency Model Integrated Waste Management Act 

(Chapter 764. Statutes of 1999. Strom-Martin) took effect on January 1. 2000.4 The Bill added new 

provisions of the Public Resources Code (PRC). mandating that State agencies develop and implement an 

integrated waste management plan (IWMP). The changes brought about by AB 75. which require each 

State agency or large State facility. such as the University. to develop and implement an integrated waste 

management plan (IWMP) by July 1. 2000: to divert at least 25 percent of its solid waste from landfills or 

transformation facilities by January 1. 2002: and to divert 50 percent by January 1. 2004.

Solid waste is collected in dumpsters throughout the campus and is hauled away for disposal by 

Browning-Ferris Industries of California. Inc. (BFI) a private contractor. In 2002. 2003 and 2004. the 

University generated 12.412. 10.652 and 17.083 tons of solid waste. respectively.5 Of these amounts. the 

University diverted 10.745. 9.039 and 15.362 tons of solid waste. in 2002. 2003 and 2004. respectively.6 

Thus: the University diverted 87. 85. and 90 percent of the total waste generated in 2002. 2003 and 2004. 

respectively. and is in compliance with the requirements of AB 75.

Solid waste generated in the City of Los Angeles and at the University is currently disposed of at the 

Sunshine Canyon landfill above Granada Hills. the Bradley Landfill and Recycling Center in Sun Valley. 

and the Olinda Alpha Landfill in Orange County.7

In order to divert recyclable materials from the University waste stream and promote the benefits of 

recycling. the University Recycling Program has been developed as a cooperative effort by the Associated 

Students and University administration. The program is a comprehensive effort to inform. educate. and

4 California Integrated Waste Management Board website. accessed February 13. 2006.
<http: / / www.ciwmb.ca.gov/ StateAgency / Requirements/ >

5 Information provided by Toni Manzella. Director. Administrate Support Coordinator. Financial Services. 
California State University. Northridge.

6 Ibid.7
7 City of Los Angeles. Bureau of Sanitation. December 2005.
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7.0 Effects Not Found to be Significant

encourage the campus community to recycle. A Coordinator of Recycling manages and implements the 

University Recycling Program by overseeing recycling services for the University. The University 

manages a disposal and collection program to recycle bottles and cans. household beverage containers. 

paper. cardboard. construction and demolition waste. green waste. wooden palettes. and hazardous 

materials. such as inkjet and laser toner cartridges. inkjet housings. and lighting tubes. The University 

Recycling Program also coordinates collection services for University departments and events. 

Numerous collection locations are provided throughout the campus. including housing facilities. for the 

disposal of these materials and maps of the locations are made available to the campus community by the 

Recycling Program-

All solid waste from the University is taken to the Sunshine Canyon City Landfill. a solid waste facility 

located at 14747 San Fernando Road. in Svlmar. Operated by BFI. the Sunshine Canyon City Landfill 

encompasses the closed Unit 1 disposal area and the active Unit 2 Phase 1 disposal area. Opened in 2003. 

Unit 2 Phase 1 is permitted to accept 5.600 tons of non-hazardous solid waste per day. The City of Los 

Angeles deposits approximately 3.6 million tons per year at the landfill. Unit 2 Phase 1 of the landfill has 

a maximum capacity of 13.441.030 cubic yards. which was also the remaining capacity as of 2003. and an 

expected closure date of 2008.8 Following closure of Unit 2 Phase 1 of the landfill. it is a proposed landfill 

expansion could extend the landfill life an additional 21 years. In the event of closure. other area or out- 

of-county landfills would provide additional disposal capacity for California State University. 

Northridge.

Master Plan implementation is anticipated to result in the generation of construction and demolition 

debris as well as waste materials resulting from campus operations: these materials represent a very 

small portion of the total solid waste intake at the Sunshine Canyon Landfill and other landfills serving 

the City of Los Angeles. Throughout Master Plan implementation. BFI (or a similar provider contracted 

by the University) would continue to provide waste collection and disposal services for California State 

University. Northridge. It is assumed that the University's recycling programs would remain in 

operation and would contribute to meeting the 50 percent diversion goal for State agencies. University

generated waste would continue to be disposed of at Sunshine Canyon City landfill. Unless that facility 

expands. upon its expected closure in 2008. future waste generation would be directed to other area 

landfills or out of county. The 2035 Master Plan buildout date occurs after the projected closure dates of 

the three landfills serving the City of Los Angeles. and it is assumed that the City and County will 

continue their long-term efforts to expand existing regional landfill capacity. seek new landfill sites. or 

develop new methods of waste stream diversion as alternatives to landfill disposal.

O
8 Los Angeles Environmental Affairs Department. http://www.lacity.org/ead/EADWeb-MWR/lea/Sunshine/ 

SWFP%20(Issued%205-21-03).pdf. accessed January 2006.
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Ongoing and increasing campus recycling efforts. together with the City's ongoing and increasing 

diversion of its waste stream. will continue to reduce future solid waste generation and ensure solid 

waste disposal capacity. Moreover. the expected increase in student population and faculty and staff at 

CSUN. has already been accounted for in SCAG projections for the Northridge community. and 

accordingly is included in waste disposal capacity projections.

Incremental buildout of the proposed Master Plan over the next 30 years is anticipated to contribute 

incrementally to the increase in demand for waste disposal capacity in the City. but the University will 

continue to be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to serve its solid waste disposal 

needs and will continue to comply with applicable regulations. Impacts on solid waste disposal are 

anticipated to be less than significant.
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CEQA requires the decision-making agency to balance, as applicable, the economic, legal, 
social, technological or other benefits of the project against its unavoidable environmental risks 
when determining whether to approve the project. If the specific economic, legal, social, 
technological or other benefits of the project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental 
effects, those effects may be considered "acceptable." (CEQA Guidelines §15093(a).) CEQA 
requires the agency to state, in writing, the specific reasons for considering a project acceptable 
when significant impacts are not avoided or substantially lessened. Those reasons must be 
based on substantial evidence in the Final EIR or elsewhere in the administrative record. (CEQA 
Guidelines § 15093(b).)

In accordance with the requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, the Board of Trustees 
finds that the mitigation measures identified in the Final EIR and the Mitigation Monitoring 
and Reporting Program, when implemented, will avoid or substantially lessen virtually all of 
the significant effects identified in the Final EIR for the California State University, Northridge 
2005 Campus Master Plan Revision. However, certain significant impacts of the project are 
unavoidable even after incorporation of all feasible mitigation measures. These significant 
unavoidable impacts are: (a) impacts to air quality attributable to construction equipment 
emissions and operational emissions from project-related traffic, (b) noise impacts associated 
with construction activities, and (c) direct and cumulative traffic impacts at two intersections, 
three street segments, and three freeway segments (d) impacts to off-site water and wastewater 
facilities improvements. Section 3.0 of the Draft EIR, Environmental Analysis, provides 
detailed information regarding these impacts.

The Board of Trustees finds that all feasible mitigation measures identified in the Final EIR 
within the purview of the University will be implemented with the project, and that the 
remaining significant unavoidable effects are outweighed and are found to be acceptable due 
to the following specific overriding economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits, 
including the provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, based upon 
the facts set forth above, the Final EIR, and the record, as follows:

a) The CSU has identified the need to serve the higher education needs of the historically 
under-represented populations and cultures of the State of California, and the project 
will enable California State University, Northridge to meet projected increases in 
student demand for higher education. With the projected "Tidal Wave II" student 
growth forecasts, campuses must expand their capacities to meet current and projected 
educational demand. The project provides enhanced educational opportunities to 
eligible high school graduates and community college transfer students of the region. 
CSU campuses provide access and scholarship opportunities to an increasing number of 
students throughout the State, thereby significantly contributing to a well-educated 
work force and the economic well-being of the State of California.

b) The California State University, Northridge 2005 Campus Master Plan Revision will 
guide development of the University with a projected enrollment increase of 10,000 full
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time equivalent students over the next 30 years. The project provides sound guidelines 
for development and implementation of capital outlay programs and planning, design 
and construction of academic and support facilities.

c) The project provides for future facilities supporting scientific research, providing social 
benefits associated with advances in various fields of science.

d) California State University, Northridge has one of the largest teacher preparation 
programs in the CSU; the project will provide facilities necessary to support and 
expand these programs, providing qualified teachers for the State of California.

e) The project supports the educational, cultural, and recreational facilities on the 
California State University, Northridge campus that will serve citizens of the region, 
including those currently underrepresented in the CSU.

f) The project will create direct job opportunities for faculty and staff, as well as 
additional employment in university support activities.

g) The project will create regional economic growth and development, create jobs, attract 
new private industry to the community, establish new research and training partnerships 
between the university and private industry, address the CSU's affordable housing 
needs, and provide a substantial increase in the tax base of the local community.

h) The provision of affordable faculty/staff housing will assist California State University, 
Northridge in meeting its workforce housing needs, and will enhance the University’s 
ability to attract well-qualified faculty and staff members, thereby enhancing California 
State University, Northridge’s standing as a premier undergraduate, graduate and 
research institution in the state of California. Escalating housing prices in the Los 
Angeles region have made it extremely difficult to attract and retain quality faculty. 
Most starting salaries at the University fall within the low to moderate-income levels of 
the region. Less than 17 percent of the CSU faculty and staff in southern California have 
income levels sufficient to afford the average priced home in the communities where the 
campuses are located. New faculty and staff recruitment is needed to replace retiring 
campus employees and to provide for expanded enrollment. Development of affordable 
housing is key to attracting and retaining the qualified faculty and staff necessary to 
provide quality public higher education for the San Fernando Valley region.

i) The locations identified in the master plan for faculty/staff housing provide the most 
compatible use of land with respect to the adjacent residential neighborhoods.

j) The provision of additional student housing will support a more learning-centered 
campus environment, thereby improving the academic experience and success rate of 
future students.
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k) The student and faculty/staff housing components will have a positive impact on traffic 
conditions by reducing the percentage of peak-hour commuters traveling to campus in 
private vehicles.

l) The project replaces existing campus facilities that have exceeded their useful service 
life, providing for more efficient use of state land and allowing for sustainable growth 
and cost effective facility maintenance.

m) The project improves access for the disabled by replacing non-compliant buildings and 
site improvements with fully accessible facilities.

n) The project improves public safety by replacing existing facilities with new facilities 
meeting current seismic and fire/life safety codes.

o) The project includes improvements to utility infrastructure and central plant systems 
that will reduce energy consumption and improve the overall energy efficiency of 
campus facilities.

p) The project improves the overall campus design and architectural character by preserving 
important campus open spaces, creating exterior courtyards that increase opportunities 
for utilization of outdoor spaces for academic pursuits, and improving the campus image 
and identity.

q) The project incorporates environmentally sound, sustainable planning and design 
concepts including: reduction of heat island effects by replacing surface parking 
locations with multi-level parking structures, significant improvements in mass transit 
accessibility, incorporation of drought tolerant landscaping to reduce irrigation water 
consumption, replacement of existing buildings with future buildings utilizing larger 
building footprints and multiple stories in order to more efficiently utilize land 
resources and maintain prominent open spaces, and building siting and massing that 
provides strategic shading of outdoor courtyard spaces.

r) The project is strongly influenced by input from the campus and surrounding 
communities and incorporates measures to balance community concerns with the 
academic mission of the University.

Considering all factors, the Board of Trustees finds that there are specific economic, legal, social, 
technological and other considerations associated with the project that outweigh the project's 
significant unavoidable effects, and the adverse effects are therefore considered acceptable.



MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) has been prepared in conformance with 

Section 21081.6 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and Section 15097 of the CEQA 

Guidelines. The MMRP establishes the framework California Sate University, Northridge (CSUN or 

University) and others will use to implement the mitigation measures adopted in connection with project 

approval, and the monitoring/reporting of such implementation. "Monitoring" is generally an ongoing 

or periodic process of project oversight. "Reporting" generally consists of a written compliance review 

that is presented to the decision-making body or authorized staff person.

It is the intent of this program to: (1) provide a framework to document implementation of the required 

mitigation; (2) identify monitoring/reporting responsibility; (3) establish the frequency and duration of 

monitoring/ reporting; (4) provide a record of the monitoring/reporting; and (5) ensure compliance with 

those mitigation measures that are within the responsibility of the University to implement. The CSU 

Board of Trustees has adopted those mitigation measures within its responsibility to implement as 

binding conditions of approval, fully enforceable by the Board.

The following table lists each of the mitigation measures adopted by the University in connection with 

project approval, the project component to which the mitigation measure applies, the project phase 

during which the measure is to be implemented, the person/agency responsible for implementing and 

monitoring implementation of the measure, the frequency of monitoring and reporting, and the status of 

compliance with the mitigation measure.
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.1 Aesthetics
AES-1 Field lighting associated with all playfields 

along Zelzah Avenue shall be equipped with 
shields and hoods to avoid the creation of 
nighttime sky glow or light spillover to the 
greatest extent possible.

Design
Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed

AES-2 Field lighting associated with all playfields 
along Zelzah Avenue shall be directed 
downward or onto playing surfaces to avoid 
the creation of nighttime sky glow.

Design
Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed

AES-3 Field lighting associated with all playfields 
along Zelzah Avenue shall be directed away 
from residences across Zelzah Avenue to the 
east.

Design
Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed

AES-4 Consistent with the Landscape Master Plan, 
pine and sycamore tree plantings shall be 
installed along the Zelzah Avenue campus 
perimeter as needed to screen light emitted by 
playfield fixtures.

Design CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during design 
phase and during 
implementation of the 
Landscape Master Plan

Not
Completed

AES-5 Field lighting associated with all playfields 
along Zelzah Avenue shall be used only when 
the fields are being utilized during nighttime 
hours.

Design
Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed

AES-6 Lighting associated with parking structures PS- 
B1, PS-B5-N, PS-G3, PS-G4, and PS-G6 shall be 
equipped with shields and hoods to avoid the 
creation of nighttime sky glow and light 
spillover to the greatest extent possible.

Design
Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed

AES-7 Lighting associated with parking structures PS- 
B1, PS-B5-N, PS-G3, PS-G4, and PS-G6 shall be 
directed downward to avoid the creation of 
nighttime sky glow and inward to the greatest 
extent possible.

Design
Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.1 Aesthetics (continued)
AES-8 Consistent with the Landscape Master Plan, 

pine and sycamore tree plantings and tall 
grasses shall be installed along the Zelzah 
Avenue and Darby Street campus perimeters as 
needed to screen lighting associated with 
parking structures PS-B1, PS-B5-N, PS-G3, PS- 
G4, and PS-G6.

Design CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during design 
phase

Not
Completed

3.2 Air Quality
AIR-1 Develop and implement a construction 

management plan, as approved by CSUN prior 
to issuance of a grading permit, which includes 
the following measures recommended by the 
South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD), or equivalently effective measures 
approved by the SCAQMD:

a. Configure construction parking to
minimize traffic interference.

b. Provide temporary traffic controls during 
all phases of construction activities to 
maintain traffic flow (e.g., flag person).

c. Schedule construction activities that affect 
traffic flow on the arterial system to off- 
peak hours to the degree practicable.

d. Re-route construction trucks away from 
congested streets.

e. Consolidate truck deliveries when possible.

f. Provide dedicated turn lanes for movement 
of construction trucks and equipment on 
and off site.

g. Maintain equipment and vehicle engines in 
good condition and in proper tune as per 
manufacturers' specifications and per 
SCAQMD rules, to minimize exhaust 
emissions.

Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.2 Air Quality (continued)
AIR-1
(cont.)

h. Suspend use of all construction equipment 
operations during second stage smog 
alerts. Contact the SCAQMD at (800) 242
4022 for daily forecasts.

i. Use electricity from power poles rather 
than temporary diesel- or gasoline- 
powered generators.

j. Use methanol- or natural gas-powered 
mobile equipment and pile drivers instead 
of diesel if readily available at competitive 
prices.

k. Use propane- or butane-powered on-site 
mobile equipment instead of gasoline if 
readily available at competitive prices.

AIR-2 Develop and implement a dust control plan, as 
approved by CSUN prior to issuance of a 
grading permit, which includes the measures 
recommended by the SCAQMD, or
equivalently effective measures approved by 
the SCAQMD, as provided in Rule 403 
regarding fugitive dust from construction 
activities.

Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed

AIR-3 All on- and off-road construction equipment 
shall, to the extent feasible as determined by 
CSUN, use emulsified diesel fuel.

Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed

AIR-4 CSUN shall comply with applicable Title 24 of 
the Uniform Building Code (UBC) energy 
conservation requirements.

Pre-Construction
Construction
Operation

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phase

Not
Completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.2 Air Quality (continued)
AIR-5 To the extent CSUN has not previously 

implemented the following transportation 
control measures, as soon as reasonably 
feasible, CSUN, or its designee, will:

a. Provide preferential parking spaces on 
campus for employee carpools and 
vanpools;

b. Schedule truck deliveries and pickups for 
off-peak hours where feasible and require 
that delivery trucks turn off their engines if 
the anticipated duration of idling exceeds 5 
minutes; and

c. Participate in public outreach programs 
that promote alternative methods of 
transportation.

Following Project 
Approval

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept. / CSUN Parking
Services Dept.

Ongoing during 
operational phase

Not
Completed

3.3 Hazards
HAZ-1 For each proposed project to be implemented 

under the CSUN Master Plan, CSUN shall 
consult specified comprehensive lists of 
contaminated sites to determine whether the 
site contains hazardous materials (PRC 
§21092.6, Government Code §65962.5). Where a 
proposed project is identified on one of the lists, 
CSUN shall determine whether the site's 
hazardous materials pose a significant threat to 
the public and/or the environment.

Pre-Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept. / CSUN Environmental 
Health and Safety Dept.

Ongoing during pre
construction activities

Not
Completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.3 Hazards (continued)
HAZ-2 If a proposed project site is listed as a 

contaminated site and poses a significant threat 
to the public and/or the environment, in 
accordance with Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, or 
if site contamination is known or believed to 
exist by CSUN, CSUN shall, as necessary, 
conduct a Phase I environmental assessment of 
that site. Based on the results of the Phase I 
environmental assessment, in conjunction with 
the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality 
Control Board (LARWQCB) and/ or the 
California State Department of Toxic 
Substances Control (DTSC), CSUN and the 
agency(s) shall determine whether or not 
additional investigation is needed on the 
proposed project site. The results of each 
investigation shall be shared with the 
LARWQCB and/or the DTSC, as well as the 
City of Los Angeles Environmental Affairs 
Department.

Pre-Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept. / CSUN Environmental 
Health and Safety Dept.

Ongoing during pre
construction activities

Not
Completed

HAZ-3 If additional study is deemed to be needed and 
CSUN intends to proceed with the proposed 
project, additional investigation of the site shall 
be conducted in compliance with the 
requirements set forth by either LARWQCB or 
DTSC. The environmental evaluation shall 
include review of the historical use of the 
property, field sampling and analysis, estimates 
the potential threat to public health, and 
assesses potential impacts from off-site sources 
to the project. Based on review of the
additional environmental assessment, either 
LARWQCB or DTSC would then make a 
decision on the potential risks posed by the site. 
This determination shall include one of three 
options: (1) further investigation is needed 
through additional more intensive
investigations; (2) a removal action is needed, a 
cleanup agreement would be made between 
either LARWQCB or DTSC and CSUN; or (3) 
No Further Action is needed on the site.

Pre-Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept. / CSUN Environmental 
Health and Safety Dept.

Ongoing during pre
construction activities

Not
Completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.3 Hazards (continued)
HAZ-4 If removal action is required, CSUN shall take 

necessary steps to ensure proper handling of 
hazardous materials removed from the site and 
minimize the potential risks in accordance with 
the requirements of the public health oversight 
agency (LARWQCB or DTSC). In accordance 
with the requirements of these agencies, the 
appropriate agencies and City of Los Angeles 
departments shall be notified of the presence of, 
and removal actions plans for, hazardous 
materials on the campus.

Pre-Construction
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept. / CSUN Environmental 
Health and Safety Dept.

Ongoing during pre
construction and 
construction activities

Not
Completed

HAZ-5 CSUN shall incorporate information regarding 
site investigations in subsequent environmental 
review documents prepared for specific 
projects, which shall be available to the public 
for review and comment as required by CEQA. 
The public has the opportunity to review the 
site-specific investigations through either 
LARWQCB's or DTSC's public review process

Pre-Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during pre
construction activities

Not
Completed

3.4 Noise
NOISE-1 As per Section 41.40 of the City of Los Angeles 

Noise Ordinance, construction operations shall 
be limited to the hours of 7 AM to 6 PM, 
Monday through Friday, and 8 AM to 6 PM on 
Saturdays and holidays. No construction
operations shall be permitted on Sundays.

Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phases

Not
completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.4 Noise (continued)
NOISE-2 As per Section 112.05 of the City of Los Angeles 

Noise Ordinance, all technically feasible 
measures shall be implemented to reduce noise 
levels of construction equipment operating 
within 500 feet of residential areas in cases 
where noise levels exceed 75 decibels measured 
on an A-weighted scale (dB(A)) at 50 feet from 
the noise source. Technically feasible measures 
include, but are not limited to, changing the 
location of stationary construction equipment, 
shutting off idling equipment, notifying 
adjacent land uses in advance of construction 
work, ensuring that construction equipment is 
fitted with modern sound reduction equipment, 
and installing temporary acoustic barriers 
around stationary construction noise sources.

Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phases

Not
completed

NOISE-3 Equipment used for project construction shall 
be hydraulically- or electrically-powered 
impact tools (e.g., jack hammers) wherever 
possible to avoid noise associated with 
compressed air exhaust from pneumatically- 
powered tools. Where use of pneumatically- 
powered tools is unavoidable, an exhaust 
muffler on the compressed air exhaust shall be 
used. A muffler could lower noise levels from 
the exhaust by up to about 10 dB(A). External 
jackets on the tools themselves shall be used 
where feasible; this could achieve a reduction of
5 dB(A). Quieter procedures shall be used 
(such as drilling rather than impact equipment) 
wherever feasible. The project applicant shall 
require construction contractors to ensure that 
construction equipment is fitted with sound 
reduction equipment, per manufacturer's 
specifications.

Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phases

Not
completed

California State University, Northridge
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.4 Noise (continued)
NOISE-4 As per the City of Los Angeles Noise ordinance, 

CSUN shall post signs prior to construction 
activities with a phone number for residents to 
call with noise complaints. As per the City of 
Los Angeles Noise ordinance, CSUN shall post 
signs prior to construction activities with a 
phone number for residents to call with noise 
complaints. In addition, complaints may be 
directed to the University Office of Facilities 
Planning, Design, and Construction at 
(818) 677-2561.

Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phases

Not
completed

NOISE-5 Prior to construction, noise barriers with a 
sound transmission coefficient (STC) that 
would attenuate noise levels at off-site noise 
sensitive uses for all construction phases shall 
be specified by an acoustical engineer.

Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phases

Not
completed

NOISE-6 CSUN shall install a solid barrier between the 
roadway and on-site residential uses along 
Zelzah Avenue, between Lassen Street and 
Parking Lot G7, and along Lassen Street, 
between Lindley Avenue and Zelzah Avenue. 
The solid barrier would reduce noise levels by 5 
to 10 dB(A).1 CSUN shall consult with a 
certified acoustical engineer to determine the 
appropriate height and material of the wall to 
ensure that noise levels are reduced 5 to 10 dB 
(A).

Construction CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during 
construction phases

Not
completed

1 U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Highway Noise Mitigation, (Springfield, Virginia: U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Federal Highway Administration, September 1980), p. 18.
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.4 Noise (continued)
NOISE-7 Sound attenuation measures shall be 

incorporated into the design to minimize noise 
impacts generated by operation of the 
aboveground parking structure on the 
surrounding campus. These measures may 
include a half-wall on the grade-level parking 
deck and/or full walls on the sides of the 
structure that are facing nearby receptors 
and/or noise control louvers on selected 
structure facades that potentially influence 
receptor areas. Acoustical analysis shall be 
performed to demonstrate that the
aboveground parking structure does not result 
in noise levels that exceed state standards at 
exterior on-site residential and school uses. 
These components shall be incorporated into 
the plans to be submitted by the applicant to 
CSUN for review and approval prior to the 
issuance of building permits.

Design, Post
Construction

CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during design 
phases and post
construction

Not
completed

3.8 Transportation And Traffic
TRAF-1 The City of Los Angeles Adaptive Traffic 

Control System (ATCS) should be implemented 
at the following intersections, as needed, as 
Master Plan development projects are 
implemented:

• Amigo Avenue/State Route 18 (SR-118) 
westbound ramps & Rinaldi Street (int. #1)

• Reseda Boulevard & Rinaldi Street (int. #2)

• Balboa Boulevard & SR-118 westbound 
ramps (int. #4)

• Balboa Boulevard & SR-118 eastbound 
ramps (int. #5)

• Reseda Boulevard & Chatsworth Street (int. 
#6)

• Zelzah Avenue & Chatsworth Street (int. 
#7)

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

California State University, Northridge
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.8 Transportation And Traffic (continued)
TRAF-1
(cont.)

• Balboa Boulevard & Chatsworth Street (int. 
#8)

• Reseda Boulevard & Devonshire Street (int. 
#9)

• Lindley Avenue & Devonshire Street (int. 
#10)

• Zelzah Avenue & Devonshire Street (int. 
#11)

• Balboa Boulevard & Devonshire Street (int. 
#12)

• Woodley Avenue & Devonshire Street (int. 
#13)

• Interstate 405 (I-405) southbound
ramps/Blucher Avenue & Devonshire 
Street (int. #14)

• Woodley Avenue & Nordhoff Street (int. 
#40)

• I-405 southbound ramps & Nordhoff Street 
(int. #41)

• I-405 northbound ramps & Nordhoff Street 
(int. #42)

TRAF-2 The City of Los Angeles Automated Traffic 
Surveillance and Control (ATSAC) and ATCS 
system should be implemented at the following 
intersections, as needed, as Master Plan 
development projects are implemented:

• Tampa Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #16)

• Wilbur Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #17)

• Reseda Boulevard & Lassen Street (int. #18)

• Lindley Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #19)

• Zelzah Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #20)

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

California State University, Northridge
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.8 Transportation And Traffic (continued)
TRAF-2
(cont.)

• Balboa Boulevard & Lassen Street (int. #21)

• Tampa Avenue & Plummer Street (int. #22)

• Reseda Boulevard & Plummer Street (int. 
#24)

• Zelzah Avenue & Plummer Street (int. #25)

• Balboa Boulevard & Plummer Street (int. 
#27)

• Reseda Boulevard & Prairie Street (int. #28)

• Zelzah Avenue & Prairie Street (int. #29)

• Reseda Boulevard & Nordhoff Street (int. 
#33)

• East University Drive/Lindley Avenue & 
Nordhoff Street (int. #36)

• Zelzah Avenue & Nordhoff Street (int. #37)

• Balboa Boulevard & Nordhoff Street (int. 
#39)

• Lindley Avenue & Parthenia Street (int. 
#44)

TRAF-3 The intersection of White Oak Avenue & 
Plummer Street (int. #26) should be signalized 
as Master Plan development projects are 
implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-4 An eastbound through lane should be added to 
the intersection of White Oak Avenue & 
Plummer Street (int. #26) as Master Plan 
development projects are implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-5 The northbound approach to the intersection of 
Amigo Avenue/SR-118 Westbound Ramps & 
Rinaldi Street (int. #1) should be restriped to 
provide one shared through/left-turn lane and 
two right-turn only lanes as Master Plan 
development projects are implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

California State University, Northridge
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.8 Transportation And Traffic (continued)
TRAF-6 The southbound approach on Balboa Boulevard 

to the intersection of Balboa Boulevard & SR- 
118 Westbound Ramps (int. #4) should be 
restriped to provide two through lanes, one 
shared through/right-turn lane and one right- 
turn lane as Master Plan development projects 
are implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-7 The eastbound Chatsworth Street approach to 
the intersection of Balboa Boulevard & 
Chatsworth Street (int. #8) should be restriped 
to provide a left-turn pocket lane as Master 
Plan development projects are implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-8 The eastbound Devonshire Street approach to 
the intersection of Zelzah Avenue & 
Devonshire Street (int. #11) should be restriped 
to provide another through lane as Master Plan 
development projects are implemented. The 
eastbound approach would consist of one left- 
turn lane, three through lanes, and a right-turn 
only lane.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-9 The northbound Zelzah Avenue approach to 
the intersection of Zelzah Avenue & Plummer 
Street (int. #25) should be restriped to provide 
another through lane as Master Plan 
development projects are implemented. The 
northbound approach would consist of one left- 
turn lane, two through lanes and one shared 
through/right-turn lane. The northbound
departure would need to be restriped to have 
three receiving lanes.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-10 The westbound Plummer Street shared 
through/right lane approach to the intersection 
of Plummer Street & Balboa Boulevard (int. 
#27) should be restriped to create a 10-foot 
through lane and a 10-foot right-turn only lane 
as Master Plan development projects are 
implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.8 Transportation And Traffic (continued)
TRAF-11 Balboa Boulevard should be widened to a 

dedicated right-turn lane on the southbound 
approach to the intersection of Balboa 
Boulevard & Devonshire Street (int. #12) as 
Master Plan development projects are 
implemented. The southbound approach
would consist of one left-turn lane, three 
through lanes, and one right-turn only lane.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-12 The west side of the southbound I-405 ramps at 
the I-405 Southbound Ramps/Blucher Avenue 
& Devonshire Street (int. #14) should be 
widened to provide one left-turn only lane and 
two right-turn only lanes as Master Plan 
development projects are implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-13 The southbound approach (freeway off-ramp) 
at the I-405 Southbound Ramps & Nordhoff 
Street (int. #41) should be widened to provide 
one left-turn only lane and two right-turn only 
lanes as Master Plan development projects are 
implemented.

Concurrent With
Project
Development

City of Los Angeles Ongoing during project 
development

Not
Completed

TRAF-14 CSUN shall state in its construction contract 
conditions that construction traffic shall be 
routed in such a way to reduce the use of 
neighboring residential streets to the greatest 
extent feasible during all Master Plan 
construction activities.

Design CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during pre
construction and 
construction activities

Not
Completed

3.9 Pubic Utilities: Water Demand And Supply
WAT-1 CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall consult with 

the City of Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power on exact sizing and extensions 
required for water lines that will serve each 
project component at the time it undertakes 
site-specific design plans.

Design CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during design 
activities per proposed 
project

Not
Completed

WAT-2 CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall comply with 
the requirements of Government Code §54999 
with respect to connections to off-site water 
facilities and improvements to off-site water 
facilities.

Design CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during design 
activities per proposed 
project

Not
Completed
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation
Measure
Number Mitigation Measures Project Phase Responsible Person/Agency

Frequency of 
Monitoring/Rep orting Compliance

3.10 Public Utilities
WW-1 CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall consult with 

the City of Los Angeles Department of Public 
Works on exact sizing and extensions required 
for wastewater lines that will serve each project 
component at the time it undertakes site- 
specific design plans.

Design CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during design 
activities per proposed 
project

Not
Completed

WW-2 CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall comply with 
the requirements of Government Code §54999 
with respect to connections to off-site 
wastewater facilities and improvements to off
site wastewater facilities.

Design CSUN Facilities Planning, 
Design and Construction 
Dept.

Ongoing during design 
activities per proposed 
project

Not
Completed
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Purpose

This statement of findings addresses the environmental effects associate with the California State 

University, Northridge 2005 Master Plan Update project (project) located on the California State 

University, Northridge (CSUN) campus in Northridge, California. These findings are made pursuant to 

the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) under Sections 21081 and 21081.6 of the Public 

Resources Code and Sections 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines, Title 14, Cal. Code Regs. §15000, et. Seq. 

The potentially significant impacts were identified in both the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 

and the Final EIR, as well as additional facts found in the complete record of proceedings.

Public Resources Code §21081 and Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines require that the lead agency 

prepare written findings for identified significant impacts, accompanied by a brief explanation for the 

rationale for each finding. The California State University (CSU) Board of Trustees is the lead agency 

responsible for preparation of the EIR in compliance with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. Section 

15091 of the CEQA Guidelines states, in part, that:

(a) No public agency shall approve or carry out a project for which an EIR has been certified which 

identifies one or more significant environmental effects of the project unless the public agency 

makes one or more written findings for each of those significant effects, accompanied by a brief 

explanation of the rationale for each finding. The possible findings are:

(1) Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or 
substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the final EIR.

(2) Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public 
agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such 
other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency.

(3) Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including provision of 
employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation 
measures or project alternatives identified in the final EIR.

In accordance with Public Resource Code §21081 and Section 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines, whenever 

significant impacts cannot be mitigated to below a level of significance, the decision-making agency is 

required to balance, as applicable, the benefits of the proposed project against its unavoidable
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environmental risks when determining whether to approve the project. If the benefits of a proposed 

project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental effects, the adverse effects may be considered 

"acceptable." In that case, the decision-making agency may prepare and adopt a Statement of Overriding 

Considerations, pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines.

Section 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines state that:

(a) CEQA requires the decision-making agency to balance, as applicable, the economic, legal, social, 

technological, or other benefits of a proposed project against its unavoidable environmental risks 

when determining whether to approve the project. If the specific economic, legal, social, 

technological, or other benefits of a proposed project outweigh the unavoidable adverse 

environmental effects, the adverse environmental effects may be considered "acceptable."

(b) When the lead agency approves a project which will result in the occurrence of significant effects 

which are identified in the final EIR but are not avoided or substantially lessened, the agency 

shall state in writing the specific reasons to support its action based on the final EIR and/or other 

information in the record. The statement of overriding considerations shall be supported by 

substantial evidence in the record.

(c) If an agency makes a statement of overriding considerations, the statement should be included in 

the record of the project approval and should be mentioned in the notice of determination. This 

statement does not substitute for, and shall be in addition to, findings required pursuant to 

Section 15091. As required by CEQA, the Board of Trustees, in adopting these findings, also 

adopts a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the project. The Board of Trustees 

finds that the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, which is incorporated by reference 

and made a part of these findings, meets the requirements of Section 21081.6 of the Public 

Resources Code by providing for the implementation and monitoring of measures intended to 

mitigate potentially significant effects of the project.

The Final EIR for the project identified potentially significant effects that could result from project 

implementation. However, the CSU Board of Trustees finds that the inclusion of certain mitigation 

measures as part of the project approval will reduce most, but not all, of those effects to less than 

significant levels. Those impacts that are not reduced to less than significant levels are identified and 

overridden due to specific project benefits in a Statement of Overriding Considerations.



In accordance with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, the Board of Trustees adopts these findings as part 

of its certification of the Final EIR for the project. Pursuant to Section 21082.1(c)(3) of the Public 

Resources Code, the Board of Trustees also finds that the Final EIR reflects the Board's independent 

judgment as the lead agency for the project.

1.2. Organization/Format of Findings

Section 1.0 contains a summary description of the project and background facts relative to the 

environmental review process. Section 2.0 discusses the CEQA finding of independent judgment. 

Section 3.0 identifies the impacts of the project that were studied in the EIR. Section 3.1 of these Findings 

identifies the significant impacts of the project that cannot be mitigated to a less than significant level, 

even though all feasible mitigation measures have been identified and incorporated into the project. 

Section 3.2 identifies the potentially significant effects of the project that would be mitigated to a less than 

significant level with implementation of the identified mitigation measures. Section 3.2 identifies the 

project's potential environmental effects that were determined not to be significant and, therefore, do not 

require mitigation measures. Section 4.0 discusses the feasibility of project alternatives. Section 5.0 

discusses findings with respect to mitigation of significant adverse impacts, and adoption of the 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP).

1.3 Summary of Project Description

California State University, Northridge (CSUN or the University) proposes the adoption and subsequent 

implementation of the 2005 Master Plan Update (2005 Master Plan or Master Plan) for its 356-acre 

Northridge campus. The 2005 Master Plan represents the first comprehensive update of the campus 

master plan since 1998, and is a comprehensive, coordinated series of proposals intended to configure 

and guide the physical development of the campus over the next 30 years.

CSUN is one of 23 campuses within the California State University (CSU) system. The University 

provides education to nearly 33,000 undergraduate and graduate full-time equivalent students (24,473 

FTES) and employs 2,017 faculty members and 1,964 staff members. It is nearly at its current enrollment 

cap of 25,000 FTES and campus facilities are reaching capacity. The 2005 Master Plan Update is intended 

to allow the University to accommodate projected enrollment increases of up to 10,000 additional FTES, 

for a total of 35,000 FTES. The 2005 Master Plan horizon was accordingly set at 30 years to facilitate long

term planning.
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The 2005 Master Plan is a comprehensive series of programs intended to configure and guide the physical 

development of the University campus over the next 30 years. The Master Plan addresses land uses and 

facilities required to accommodate the projected enrollment increase and the evolving pedagogical needs 

of the University's academic, administrative, student support, and campus support departments and 

programs.

The University consulted with its academic units in preparation for the master planning process to 

determine the implications for campus facilities of increasing the enrollment ceiling. The Master Plan 

architects were then asked to determine the capacity of the campus to support the increased enrollment. 

At the CSU system average of 115,000 gross square feet (gsf) per 1,000 FTES, a minimum increase of 

approximately 1.15 million gsf of new academic and administrative facilities was determined to be 

necessary to accommodate the projected additional 10,000 FTES. In addition, 2,688 student-housing beds 

are proposed, along with a net increase of approximately 4,500 parking spaces.

The Master Plan addresses six major programs that apply throughout the campus:

• Academic and Administrative Facilities;

• Student Support and Recreational Facilities;

• Housing and Campus Support Facilities;

• Landscaping, Open Space, and Pedestrian Circulation;

• Transportation Management, Campus Entry, Vehicular Circulation, and Parking Facilities; and

• Campus Utilities and Infrastructure

The 2005 Master Plan proposes significant changes to the North Campus, including development of a 

faculty/staff housing community as the primary use. Instructional/athletic space is also proposed north 

of this housing community. Biotechnology development on the northern portion of the North Campus is 

limited to the existing 500,000 square feet.

The 2005 Master Plan will be implemented incrementally in four phases (three 5-year phases and a final 

15-year phase), as follows:

• Phase 1: 2005-2009

• Phase 2: 2010-2014

Phase 3: 2015-2019
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• Phase 4: 2020-2035

Actual implementation of most Master Plan projects will be influenced by student enrollment, availability 

of funding, and changes in academic, administrative, recreational and student-support programs that 

necessitate new or modified facilities. However, several projects included in the existing campus master 

plan are currently under design or construction and will become operational during the expected 

implementation of the 2005 Master Plan Update.

Detailed discussion of the Master Plan phases, including descriptions of proposed projects and a timeline 

for implementation, is contained in the Draft EIR in Section 2.0, Project Description, and in the Final EIR 

in Section 3.0, Written Comments and Responses to Comments, Topical Response 4, Master Plan Phasing.

1.4. Project Objectives

CEQA states that the statement of project objectives should be clearly written and define the underlying 

purpose of the project, in order to permit the development of a reasonable range of alternatives and aid 

the Lead Agency in making findings.

The objectives of the 2005 Master Plan project originate in the obligation CSUN has to meet its 

educational mission as defined by the California Education Code. The University undertook a lengthy 

Master Plan development process, led by a committee comprising the academic, administrative, and local 

communities. The project objectives drawn from the Master Plan are as follows:

• Enable CSUN to accommodate an increased enrollment cap of 35,000 FTEs by 2035, as required by 
the CSU and California Education Code;

• Accommodate lower-division students in on-campus housing to support the University's living
learning programs and other campus activities;

• Provide facilities for expansion of academic programs and administrative functions at a rate of 
115,000 gross square feet per 1,000 FTEs;

• Provide appropriate facilities for instructional athletics, informal and organized recreation, and 
intercollegiate athletics;

• Reinforce the University's active learning focus by providing opportunities for interactions and 
collaborations among students, faculty, and staff;

• Improve campus vehicular and pedestrian circulation;



• Accommodate parking demand at the rate of 0.39 space per commuter FTE; 0.63 space per student 
dormitory bed; 0.58 space per campus employee (faculty/staff); and 2 percent of the total FTE 
parking needs for visitors;

• Improve pedestrian safety;

• Provide on-campus housing for faculty and staff to aid in employment recruitment;

• Enhance the visual appearance of the campus core and perimeter through the implementation of 
aesthetic improvements;

• Develop more prominent and visually defined campus entries;

• Reinforce campus identity and increase public awareness of the campus' location and presence 
through a program of off-site aesthetic enhancements;

• Adequately maintain and manage all campus facilities;

• Make efficient use of developable land and avoid developing existing open space;

• Maintain stewardship of campus landscape and natural resources;

• Serve as a regional center for intellectual, cultural, and lifelong learning.

These project objectives guided the Master Plan process and the identification of physical improvements 

necessary and appropriate for the CSUN campus to fulfill its educational mission as well as implement its 

campus mission, values, and vision statement.

1.5. Environmental Review Process

In accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and the CEQA 

Guidelines, a draft EIR was prepared by the California State University, Northridge (CSUN or the 

University), Office of Facilities Planning, Design & Construction, to address the potential significant 

environmental effects associated with the adoption and subsequent implementation of the 2005 Master 

Plan (Master Plan or proposed project).

To determine the number, scope and extent of environmental issues to be addressed in this EIR, CSUN 

prepared a Notice of Preparation (NOP) and circulated it for 30 days, beginning May 2, 2005 and ending 

May 31, 2005, to interested public agencies, organizations, community groups, and individuals in order to 

receive input on the proposed project. CSUN also held a Draft EIR scoping meeting on May 19, 2005, in 

conjunction with presentation of the final Master Plan, to obtain public input on the proposed scope and 

content of this EIR. Interested parties attended the meeting and provided input.
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Based on the NOP scoping process, the Draft EIR addresses the following topics: Aesthetics; Air Quality; 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials; Noise; Population and Housing; Public Services (Police Protection 

and Fire Protection); Recreation; Transportation/Traffic; Public Utilities (Water Demand and Supply, 

Wastewater).

Also based on the NOP scoping process, potential impacts on the following resources were determined to 

be less than significant and are not discussed in detail in the Draft EIR: Agricultural Resources; Biological 

Resources; Cultural Resources; Geotechnical/Soils; Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use and 

Planning; Mineral Resources; Public Services (Libraries, Parks, Schools); and Public Utilities (Solid Waste 

Disposal).

The Draft EIR was circulated for a 45-day public review period, as required by state law, beginning 

November 16 and ending December 30, 2005. At the request of members of the community, the Draft EIR 

review period was extended 13 days to January 12, 2006. During this 58-day public review period, the 

University received written comments on the Draft EIR.

CSUN also held a meeting November 29, 2005, in conjunction with circulation of the Draft EIR to obtain 

public input on the content of the Draft EIR and to address questions regarding the Draft EIR. Interested 

parties attended the meeting and provided input.

Section 15088 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that the Lead Agency responsible for the preparation of an 

EIR evaluate comments on environmental issues received from parties who reviewed the Draft EIR and 

prepare a written response addressing each of the comments. The intent of the Final EIR is to provide a 

forum to air and address comments pertaining to the information and analysis contained within the Draft 

EIR, and to provide an opportunity for clarifications, corrections, or minor revisions to the Draft EIR as 

needed.

This Final EIR assembles in one document all of the environmental information and analysis prepared for 

the proposed project, including comments on the information and analysis contained in the Draft EIR and 

responses by the University to those comments.

Pursuant to Section 15132 of the State CEQA Guidelines, the Final EIR for the 2005 Master Plan consists of 

the following:

(a) The Draft EIR, including all of its appendices, is incorporated by reference in this Final EIR.
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The complete Draft EIR document is on file with, and available for public review at, the following 

locations:

• Office of Facilities Planning, Design & Construction, University Hall Room 325, California 
State University, Northridge

• Oviatt Library, California State University, Northridge

• City of Los Angeles Public Library, 9051 Darby Avenue, Northridge

The EIR may also be reviewed on the Internet at http://www.csun.edu/envision2035/.

(b) A list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the Draft EIR.

(c) Copies of all letters received by the University during the Draft EIR public review period and 

responses to significant environmental points concerning the Draft EIR raised in the letters.

(d) Revisions to the Draft EIR.

(e) Any other information added by the Lead Agency.

1.6 Level of Environmental Review

Under CEQA, a program EIR is prepared for a series of actions that can be characterized as one large 

project, with related actions forming logical parts in a chain of contemplated actions (CEQA Guidelines 

§15168(a)). A program EIR allows the lead agency to consider broad policy alternatives and program

wide mitigation measures early in the program process; subsequent project-specific activities are 

evaluated in light of the program EIR to determine if additional environmental documentation is 

required (CEQA Guidelines 15168(b) and (c)). A program-level analysis is intended to provide the public 

and decision makers with an overview of the potential environmental impacts associated with one large 

project. A project EIR examines the environmental impacts of a specific development project, including 

planning, construction, and operations.

The University has developed sufficient detail concerning the following six Master Plan Phase 1 projects 

to permit project-level evaluation of potential environmental impacts in the Draft EIR: the Transit Center, 

Parking Structure G3, the Science 5 facility, University Park Student Housing, a Student Housing 

Administration Building, and 250 Faculty/Staff housing units. Six Master Plan Phase 2 projects are also 

evaluated in this EIR: Parking Structure G6; Faculty Offices and Lecture Hall; two Lecture/Laboratory 

facilities; the Student Recreation Center; and 100 Faculty/Staff housing units.
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In addition, the University has developed sufficient site detail for the Valley Performing Arts Center, 

originally evaluated at the program level in the 1998 Master Plan, to enable its evaluation at the project 

level in the Draft EIR.

The remainder of the 2005 Master Plan is evaluated at the program level in the Draft EIR. The University 

does not anticipate proceeding with development of all proposed Master Plan projects in the immediate 

future, nor has it developed sufficient project detail to enable analysis of project-specific impacts at this 

time. Because of the long-term nature of the 2005 Master Plan, the precise nature, size, and location of all 

the programs and facilities proposed under the Master Plan cannot be accurately projected at this time. 

Additional environmental review of Master Plan project will be undertaken as needed during subsequent 

Master Plan implementation.

2.0 CEQA FINDING OF INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT

The University Office of Facilities Planning, Design & Construction solicited proposals from independent 

consultants to prepare the EIR for the proposed Project. Subsequently, the University selected and 

retained Impacts Sciences, Inc. to prepare the EIR. Impact Sciences prepared the EIR under the 

supervision and direction of the University.

The EIR for the 2005 Master Plan Update project reflects the University's independent judgment. The 

University has exercised independent judgment in accordance with Public Resources Code § 21082.1(c)(3) 

in retaining its own environmental consultant in the preparation of the EIR, as well as reviewing, 

analyzing and revising material prepared by the consultant.

Having received, reviewed and considered the information in the EIR, as well as any and all other 

information in the record, the Board of Trustees of the California State University hereby makes findings 

pursuant to and in accordance with Sections 21081, 21081.5, and 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code.

3.0. FINDINGS OF FACT

3.1 Environmental Effects of the Project which are Considered Unavoidable 
Significant Impacts

This section identified the significant unavoidable impacts that require a statement of overriding 

considerations to be issued by the Board of Trustees, pursuant to Section 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines, 

if the California State University, Northridge, 2005 Master Plan Update is approved. Based on the
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analysis contained in the EIR, the following impacts have been determined to fall within the "significant 

unavoidable impacts" category: impacts to air quality attributable to construction equipment emissions 

and operational emissions from project-related traffic; noise impacts associated with construction 

activities; direct and cumulative traffic impacts at two intersections, three street segments, and three 

freeway segments; and impacts to off-site water and wastewater facilities improvements.

Air Quality

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the air quality impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found in Section 3.2, 

Air Quality, of the Draft EIR.

Construction-related impacts

Maximum Master Plan construction emissions would exceed the South Coast Air Quality Management 

District's (SCAQMD's) volatile organic compounds (VOC), nitrogen dioxide (NOx), and carbon monoxide 

(CO) thresholds of significance during the project construction period.

Operation-related impacts

The Phase 2 near-term project in full operation would generate total summertime or wintertime 

emissions that would exceed SCAQMD recommended thresholds for VOC (summertime) and NOx 

(wintertime). The Master Plan at build-out and in full operation would generate total summertime or 

wintertime emissions that would exceed SCAQMD recommended thresholds for VOC (summertime), 

NOx (wintertime), and PM10 (both summertime and wintertime) during Phases 1 to 4 (the PM10 threshold 

would be exceeded only in Phase 4). Mitigation measures are required to reduce these impacts to the 

extent feasible.

The proposed Master Plan is not expected to include any point sources that would be permitted by the 

SCAQMD as regulated. The Master Plan implementation would be consistent with the 2003 AQMP and, 

therefore, would not jeopardize the long-term attainment of the air quality standards predicted in the 

2003 AQMP. The project also does not exceed the additional indicators of potential air quality impacts, 

including: interference with the attainment of the federal or state ambient air quality standards by either 

violating or contributing to an existing or projected air quality violation; result in population increases



within an area which would be in excess of that projected by SCAG in the AQMP, or increase the 

population in an area where SCAG has not projected that growth for the project's build-out year; 

generate vehicle trips that cause a CO hotspot or project could be occupied by sensitive receptors that are 

exposed to a CO hotspot; create, or be subjected to, an objectionable odor that could impact sensitive 

receptors; have hazardous materials on site and result in an accidental release of toxic air emissions or 

acutely hazardous materials posing a threat to public health and safety; emit a toxic air contaminant 

regulated by SCAQMD rules or that is on a federal or state air toxics list; be occupied by sensitive 

receptors within one quarter mile of an existing facility that emits air toxics identified in SCAQMD Rule 

1401; or emit carcinogenic or toxic air contaminants that individually or cumulatively exceed the 

maximum individual cancer risk of ten in one million. No mitigation measures are required.

Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative impact of the project based on methodology outlined on pages 

3.2-32 through 3.2-33 of the Draft EIR. Based on the results of the three approaches identified in the 

CEQA Air Quality Handbook to determine the cumulative significance of land use projects, the Master Plan 

project would cause not significant cumulative impacts on air quality. However, the operational 

emissions associated with the proposed project would exceed the recommended thresholds of 

significance for VOC, NOx, and/or PM10. Because the South Coast Air Basin is designated as 

nonattainment for the state and federal ozone and PM10 standards, the Master Plan project, which would 

create individually significant air quality impacts for these pollutants or their precursors (VOC and NOx 

are precursors of both ozone and PM10), is considered to contribute to cumulatively significant air 

quality impacts.

MITIGATION MEASURES

The Board of Trustees finds that there are no feasible measures available to mitigate the air quality 

impacts attributable to construction and increased vehicular emissions to a level less than significant. 

However, the following feasible mitigation measures would partially reduce the identified impacts.
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Construction-related impacts

CSUN shall include the following SCAQMD-recommended measures in its construction contract

conditions:

AIR-1 Develop and implement a construction management plan, as approved by CSUN prior to 

issuance of a grading permit, which includes the following measures recommended by the 

SCAQMD, or equivalently effective measures approved by the SCAQMD:

a. Configure construction parking to minimize traffic interference.

b. Provide temporary traffic controls during all phases of construction activities to maintain 
traffic flow (e.g., flag person).

c. Schedule construction activities that affect traffic flow on the arterial system to off-peak hours 
to the degree practicable.

d. Re-route construction trucks away from congested streets.

e. Consolidate truck deliveries when possible.

f. Provide dedicated turn lanes for movement of construction trucks and equipment on and off 
site.

g. Maintain equipment and vehicle engines in good condition and in proper tune as per 
manufacturers' specifications and per SCAQMD rules, to minimize exhaust emissions.

h. Suspend use of all construction equipment operations during second stage smog alerts. 
Contact the SCAQMD at 800/242-4022 for daily forecasts.

i. Use electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel- or gasoline-powered 
generators.

j. Use methanol- or natural gas-powered mobile equipment and pile drivers instead of diesel if 
readily available at competitive prices.

k. Use propane- or butane-powered on-site mobile equipment instead of gasoline if readily 
available at competitive prices.

AIR-2 Develop and implement a dust control plan, as approved by CSUN prior to issuance of a grading 

permit, which includes the measures recommended by the SCAQMD, or equivalently effective 

measures approved by the SCAQMD, as provided in Rule 403 regarding fugitive dust from 

construction activities.



AIR-3 All on- and off-road construction equipment shall, to the extent feasible as determined by CSUN, 

use emulsified diesel fuel.

Operation-related impacts

AIR-4 CSUN shall comply with applicable Title 24 of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) energy 

conservation requirements.

AIR-5 To the extent CSUN has not previously implemented the following transportation control 

measures, as soon as reasonably feasible, CSUN, or its designee, will:

a. Provide preferential parking spaces on campus for employee carpools and vanpools;

b. Schedule truck deliveries and pickups for off-peak hours where feasible and require that 
delivery trucks turn off their engines if the anticipated duration of idling exceeds 5 minutes; 
and

c. Participate in public outreach programs that promote alternative methods of transportation.

FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible, are adopted, and will reduce 

the project air quality impacts attributable to construction- and vehicular-related emissions. Pursuant to 

Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources Code, changes or alterations have been required in, or 

incorporated into, the project which would mitigate, in part, the significant air quality impacts 

attributable to construction and increased vehicle trips identified in the Final EIR. However, there are no 

feasible mitigation measures that would reduce the identified significant impact to a level below 

significant. Therefore, these impacts must be considered unavoidably significant even after 

implementation of all feasible air quality mitigation measures. Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(3) of the 

Public Resources Code, as described in the Statement of Overriding Considerations, the Board of Trustees 

has determined that specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits, including the 

provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the alternatives 

identified in the EIR and the identified air quality impacts are thereby acceptable because of specific 

overriding considerations (see Statement of Overriding Considerations).
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Noise (Construction-related)

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the construction-related noise issues associated with the project is found in Section 3.4, 

Noise, of the Draft EIR. Construction-related noise would exceed existing ambient exterior noise levels 

by more than 5 dB(A) at existing off-site noise sensitive uses, as allowed by the Municipal Code. 

Mitigation measures are required to reduce these impacts to the extent feasible. The daily transport of 

construction workers to and from the project site is expected to cause temporary increases in noise levels 

along project roadways; however, this traffic would not be a substantial percentage of daily volumes in 

the area and, thus, would not increase levels by more than 3 dB(A). No mitigation measures are required.

Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative impact of the construction-related noise impacts on pages 3.4-36 

through 3.4-37. The nearest related project, located at 9423 Reseda Boulevard, less than 0.25 mile west of 

the western campus boundary by itself would generate noise levels above the acceptable City of Los 

Angeles noise threshold for construction activities and above thresholds for on-site uses. The 

combination of construction activities associated with the related project and projects associated with the 

2005 Master Plan could all or partially occur during the same period. Therefore, there is the potential for 

combined construction noise impacts if activities are occurring simultaneously. While the projects would 

implement standard construction techniques to reduce noise, the combined noise effect of related projects 

and the project's contribution would be cumulatively significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES

The Board of Trustees finds that there are no feasible measures available tomitigate the construction- 

related noise impacts to a level less than significant. However, the following feasible mitigation measures 

would partially reduce the identified impacts.

NOISE-1 As per Section 41.40 of the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, construction operations shall 

be limited to the hours of 7 AM to 6 PM, Monday through Friday, and 8 AM to 6 PM on 

Saturdays and holidays. No construction operations shall be permitted on Sundays.
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NOISE-2 As per Section 112.05 of the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance, all technically feasible 

measures shall be implemented to reduce noise levels of construction equipment operating 

within 500 feet of residential areas in cases where noise levels exceed 75 dB(A) at 50 feet from 

the noise source. Technically feasible measures include, but are not limited to, changing the 

location of stationary construction equipment, shutting off idling equipment, notifying 

adjacent land uses in advance of construction work, ensuring that construction equipment is 

fitted with modern sound reduction equipment, and installing temporary acoustic barriers 

around stationary construction noise sources.

NOISE-3 Equipment used for project construction shall be hydraulically- or electrically-powered impact 

tools (e.g., jack hammers) wherever possible to avoid noise associated with compressed air 

exhaust from pneumatically-powered tools. Where use of pneumatically-powered tools is 

unavoidable, an exhaust muffler on the compressed air exhaust shall be used. A muffler could 

lower noise levels from the exhaust by up to about 10 dB(A). External jackets on the tools 

themselves shall be used where feasible; this could achieve a reduction of 5 dB(A). Quieter 

procedures shall be used (such as drilling rather than impact equipment) wherever feasible. 

The project applicant shall require construction contractors to ensure that construction 

equipment is fitted with sound reduction equipment, per manufacturer's specifications.

NOISE-4 As per the City of Los Angeles Noise ordinance, CSUN shall post signs prior to construction 

activities with a phone number for residents to call with noise complaints. As per the City of 

Los Angeles Noise ordinance, CSUN shall post signs prior to construction activities with a 

phone number for residents to call with noise complaints. In addition, complaints may be 

directed to the University Office of Facilities Planning, Design and Construction at (818) 677

2561.

NOISE-5 Prior to construction, noise barriers with a sound transmission coefficient (STC) that would 

attenuate noise levels at off-site noise sensitive uses for all construction phases shall be 

specified by an acoustical engineer.

FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible, are adopted, and will reduce

the project construction-related noise impacts. Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources

Code, changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which would



mitigate, in part, the significant construction-related noise impacts. However, there are no feasible 

mitigation measures that would reduce the identified significant impact to a level below significant. 

Therefore, these impacts must be considered unavoidably significant even after implementation of all 

feasible construction-related noise mitigation measures. Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(3) of the Public 

Resources Code, as described in the Statement of Overriding Considerations, the Board of Trustees has 

determined that specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits, including the provision 

of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the alternatives identified in the 

EIR and the identified construction-related noise impacts are thereby acceptable because of specific 

overriding considerations (see Statement of Overriding Considerations).

Transportation and Traffic

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the transportation and traffic impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found in 

Section 3.8, Transportation/Traffic of the Draft EIR. Development of the Master Plan project would 

generate construction-related traffic. The addition of construction-related vehicles would have a 

significant impact on traffic flow on neighboring residential streets. With implementation of Mitigation 

Measure TRAF-14, the construction-related traffic impact would be less than significant.

Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would result in significant impacts to 34 intersections in the 

project vicinity. With implementation of recommended mitigation, impacts at 32 intersections would be 

less than significant. Even with implementation of mitigation measures, impacts at the following two 

intersections remain significant and unavoidable:

• Zelzah Avenue & Devonshire Street during the AM peak hour; and

• Balboa Boulevard & Devonshire Street during the PM peak hour.

Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would significantly impact street segment operating conditions 

and would result in neighborhood intrusion on local residential streets in the following three locations:

■ Dearborn Street west of Darby Avenue;
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■ Prairie Street east of Zelzah Avenue

No feasible mitigation exists to reduce impacts at these three street segments, and impacts would remain 

significant and unavoidable.

Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would result in significant impacts along the following three 

freeway segments:

Westbound

• SR-118 between Balboa Boulevard and Havenhurst Avenue (AM peak period)

• SR-118 between Woodley Avenue and the I-405 (AM peak period)

Eastbound

• SR-118 between Reseda Boulevard and Balboa Boulevard (AM peak period)

No feasible mitigation exists to reduce impacts to the above freeway segments, and impacts would 

remain significant and unavoidable.

Emergency access to CSUN would not be substantially altered as a result of Master Plan implementation, 

and thus would not result in hazards to safety from design features or incompatible uses; inadequate 

emergency access or access to nearby uses; or result in hazards or barriers for pedestrians or bicyclists. 

No mitigation measures are required.

A portion of the new students and any associated new staff or faculty would likely utilize the existing 

public transportation system to commute to the CSUN campus. One of the five CSUN Master Plan Key 

Features is Parking and Transportation Management. The Parking and Transportation Management 

component includes an Alternative Transportation Plan with a target parking demand reduction of 12.5 

percent. The Alternative Transportation Plan consists of six components for achieving the parking 

demand reduction goal. The Parking and Transportation Management component also includes 

reconfigured campus roadways to reinforce the pedestrian zone and a second intracampus tram 

circulator route. The CSUN Master Plan would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs 

supporting alternative transportation. No mitigation measures are required.



Parking Structure G3 and Parking Structure G6, developed as part of the near-term Master Plan projects, 

would provide 1,994 and 2,769 new parking spaces, respectively. The remaining near-term projects 

would not generate a demand for parking that would exceed the supply provided by parking structures 

G3, G6, and existing parking sources. No mitigation measures are required for near-term Master Plan 

projects parking impacts.

The total projected parking demand, under 2035 conditions, is 15,457 spaces for those commuting to the 

campus and 3,394 spaces for residents. Parking for the proposed faculty/staff housing and retail 

components would be provided separately. The overall total projected demand is 18,851 spaces. The 

simple projected parking demand would result in a parking deficiency as it exceeds the proposed on- 

campus supply by 1,323 spaces. The demand plus a five percent contingency of 909 spaces is 16,196 

spaces for commuters and 3,564 for residents. The overall project demand with a 5 percent contingency is 

19,760 parking spaces. Under the parking demand reduction program, which could reduce parking 

demand during the peak periods by approximately 12.5 percent, the campus demand would be 17,413 

spaces with the 5 percent contingency and 16,616 without. Under this program and with the 

incorporation of the contingency to improve circulation, the campus is projected to have a parking 

surplus of 115 spaces. As a parking surplus would exist under 2035 conditions, impacts to parking 

capacity would be less than significant. No mitigation measures are required.

Program-level analysis of regional arterial streets determined that Master Plan build-out would not 

generate the required minimum 50 trips to local CMP arterial intersections and further analysis was, 

therefore, not necessary.

While transit trips generated on the CSUN campus are projected to increase, significant impacts on transit 

system capacity are not anticipated given the number of new transit trips projected relative to the 

planned substantial increases in future transit system capacity. No mitigation measures are required.

Cumulative Impacts

For the purpose of the EIR, potential traffic-related cumulative impacts were assessed based on the 

growth projections and the list of related projects in the Northridge community of the City of Los 

Angeles. These impacts were incorporated into the impact analysis from the outset and have, therefore, 

been discussed under Master Plan impacts and near-term Master Plan projects impacts, above.
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MITIGATION MEASURES

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential 

construction-related impacts of the Master Plan project will be reduced to less than significant levels by 

implementation of mitigation measure TRAF-14 by CSU/CSUN. The changes, or alterations, in the form 

of off-site roadway improvements identified as mitigation measures TRAF-1 through TRAF-14, are 

within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and have been, or can and should be, 

adopted by that public agency.

TRAF-1 The City of Los Angeles Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS) should be implemented at the 

following intersections, as needed, as Master Plan development projects are implemented:

• Amigo Avenue/SR-118 westbound ramps & Rinaldi Street (int. #1)

• Reseda Boulevard & Rinaldi Street (int. #2)

• Balboa Boulevard & SR-118 westbound ramps (int. #4)

• Balboa Boulevard & SR-118 eastbound ramps (int. #5)

• Reseda Boulevard & Chatsworth Street (int. #6)

• Zelzah Avenue & Chatsworth Street (int. #7)

• Balboa Boulevard & Chatsworth Street (int. #8)

• Reseda Boulevard & Devonshire Street (int. #9)

• Lindley Avenue & Devonshire Street (int. #10)

• Zelzah Avenue & Devonshire Street (int. #11)

• Balboa Boulevard & Devonshire Street (int. #12)

• Woodley Avenue & Devonshire Street (int. #13)

• I-405 southbound ramps/Blucher Avenue & Devonshire Street (int. #14)

• Woodley Avenue & Nordhoff Street (int. #40)

• I-405 southbound ramps & Nordhoff Street (int. #41)

• I-405 northbound ramps & Nordhoff Street (int. #42)



TRAF-2 The City of Los Angeles Automated Traffic Surveillance and Control (ATSAC) and Adaptive 

Traffic Control System (ATCS) system should be implemented at the following intersections, as 

needed, as Master Plan development projects are implemented:

• Tampa Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #16)

• Wilbur Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #17)

• Reseda Boulevard & Lassen Street (int. #18)

• Lindley Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #19)

• Zelzah Avenue & Lassen Street (int. #20)

• Balboa Boulevard & Lassen Street (int. #21)

• Tampa Avenue & Plummer Street (int. #22)

• Reseda Boulevard & Plummer Street (int. #24)

• Zelzah Avenue & Plummer Street (int. #25)

• Balboa Boulevard & Plummer Street (int. #27)

• Reseda Boulevard & Prairie Street (int. #28)

• Zelzah Avenue & Prairie Street (int. #29)

• Reseda Boulevard & Nordhoff Street (int. #33)

• East University Drive/Lindley Avenue & Nordhoff Street (int. #36)

• Zelzah Avenue & Nordhoff Street (int. #37)

• Balboa Boulevard & Nordhoff Street (int. #39)

• Lindley Avenue & Parthenia Street (int. #44)

TRAF-3 The intersection of White Oak Avenue & Plummer Street (int. #26) should be signalized as 

Master Plan development projects are implemented.
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TRAF-4 An eastbound through lane should be added to the intersection of White Oak Avenue & 

Plummer Street (int. #26) as Master Plan development projects are implemented.



TRAF-5 The northbound approach to the intersection of Amigo Avenue/SR-118 Westbound Ramps & 

Rinaldi Street (int. #1) should be restriped to provide one shared through/left-turn lane and 

two right-turn only lanes as Master Plan development projects are implemented.

TRAF-6 The southbound approach on Balboa Boulevard to the intersection of Balboa Boulevard & SR- 

118 Westbound Ramps (int. #4) should be restriped to provide two through lanes, one shared 

through/right-turn lane and one right-turn lane as Master Plan development projects are 

implemented.

TRAF-7 The eastbound Chatsworth Street approach to the intersection of Balboa Boulevard & 

Chatsworth Street (int. #8) should be restriped to provide a left-turn pocket lane as Master Plan 

development projects are implemented.

TRAF-8 The eastbound Devonshire Street approach to the intersection of Zelzah Avenue & Devonshire 

Street (int. #11) should be restriped to provide another through lane as Master Plan 

development projects are implemented. The eastbound approach would consist of one left- 

turn lane, three through lanes and a right-turn only lane.

TRAF-9 The northbound Zelzah Avenue approach to the intersection of Zelzah Avenue & Plummer 

Street (int. #25) should be restriped to provide another through lane as Master Plan 

development projects are implemented. The northbound approach would consist of one left- 

turn lane, two through lanes and one shared through/right-turn lane. The northbound 

departure would need to be restriped to have three receiving lanes.

TRAF-10 The westbound Plummer Street shared through/right lane approach to the intersection of 

Plummer Street & Balboa Boulevard (int. #27) should be restriped to create a 10-foot through 

lane and a 10-foot right-turn only lane as Master Plan development projects are implemented.

TRAF-11 Balboa Boulevard should be widened to a dedicated right-turn lane on the southbound 

approach to the intersection of Balboa Boulevard & Devonshire Street (int. #12) as Master Plan 

development projects are implemented. The southbound approach would consist of one left- 

turn lane, three through lanes, and one right-turn only lane.

TRAF-12 The west side of the southbound I-405 ramps at the I-405 Southbound Ramps/Blucher Avenue 

& Devonshire Street (int. #14) should be widened to provide one left-turn only lane and two 

right-turn only lanes as Master Plan development projects are implemented.
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TRAF-13 The southbound approach (freeway off-ramp) at the I-405 Southbound Ramps & Nordhoff 

Street (int. #41) should be widened to provide one left-turn only lane and two right-turn only 

lanes as Master Plan development projects are implemented.

TRAF-14 CSUN shall state in its construction contract conditions that construction traffic shall be routed 

in such a way to reduce the use of neighboring residential streets to the greatest extent feasible 

during all Master Plan construction activities.

FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible and will reduce the project 

impacts to a less than significant level at all except two intersections, three street segments, and three 

freeway segments, as identified above. No feasible mitigation exists to reduce impacts to the identified 

intersections, street and freeway segments to less than significant levels. Implementation of identified 

off-site roadway improvements is within the responsibility of the City of Los Angeles Department of 

Transportation and Caltrans, not CSU. These agencies can and should implement the identified 

mitigation measures. Therefore, pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources Code, changes or 

alterations in the form of off-site roadway improvements, are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of 

another public agency and have been, or can and should be, adopted by that public agency. Because 

implementation of the mitigation measures set forth above is the responsibility of an agency other than 

CSU/CSUN, and because implementation of these measures may be disputed by the responsible 

agencies, mitigation of the identified impacts to the intersections, street segments and freeway segments 

identified above cannot be assured by CSU, and such impacts must be considered significant and 

unavoidable. Further, even with implementation of all identified mitigation measures, no feasible 

mitigation exists to reduce impacts to the two intersections, three street segments and three freeway 

segments identified in the EIR to less than significant levels. Therefore, these impacts must be considered 

unavoidably significant even after implementation of all feasible off-site roadway mitigation measures. 

Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(3) of the Public Resources Code, as described in the Statement of Overriding 

Considerations, the Board of Trustees has determined that specific economic, legal, social, technological, 

or other benefits, including the provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make 

infeasible the alternatives identified in the EIR and the identified traffic impacts are thereby acceptable 

because of specific overriding considerations (see Statement of Overriding Considerations).
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Public Utilities: Water Demand and Supply 

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the water demand and supply impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found 

in Section 3.9, Public Utilities: Water Demand and Supply, of the Draft EIR. As determined by the City 

of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), sufficient water supplies are available to 

serve the project upon implementation of the CSUN Master Plan. No mitigation measures are required. 

The existing on-and off-campus water facilities systems will need to be upgraded and extended to meet 

the future demands of the 2035 Master Plan. The University is responsible for all lines within its property 

and for making connections to the LADWP's lines off-campus. Connection to the LADWP's lines will 

require coordination with the LADWP to ensure the off-site LADWP improvements can accommodate 

on-campus improvements. Feasible mitigation is available to reduce the off-site water supply facilities to 

less than significant levels. However, even with implementation of new on-campus and off-site 

improvements, impacts with regard to off-site water service facilities will be significant and adverse 

because implementation of the mitigation measures is the responsibility of an agency other than 

CSU/CSUN.

Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative impact of the project on page 3.9-16 of the Draft EIR. The EIR 

concluded that the implementation of the project-related mitigation measures and the implementation of 

similar mitigation measures by other related projects would reduce any potentially significant cumulative 

impacts with regard to the local water supply, water demand and on-site water system to a level that is 

less than significant. Cumulative impacts to off-site water supply facilities would be significant and 

unavoidable.

MITIGATION MEASURES

The following changes, or alterations, in the form of off-site water facilities improvements, are within the 

responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and have been, or can and should be, adopted by 

that public agency.



WAT-1: CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall consult with the City of Los Angeles Department of Water 

and Power on exact sizing and extensions required for water lines that will serve each project 

component at the time it undertakes site-specific design plans.

WAT-2: CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall comply with the requirements of Government Code §54999 

with respect to connections to off-site water facilities and improvements to off-site water 

facilities.

FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible and will reduce the project 

water facilities impacts to a less than significant level. Implementation of identified off-site water 

facilities improvements are within the responsibility of the City of Los Angeles, Department of Water and 

Power, not CSU. This agency can and should implement the identified mitigation measure. Therefore, 

pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources Code, changes or alterations in the form of off-site 

water facilities improvements, are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and 

have been, or can and should be, adopted by that public agency. Because implementation of mitigation 

measure WAT-2 set forth above is the responsibility of an agency other than CSU/CSUN, and because 

implementation of these measures may be disputed by the responsible agency, mitigation of the 

identified impacts to the off-site water facilities identified above cannot be assured by CSU, and such 

impacts must be considered significant and unavoidable. Therefore, these impacts must be considered 

unavoidably significant even after implementation of the feasible off-site water facilities mitigation 

measure. Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(3) of the Public Resources Code, as described in the Statement of 

Overriding Considerations, the Board of Trustees has determined that specific economic, legal, social, 

technological, or other benefits, including the provision of employment opportunities for highly trained 

workers, make infeasible the alternatives identified in the EIR and the identified off-site water facilities 

impacts are thereby acceptable because of specific overriding considerations (see Statement of Overriding 

Considerations).
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Public Utilities: Wastewater 

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the wastewater impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found in Section 3.9, 

Public Utilities: Wastewater, of the Draft EIR. Adequate capacity exists at Hyperion Treatment Plant to 

serve CSUN upon implementation of the Master Plan. No mitigation measures are required.

With implementation of new on-and off-site improvements, the CSUN Master Plan would not cause 

significant environmental effects related to the construction of new wastewater treatment facilities. 

Feasible mitigation is available to reduce the off-site wastewater collection and conveyance facilities to 

less than significant levels. However, even with the implementation of the recommended mitigation 

measures, impacts to the off-site wastewater collection and conveyance facilities would be significant and 

adverse because implementation of the mitigation measures is the responsibility of an agency other than 

CSU/CSUN.

Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would not result in an exceedance of wastewater treatment 

requirements, as regulated by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB). No 

mitigation measures are required.

Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative impact of the Master Plan project on page 3.10-11 of the Draft 

EIR. The EIR concluded that the proposed project would result in an incremental increase in demand for 

wastewater facilities. However, the implementation of the mitigation measures proposed and the 

implementation of similar mitigation measures by other related projects would reduce any potentially 

significant cumulative impacts with regard to the wastewater treatment system to a level that is less than 

significant. The project's contribution to cumulatively considerable impacts on off-site wastewater 

collection and conveyance facilities would be significant and unavoidable.

MITIGATION MEASURES

The following changes, or alterations, in the form of off-site wastewater facilities improvements, are 

within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and have been, or can and should be, 

adopted by that public agency.



WW-1: CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall consult with the City of Los Angeles Department of Public 

Works on exact sizing and extensions required for wastewater lines that will serve each project 

component at the time it undertakes site-specific design plans.

WW-2: CSU, CSUN, or its designee shall comply with the requirements of Government Code §54999 

with respect to connections to off-site wastewater facilities and improvements to off-site 

wastewater facilities.

FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible and will reduce the project 

impacts to a less than significant level. Implementation of identified off-site wastewater facilities 

improvements are within the responsibility of the City of Los Angeles, Department of Public Works, not 

CSU. This agency can and should implement the identified mitigation measure. Therefore, pursuant to 

Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources Code, changes or alterations in the form of off-site wastewater 

facilities improvements, are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and have 

been, or can and should be, adopted by that public agency. Because implementation of mitigation 

measure WW-2 set forth above is the responsibility of an agency other than CSU/CSUN, and because 

implementation of these measures may be disputed by the responsible agency, mitigation of the 

identified impacts to the off-site wastewater facilities identified above cannot be assured by CSU, and 

such impacts must be considered significant and unavoidable. Therefore, these impacts must be 

considered unavoidably significant even after implementation of the feasible off-site wastewater facilities 

mitigation measure. Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(3) of the Public Resources Code, as described in the 

Statement of Overriding Considerations, the Board of Trustees has determined that specific economic, 

legal, social, technological, or other benefits, including the provision of employment opportunities for 

highly trained workers, make infeasible the alternatives identified in the EIR and the identified off-site 

wastewater facilities impacts are thereby acceptable because of specific overriding considerations (see 

Statement of Overriding Considerations).

3.2 Environmental Effects Discussed in the EIR Which Can Be Avoided or 
Substantially Lessened to Less Than Significant Levels with Implementation 
of the Identified Mitigation Measures

This section identifies significant adverse impacts of the project that require findings to be made under 

Section 21081 of the Public Resources Code and Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines. Based on
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information in the EIR, the Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, 

adoption of the mitigation measures set forth below will reduce the identified significant impacts to less 

than significant levels. Based on the analysis contained in the EIR, the following impacts have been 

determined to fall within the category if impacts that can be reduced to less than significant levels with 

implementation of the mitigation measures set forth below: Aesthetics; Hazards and Hazardous

Materials; and Noise (operation-related).

Aesthetics

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS 

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the aesthetics impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found in Section 3.1, 

Aesthetics, of the Draft EIR.

The CSUN Master Plan would not have a substantially adverse impact to scenic vistas, as no scenic vistas 

have been identified in local land use plans. The CSUN Master Plan would not substantially damage 

scenic resources, trees, rock outcroppings, and/or historic buildings within a state scenic highway. The 

CSUN Master Plan would not substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and 

its surroundings. Through the implementation of the lighting design guidelines, the CSUN Master Plan 

would not create a new source of substantial light that would adversely affect nighttime views in the 

area.

The Master Plan proposes four new playing fields along Zelzah Avenue. These playing fields would 

incorporate field lighting fixtures to allow for nighttime recreational activities. In addition, two new 

parking structures are proposed along Zelzah Avenue and another two along Darby Avenue. The 

parking structures would include lighting within the structure, fixtures mounted along the facade, and 

light poles on the top level of the structure. The lighting associated with the proposed playfields and 

parking structures would be a prominent source of nighttime light within the area. With mitigation, the 

impacts are considered less than significant.

Implementation of the Master Plan is not expected to result in a new source of substantial glare. New 

structures on campus would be constructed with materials that are non-reflective, such as stucco. Glass 

incorporated into building facades would either be composed of low-reflectivity glass or would be
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finished with a non-glare coating. Landscaping, paving, and other surface areas within the campus 

would not increase or create reflective conditions. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.

Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative aesthetics impacts of the Master Plan project on page 3.1-35 of the 

Draft EIR. The EIR concluded that Master Plan implementation would not result in a significant 

contribution to cumulatively considerable impacts.

MITIGATION MEASURES

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential aesthetic 

impacts of the Master Plan project will be reduced to less than significant levels by implementation of the 

following mitigation measures:

AES-1 Field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be equipped with shields 

and hoods to avoid the creation of nighttime sky glow or light spillover to the greatest extent 

possible.

AES-2 Field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be directed downward or 

onto playing surfaces to avoid the creation of nighttime sky glow.

AES-3 Field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be directed away from 

residences across Zelzah Avenue to the east.

AES-4 Consistent with the Landscape Master Plan, pine and sycamore tree plantings shall be installed 

along the Zelzah Avenue campus perimeter as needed to screen light emitted by playfield 

fixtures.

AES-5 Field lighting associated with all playfields along Zelzah Avenue shall be used only when the 

fields are being utilized during nighttime hours.

AES-6 Lighting associated with parking structures PS-B1, PS-B5-N, PS-G3, PS-G4, and PS-G6 shall be 

equipped with shields and hoods to avoid the creation of nighttime sky glow and light spillover 

to the greatest extent possible.



AES-7 Lighting associated with parking structures PS-B1, PS-B5-N, PS-G3, PS-G4, and PS-G6 shall be 

directed downward and to avoid the creation of nighttime sky glow, and inward to the greatest 

extent possible.

AES-8 Consistent with the Landscape Master Plan, pine and sycamore tree plantings, and tall grasses 

shall be installed along the Zelzah Avenue and Darby Street campus perimeters as needed to 

screen lighting associated with parking structures PS-B1, PS-B5-N, PS-G3, PS-G4, and PS-G6.

FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible, are adopted, and will reduce 

the potential aesthetic impacts of the project to less than significant levels. Accordingly, the Board of 

Trustees finds that, pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources Code and Section 15091(a)(1) 

of the CEQA Guidelines, changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project 

which mitigate or avoid the potentially significant aesthetic impacts as identified in the Final EIR.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the hazards and hazardous materials impacts associated with the project is found on 

Section 3.3, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, of the Draft EIR.

Presently, the CSUN campus is not known to be listed on a hazardous materials site list compiled 

pursuant to Government Code §65962.5. However, due to the unknown state of hazardous materials site 

listings with respect to the CSUN campus, construction and operational activities associated with 

implementation of the proposed Master Plan could have the potential to create a hazard to the public 

and/or the environment. Mitigation measures are required that would reduce these potential impacts to 

less than significant levels.

Implementation of the proposed 2005 Master Plan would not result in the creation of significant hazards 

to the public through the routine storage, transport, and/ or disposal of hazardous materials. 

Implementation of the Master Plan is not anticipated to introduce new hazards or hazardous materials 

onto the CSUN campus; instead, quantities of existing hazardous materials used on campus may 

incrementally increase as the campus population and operations increase. Additional use of hazardous
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materials would be documented in the annual UP Forms and would be subject to Environmental Health 

and Safety's existing programs, policies and procedures related to hazards and materials safety. No 

mitigation measures are required.

The project would not create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably 

foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the 

environment. Implementation of the Master Plan is not anticipated to introduce new hazards or 

hazardous materials onto the CSUN campus; instead, quantities of existing hazardous materials used on 

campus may incrementally increase as the campus population and operations increase. The 

Environmental Health and Safety Office is aware of, and oversees, all hazardous materials present on the 

CSUN campus in compliance with federal, state, and local regulations. In the unlikely event of a real or 

potential release, the Environmental Health and Safety Office's emergency procedure for Hazardous 

Materials Spills/Releases is employed. This procedure requires immediate notification of the real or 

potential release to the Environmental Health and Safety Office, which then contacts the Los Angeles Fire 

Department (LAFD) and the Cal/EPA. No mitigation measures are required.

The project would not emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, 

substances or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school, and in the event of a real 

or potential release of a hazardous substance, the emergency response procedures currently in place at 

CSUN would be employed upon implementation of the proposed Master Plan, thus preventing 

significant impacts from occurring at the adjacent Northridge Academy High School. No mitigation 

measures are required.

The CSUN Master Plan would not interfere with the CSUN Department of Public Safety's and/or the 

Environmental Health and Safety Office's emergency preparedness recommendations and/or campus 

emergency response and evacuation procedures. CSUN's Department of Public Safety and 

Environmental Health and Safety Office would review and update all emergency preparedness 

recommendations and campus emergency response and evacuation procedures to reflect changes in 

campus layout through implementation of the proposed Master Plan. No mitigation measures are 

required.

Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative impact of the Master Plan project on pages 3.3-13 through 3.3-14 

of the Draft EIR. The EIR concluded that implementation of the Master Plan project would result in a less
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than significant contribution to a cumulatively considerable increase in the presence of hazardous 

materials on the University campus and in the project area.

MITIGATION MEASURES

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential hazards and 

hazardous materials impacts of the Master Plan project will be reduced to less than significant levels by 

implementation of the following mitigation measures:

HAZ-1 For each proposed project to be implemented under the CSUN Master Plan, CSUN shall consult 

specified comprehensive lists of contaminated sites to determine whether the site contains 

hazardous materials (PRC §21092.6, Government Code §65962.5). Where a proposed project is 

identified on one of the lists, CSUN shall determine whether the site's hazardous materials pose 

a significant threat to the public and/or the environment.

HAZ-2 If a proposed project site is listed as a contaminated site and poses a significant threat to the 

public and/or the environment, in accordance with Mitigation Measure HAZ-1, or if site 

contamination is known or believed to exist by CSUN, CSUN shall, as necessary, conduct a 

Phase I environmental assessment of that site. Based on the results of the Phase I environmental 

assessment, in conjunction with the LARWQCB and/or DTSC, CSUN and the agency(s) shall 

determine whether or not additional investigation is needed on the proposed project site. The 

results of each investigation shall be shared with the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality 

Control Board (LARWQCB) and/or the California State Department of Toxic Substances Control 

(DTSC), as well as the City of Los Angeles Environmental Affairs Department.

HAZ-3 If additional study is deemed to be needed and CSUN intends to proceed with the proposed 

project, additional investigation of the site shall be conducted in compliance with the 

requirements set forth by either LARWQCB or DTSC. The environmental evaluation shall 

include review of the historical use of the property, field sampling and analysis, estimates the 

potential threat to public health, and assesses potential impacts from off-site sources to the 

project. Based on review of the additional environmental assessment, either LARWQCB or 

DTSC would then make a decision on the potential risks posed by the site. This determination 

shall include one of three options: (1) further investigation is needed through additional more 

intensive investigations, (2) a removal action is needed; a cleanup agreement would be made 

between either LARWQCB or DTSC and CSUN, or (3) No Further Action is needed on the site.
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HAZ-4 If removal action is required, CSUN shall take necessary steps to ensure proper handling of 

hazardous materials removed from the site and minimize the potential risks in accordance with 

the requirements of the public health oversight agency (LARWQCB or DTSC). In accordance 

with the requirements of these agencies, the appropriate agencies and City of Los Angeles 

departments shall be notified of the presence of, and removal actions plans for, hazardous 

materials on the campus.

HAZ-5 CSUN shall incorporate information regarding site investigations in subsequent environmental 

review documents prepared for specific projects, which shall be available to the public for 

review and comment as required by CEQA. The public has the opportunity to review the site- 

specific investigations through either LARWQCB's or DTSC's public review process

FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible, are adopted, and will reduce 

the potential hazards and hazardous materials impacts of the project to less than significant levels. 

Accordingly, the Board of Trustees finds that, pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources 

Code and Section 15091(a)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, changes or alterations have been required in, or 

incorporated into, the project which mitigate or avoid the potentially significant hazards and hazardous 

materials impacts as identified in the Final EIR.

Noise (Operation-related)

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the off-site and on-site operation-related noise impacts associated with the Master Plan 

project is found in Section 3.1, Noise, of the Draft EIR. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would 

not result in a significant increase in the off-site ambient noise levels measured at the property line of 

affected noise uses. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would result in increased roadway noise 

in excess of the dB(A) "normally acceptable" threshold for multi-family uses (along Zelzah Avenue south 

of Lassen Street and along Lassen Street east of Lindley Avenue). Mitigation was identified to reduce 

these impacts to less than significant levels.
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Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative impact of the construction-related noise impacts on pages 3.4-37 

through 3.4-40. Cumulative noise impacts would primarily occur as a result of increased traffic on local 

roadways due to ambient growth and other developments in the vicinity of the project site. The EIR 

determined that the project would not result in a considerable contribution to cumulative roadway noise 

or on-site noise level increases.

MITIGATION MEASURES

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential operation- 

related noise impacts of the Master Plan project will be reduced to less than significant levels by 

implementation of the following mitigation measures:

NOISE-6 CSUN shall install a solid barrier between the roadway and on-site residential uses along 

Zelzah Avenue, between Lassen Street and Parking Lot G7, and along Lassen Street, between 

Lindley Avenue and Zelzah Avenue. The solid barrier would reduce noise levels by 5 to 10 

dB(A).1 CSUN shall consult with a certified acoustical engineer to determine the appropriate 

height and material of the wall to ensure that noise levels are reduced 5 to 10 dB (A).

NOISE-7 Sound attenuation measures shall be incorporated into the design to minimize noise impacts 

generated by operation of the aboveground parking structure on the surrounding campus. 

These measures may include a half-wall on the grade-level parking deck and/or full walls on 

the sides of the structure that are facing nearby receptors and/ or noise control louvers on 

selected structure facades that potentially influence receptor areas. Acoustical analysis shall be 

performed to demonstrate that the aboveground parking structure does not result in noise 

levels that exceed state standards at exterior on-site residential and school uses. These 

components shall be incorporated into the plans to be submitted by the applicant to CSUN for 

review and approval prior to the issuance of building permits.

1 U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, Highway Noise Mitigation, (Springfield, 
Virginia: U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, September 1980), p. 18.
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FINDINGS

The Board of Trustees finds that the above mitigation measures are feasible, are adopted, and will reduce 

the potential operation-related noise impacts of the project to less than significant levels. Accordingly, 

the Board of Trustees finds that, pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of the Public Resources Code and Section 

15091(a)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, 

the project which mitigate or avoid the potentially significant operation-related noise impacts as 

identified in the Final EIR.

3.3 Environmental Effects Found to Be Less Than Significant

3.3.1 Environmental Effects Discussed in the EIR Found to Be Less Than Significant 
and Not Requiring Mitigation

This section identifies impacts of the project that are less than significant and do not require mitigation 

measures. Based on information in the EIR, the Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial 

evidence in the record, the following impacts have been determined to fall within this category: 

Population and Housing; Public Services (Police Protection and Fire Protection); and Recreation.

POPULATION AND HOUSING

Summary of Potential Impacts

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the population and housing impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found in 

Section 3.5, Population and Housing, of the Draft EIR. In addition to being consistent with the Southern 

California Association of Governments (SCAG) and Northridge Community Plan projections, the 

additional housing proposed on campus, as with all components of the 2005 Master Plan, is specifically 

intended to accommodate projected enrollment increases at CSUN through 2035. Faculty/staff housing 

is intended to aid in faculty/staff recruitment to maintain the necessary faculty:student ratio at the 

University. Master Plan implementation is not growth inducing and would not result in the exceedance 

of local population projections. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would not directly or 

indirectly induce substantial growth.Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would not displace 

existing housing, especially affordable housing. No mitigation measures are required.



Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative impact of the Master Plan project on page 3.5-8 of the Draft EIR. 

The EIR concluded that the Master Plan would not contribute to cumulatively considerable population 

growth or housing availability impacts.

Findings

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential population 

and housing impacts of the project are less than significant and no mitigation measures are required.

PUBLIC SERVICES: FIRE PROTECTION SERVICE

Summary of Potential Impacts

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the fire protection impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found in Section 

3.6, Public Services: Fire Protection Services, of the Draft EIR. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan 

would not result in inadequate emergency access or access to nearby uses either during construction or 

operation. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would not increase fire hazard in areas with 

flammable brush, grass, or trees during either construction or operation. Implementation of the CSUN 

Master Plan would not have an effect upon, or result in a need for, new or altered government services in 

the area of fire protection during either construction or operation. No mitigation measures are required.

Cumulative Impacts

An evaluation of the cumulative fire protection impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found 

on pages 3.6-19 through 3.6-20 of the Draft EIR. The EIR concluded that implementation of the Master 

Plan is not expected to contribute to cumulatively considerable impacts.

Findings

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential fire 

protection impacts of the project are less than significant and no mitigation measures are required.
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PUBLIC SERVICES: POLICE PROTECTION SERVICES 

Summary of Potential Impacts 

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the police protection impacts associated with the Master Plan project is found in Section 

3.6, Public Services, Police Protection Services, of the Draft EIR. Implementation of the CSUN Master 

Plan would not increase demand for police services at the time of project buildout compared to the 

expected level of service available. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would include security 

and/or design features that would reduce the demand for police services. No mitigation measures are 

required.

Cumulative Impacts

An evaluation of the cumulative police protection impacts associated with the Master Plan project is 

found on pages 3.6-20 through 3.6-21 of the Draft EIR. The EIR concluded that implementation of the 

Master Plan would not contribute to cumulatively considerable impacts.

Findings

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential police 

protection impacts of the project are less than significant and no mitigation measures are required.

RECREATION

Summary of Potential Impacts 

Master Plan Project

An evaluation of the recreation impacts associated with the project is found in Section 3.7, Recreation, of 

the Draft EIR. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would not increase the use of existing 

neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical 

deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated. Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan 

would include its own recreational facilities. No additional recreational facilities would be required. 

Implementation of the CSUN Master Plan would not affect existing recreational opportunities at CSUN 

or in the Northridge Community Plan area. No mitigation measures are required.



Cumulative Impacts

The Draft EIR evaluated the cumulative recreation impact of the Master Plan project on page 3.7-7 of the 

Draft EIR. The EIR concluded that implementation of the Master Plan project would result in a less than 

significant contribution to a cumulatively considerable increase in demand for the Northridge 

community's existing recreational facilities.

Findings

The Board of Trustees finds that, based upon substantial evidence in the record, the potential recreation 

impacts of the project are less than significant and no mitigation measures are required.

3.3.2 Environmental Effects Determined Not to be Significant in the NOP Scoping 
Process and Not Discussed in the EIR

Section 15128 of the CEQA Guidelines requires an EIR to contain a statement briefly indicating the reasons 

that various possible significant effects of a project were determined not to be significant and were, 

therefore, not discussed in detail in the EIR. Section 7.0, Effects Not Found to Be Significant, of the Draft 

EIR addresses the potential environmental effects that have been found not to be significant as a result of 

the distribution of a Notice of Preparation (NOP), the responses to the NOP and the NOP scoping 

process. Based on the NOP scoping process, potential impacts on the following resources were 

determined to be less than significant without the implementation of mitigation measures and are, 

therefore, not discussed in detail in this EIR: Agricultural Resources; Biological Resources; Cultural 

Resources; Geotechnical/Soils; Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use and Planning; Mineral 

Resources; Public Services (Libraries, Parks, Schools) and Public Utilities (Solid Waste Disposal).

4.0 FINDINGS REGARDING CONSIDERATIONS WHICH MAKE 
ALTERNATIVES ANALYZED IN THE EIR INFEASIBLE.

Based on the entire record, the Board of Trustees finds that the EIR identified and considered a 

reasonable range of feasible alternatives to the proposed project which are capable, to varying degrees, of 

reducing identified impacts.

The EIR evaluates three alternatives in accordance with CEQA guidelines: the No Project Alternative; the 

Reduced FTE Alternative; and the No Faculty/Staff Housing Alternative. A summary of each alternative 

and the feasibility of each is provided below.
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No Project Alternative 

Description

CEQA requires the evaluation of a No Project alternative in order to compare the effects of a proposed 

project to the existing, or reasonably foreseeable future, conditions on a site. The No Project Alternative 

evaluated in this Draft EIR evaluates retention of CSUN's existing 25,000-FTE enrollment ceiling and 

future development of the campus in accordance with the existing master plan. For purposes of the No 

Project Alternative, it is assumed the proposed 2005 Master Plan for the CSUN campus would not be 

adopted. Campus development and growth would continue in conformance with the existing 1998 

Master Plan. The University's student enrollment ceiling, or cap, would remain at 25,000 full-time 

equivalents (FTEs), which it is currently approaching. The number of faculty and staff would remain at 

or near current levels. Although significant portions of the 1998 Master Plan, which was developed as a 

plan for campus reconstruction following the 1994 Northridge earthquake, have been implemented, any 

projects contained in the current master plan and not yet implemented could be built, including 200,000 

square feet of biotechnology space on the north campus proposed but not yet developed; 300,000 of 

entertainment industry space; and 379,000 sf of main campus academic space. However, none of the 

proposals in the 2005 Master Plan would be implemented, including the development of new and 

expanded academic and administrative facilities; student support and recreational facilities; student and 

faculty/staff housing; landscaping, open space, and pedestrian circulation improvements; transportation 

improvements; parking facilities; or campus utility system and infrastructure upgrades.

Environmental Effects

The No Project alternative would avoid all of the significant, unavoidable impacts: air quality, noise 

(construction-related), traffic, water supply (off-site infrastructure) and wastewater (off-site 

infrastructure) associated with the proposed Master Plan. Since the Master Plan is intended to fulfill the 

CSU Trustee's 2003 directive that CSU campuses plan for projected system-wide increases of 107,000 

FTEs by 2011, the No Project alternative could result in the redistribution of project impacts to other 

campuses, since CSUN would be precluded from accommodating its share of the projected enrollment 

increase and students would likely seek educational opportunities elsewhere.

Relation to Project Objectives

The No Project alternative would prevent attainment of the basic project objectives as identified in Section

1.4, above. The No Project alternative would prevent CSU Northridge from accommodating projected



student enrollment demands for the State of California or revising its existing campus master plan to 

accommodate the projected increases.

Feasibility

The No Project alternative is infeasible because it would not meet any of the project objectives; it would 

prevent CSUN from meeting projected student enrollment demands in accordance with its legislative 

mandate to plan that adequate spaces are available to accommodate all California resident students who 

are eligible and likely to attend (Ed. Code §66202.5); and, it would not provide any of the benefits 

outlined in the Statement of Overriding Considerations.

Reduced FTE Alternative

Description

Under the Reduced FTE Alternative, CSUN would increase its enrollment cap to 30,000 FTEs by the 2034

2035 academic year, rather than the 35,000 FTE cap proposed under the Master Plan. The number of 

student residential housing units to be built on campus would be reduced by 50 percent, from 2,688 to 

1344. The proposed number of new parking spaces would also be reduced somewhat because of reduced 

demand for student residential parking.

The number of remaining Master Plan projects implemented under this alternative would decrease 

compared to the proposed project. Even though a reduced future enrollment of 30,000 students would 

still necessitate new facilities and improvements to existing facilities, the new developed square footage 

would likely be decreased by half compared to the proposed project, given the CSU system average of 

115,000 gross square feet (gsf) per 1,000 FTE students.

Environmental Effects

The Reduced FTE Alternative would result in the same potentially significant impacts as the 2005 Master 

Plan, although impacts would be proportionately reduced. Implementation of this alternative would 

reduce trip generation and associated impacts on area intersections and street and freeway segments. 

However, since many of the affected roadways and freeway segments are projected to be operating at 

unacceptable levels by the date of project build out even without the proposed project, implementation of 

this alternative would nonetheless likely result in significant impacts on the same roadway and freeway 

segments as full build out of the 2005 Master Plan.
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Relation to Project Objectives

The Reduced FTE alternative would prevent attainment of many of the basic project objectives as 

identified in Section 1.4, above. Because the Reduced FTE Alternative would not enable CSUN to 

accommodate the full 10,000 FTEs projected by 2035, and because Master Plan projects to be implemented 

would be adjusted to accommodate this lower enrollment cap, this alternative would not meet CSUN's 

basic project objectives related to accommodation of its share of increased enrollment and the provision 

of associated academic and residential opportunities. Lowering the enrollment cap may also result in 

prospective students seeking educational opportunities elsewhere in the region, thereby shifting 

enrollment growth to other schools.

Feasibility

The Reduced FTE alternative is infeasible because it would not meet many of the project objectives; it 

would not meet CSUN's basic project objectives related to accommodation of its share of increased 

enrollment and the provision of associated academic and residential opportunities; and, it would not 

provide many of the benefits outlined in the Statement of Overriding Considerations.

No Faculty and Staff Housing Alternative

Description

Under the No Faculty/Staff Housing Alternative, the portion of campus north of Lassen Street would not 

be developed with housing for faculty and staff or commercial uses to serve that residential community, 

but instead would be developed in the future with academic, administrative, or student support facilities 

as the University's need for such facilities arose, and at a density consistent with the Master Plan program 

for the remainder of campus. Additionally, the proposed faculty/staff housing in the Northwest 

Precinct, at the corner of Halsted Street and Darby Avenue, would not be built. CSUN would still raise 

its enrollment cap to 35,000 FTEs and all other Master Plan components and projects would be 

implemented.

Environmental Effects

This alternative would result in the same potentially significant impacts as the 2005 Master Plan, 

although impacts would be proportionately reduced. Implementation of this alternative would reduce 

the number of vehicle trips associated with the residential and commercial uses, and associated impacts



on area intersections and street and freeway segments. However, since many of the affected roadways 

and freeway segments are projected to be operating at unacceptable levels by the date of Master Plan 

build out even without project implementation, implementation of the No Faculty/Staff Housing 

Alternative would nonetheless likely result in significant and unavoidable impacts on the same roadway 

and freeway segments as full build out of the 2005 Master Plan.

Relation to Project Objectives

The No Faculty and Staff Housing alternative would prevent attainment of many of the basic project 

objectives as identified in Section 1.4, above. The No Faculty/Staff Housing Alternative would not enable 

CSUN to meet its basic project objectives of providing on-campus housing to aid in faculty and staff 

recruitment. This could effectively preclude the University from achieving the necessary faculty:student 

ratio, which could in turn reduce its ability to meet project objectives related to the accommodation of 

projected enrollment increases; increasing opportunities for interactions and collaborations between 

students and faculty; and development as a regional center for intellectual, cultural, and lifelong learning.

Feasibility

The No Faculty and Staff Housing alternative is infeasible because it would prevent attainment of many 

of the basic project objectives as identified in Section 1.4, above; it would negatively impact the 

University's ability to recruit and retain quality faculty and staff in support of its educational mission; 

and, it would not provide many of the benefits outlined in the Statement of Overriding Considerations.

5.0 FINDINGS WITH RESPECT TO MITIGATION OF SIGNIFICANT 
ADVERSE IMPACTS, AND ADOPTION OF MITIGATION MONITORING 
PLAN

Based on the entire record before the Board of Trustees, and having considered the unavoidable 

significant impacts of the project, the Board of Trustees hereby determines that all feasible mitigation 

within the responsibility and jurisdiction of the CSU has been adopted to reduce or avoid the potentially 

significant impacts identified in the EIR, and that no additional feasible mitigation is available to further 

reduce significant impacts. The feasible mitigation measures are discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2, above, 

and are set forth in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.

The CSU Board of Trustees is vested with "full power and responsibility in the construction and 

development of any state University campus, and any buildings or other facilities or improvements
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connected with the California State University" (California Education Code §66606). This is discussed in 

detail in the Draft EIR in Section 1.13, CSU Mitigation Limitations, and in the Final EIR in Section 3.0, 

Written Comments and Responses to Comments Topical Response 7, Traffic/Parking.

Implementation of identified off-site roadway, off-site water facilities, and off-site wastewater facilities 

improvements are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of other public agencies. These agencies can 

and should implement the identified mitigation measures. Therefore, pursuant to Section 21081(a)(1) of 

the Public Resources Code, changes or alterations in the form of off-site roadway improvements, off-site 

water facilities, and off-site wastewater facilities are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another 

public agency and have been, or can and should be, adopted by that public agency. Because 

implementation of the mitigation measures set forth above is the responsibility of an agency other than 

CSU/CSUN, and because implementation of these measures may be disputed by the responsible 

agencies, mitigation of the identified impacts to the intersections, street segments and freeway segments 

identified above cannot be assured by CSU, and such impacts must be considered significant and 

unavoidable. Pursuant to Section 21081(a)(3) of the Public Resources Code, as described in the Statement 

of Overriding Considerations, the Board of Trustees has determined that specific economic, legal, social, 

technological, or other benefits, including the provision of employment opportunities for highly trained 

workers, make infeasible the alternatives identified in the EIR and the identified traffic, off-site water 

facilities and off-site wastewater facilities impacts are thereby acceptable because of specific overriding 

considerations (see Statement of Overriding Considerations).

The Board of Trustees finds that each mitigation measure within the responsibility and jurisdiction of the 

CSU is a binding condition of project approval, fully enforceable by the Board. Section 21081.6 of the 

Public Resources Code requires the Board of Trustees to adopt a monitoring or compliance program 

regarding the changes in the Project and mitigation measures imposed to lessen or avoid significant 

effects on the environment. The Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the California State 

University, Northridge 2005 Master Plan Update project is hereby adopted by the Board of Trustees 

because it fulfills the CEQA mitigation monitoring requirements:

• The Mitigation Monitoring Program is designed to ensure compliance with the changes in the project 
and mitigation measures imposed on the project during project implementation; and

• Measures to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment are fully enforceable through 
conditions of approval, permit conditions, agreements or other measures.
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